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AVON

Her Name Was Rose
Claire Allan

Summary
‘AMAZING. I read it in one go. I was totally hooked.’ MARIAN KEYES
‘Utterly addictive. Compulsive, twisty, tense.’ CLAIRE DOUGLAS, author of Local Girl Missing
Her name was Rose. You watched her die. And her death has created a vacancy.
When Emily lets a stranger step out in front of her, she never imagines that split second will change her life.
But after Emily watches a car plough into the young mother – killing her instantly – she finds herself unable
to move on.
Avon
9780008302740
Pub Date: 8/14/18
On Sale Date: 8/14/18
Ship Date: 7/25/18
$21.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
452 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

And then she makes a decision she can never take back.
Because Rose had everything Emily had ever dreamed of. A beautiful, loving family, a great job and a
stunning home. And now Rose’s husband misses his wife, and their son needs a mother. Why couldn’t Emily
fill that space?
But as Emily is about to discover, no one’s life is perfect … and not everything is as it seems.

Contributor Bio
Claire Allan is an Irish author who has previously written women’s fiction. A former journalist, this is her first
psychological thriller.

Toxic
The addictive new crime thriller from the best selling author that will have you gripped in 2018
Jacqui Rose

Summary

Sometimes love is toxic…
Bree Dwyer is desperate to escape her husband, take the children and run. But he’s always watching. And she
always gets caught. Until her first love, Alfie Jennings, returns to Essex…

Avon
9780008287283
Pub Date: 9/4/18
On Sale Date: 9/4/18
Ship Date: 8/15/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC030000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

8/14

Gangsters Alfie and Vaughn have been out of the game for a while, but a life of crime is one you never
forget.
To get back on top they need serious money, because loyalty and power don’t come for free. One dangerous
job and they’ll have the payoff they need. And Alfie isn’t going to let anyone get in the way, least of all a
pretty face like Bree.
It’s time to show Essex what they’re made of. And this time, Alfie and Vaughn aren’t backing down.

Contributor Bio
Jacqui Rose is a novelist who lives in South Yorkshire, although she has lived in Soho. She has always written
for pleasure but the ideas in her book have come from her own experiences.
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AVON

An Orphan’s War
One of the best historical fiction books you will read in 2018
Molly Green

Summary
Liverpool, 1942.

Avon
9780008238971
Pub Date: 9/18/18
On Sale Date: 9/18/18
Ship Date: 8/29/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
432 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Sagas
FIC008000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb
Wt

Maxine is haunted by the ghosts of a shameful past. She is unable to get close to her fellow staff at the Dr
Barnado’s Orphanage where she works as a nurse, for fear they might uncover her secret. So Maxine finds a
friend in an unexpected place: Peter, a six-year-old orphan with a secret of his own. Meanwhile, during
Maxine’s visits to her family home, she encounters two men from her past, with very different outcomes.
Crofton is a naval officer now, and their attraction is instant—but how can Rose be with him if she can never
be honest? And then there’s the father of her child, who rejected her when she was pregnant. Can Maxine
ever come clean about her past?

Contributor Bio
Molly Green is a seasoned author of fiction and non-fiction. She has sold lipstick in a Denver store, modelled
in Atlanta, assisted the UN Narcotics Director in Geneva, chauffeured a Swiss Gnome in Zurich, assisted a
famous film producer in the UK, and cooked in a sanatorium in Germany. She now lives and writes in
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Also Available
An Orphan in the Snow - B-format Paperback - 11/13/2018 9780008296322

Our Little Secret
Darren O’Sullivan

Summary
Chris is ready to join his wife. He’s planned this moment for nearly a year. The date. The time. The train. But
he hadn’t factored in Sarah.
So when Sarah walks on to the platform and sees a man swaying at the edge she assumes he’s just had too
much to drink. What she doesn’t expect is to stop a suicide.
As Sarah becomes obsessed with discovering the secrets that Chris is clearly hiding, he becomes obsessed
with stopping her, protecting her.
HQ
9780008285166
Pub Date: 9/18/18
On Sale Date: 9/18/18
Ship Date: 8/29/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

But there are some secrets that are meant to stay buried…
Perfect for fans of Clare Mackintosh, BA Paris and Holly Seddon.

Contributor Bio
Darren O'Sullivan was born in Slough in 1982 but moved to Peterborough when he was 17 to train in
performing arts. He has been working creatively ever since, first as an actor for the stage, then director. 5
years ago he felt inspired to write theatre and from that came the idea to develop a novel.
Following being accepted in the Faber and Faber novel writing programme in 2015 he fine tuned his hand and
during that 6 month training programme Our Little Secret was born.
He is currently working on his second thriller.
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HARPERIMPULSE

The One
A moving and unforgettable love story - the most emotional read of 2018!
Maria Realf

Summary
Fall in love with this beautiful love story. A must read for fans of Jojo Moyes’ Me Before You and Cecelia
Ahern’s PS I Love You.
Lizzie Sparkes should be the happiest girl in the world—she’s three months away from marrying The One in
the wedding of her dreams! But then The One before The One walks back in to her life with a bombshell.

HarperImpulse
9780008278960
Pub Date: 9/18/18
On Sale Date: 9/18/18
Ship Date: 8/29/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020

Alex’s unexpected return changes everything and now Lizzie faces an impossible dilemma. Because how can
you leave the past behind you, when it’s standing right in front of you…asking you for one more chance?

Contributor Bio
Since graduating with a degree in multi-media journalism, Maria Realf has worked for many of the UK’s
best-known magazines, including The Mail on Sunday’s YOU Magazine, Cosmopolitan, Cosmopolitan Bride,
Fabulous, Marie Claire, Now and You & Your Wedding. In her spare time, Maria is also an all-round movie
obsessive, theatre lover and karaoke enthusiast. Find out more at www.mariarealf.com.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

The Ghost Tree
Gripping historical fiction from the Sunday Times Bestseller
Barbara Erskine

Simultaneous TPB:
9780008195823, $21.99

Summary
Before you follow the path into your family’s history, beware of the secrets you may find…
The new novel from the Sunday Times bestselling author.
The past is about to become the present…

HarperCollins
9780008195816
Pub Date: 9/25/18
On Sale Date: 9/25/18
Ship Date: 9/5/18
$32.99 Can.
Hardcover
592 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.8 lb
Wt

8/14

Ruth has returned to Edinburgh after many years of exile. Left rootless by the death of her estranged father,
she is faced with the daunting task of sorting through his possessions. Amidst the dust of her old life, Ruth
discovers a hidden diary from the eighteenth century, written by her ancestor, Thomas Erskine. As she sifts
through the ancient pages of the past, Ruth is pulled into a story that she can’t escape.
As the youngest son of a noble family Thomas’ life started in genteel poverty, but his extraordinary
experiences propel him from the high seas to Lord Chancellor. Yet, on his journey through life, he makes a
powerful enemy who hounds him to the death – and beyond.
Ruth has opened a door to the past that she can’t close, and meets a ghost in her family tree who wasn’t
invited. She will have to draw upon new friends and old in what will become a battle for her very survival…
The inspiration for Th...

Contributor Bio
Barbara Erskine is the Sunday Times bestselling author of over a dozen novels. Her first book, Lady of Hay,
has sold more than three million copies worldwide and has never been out of print since it was first published
thirty years ago. Her books have been translated into over twenty-five languages and are international
bestsellers. Barbara
lives near Hay-on-Wye in the Welsh borders. To find out more about Barbara and her books visit her website,
find her on Facebook or follow her on Twitter.
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HARPERCOLLINS

One in a Million
Lindsey Kelk

Summary
Everyone wants that special someone….
Annie Higgins has given up on love: she’s too busy trying to get her tiny business off the ground. Infuriated
by the advertising agency across the hall making fun of her job, Annie accepts their crazy challenge – to
make a random stranger Instagram-famous in just thirty days.
And even when they choose Dr Samuel Page PhD, historian and hater of social media, as her target, Annie’s
determined to win the bet – whether Sam likes it or not.
HarperCollins
9780008239046
Pub Date: 9/25/18
On Sale Date: 9/25/18
Ship Date: 9/5/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
416 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 25K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

But getting to know Sam means getting to know more about herself. And before the thirty days are out,
Annie has to make a decision about what’s really important…
Funny, real and heart-meltingly romantic, Annie and Sam’s story is My Fair Lady for the social media age –
and the perfect feel-good read

Contributor Bio
Lindsey Kelk is an author, journalist and prolific tweeter. Previously a children’s book editor and columnist for
Marie Claire, Lindsey is now a full-time writer and lives in Los Angeles. She is published in 22 counties and
her novels, including the I Heart series, the Tess Brookes About a Girl series and standalones, have sold over
1 million copies worldwide. You can connect with her and her community of fans on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and Snapchat.

Cops and Robbers
The Story of the British Police Car
Ant Anstead

Summary
The British Police Force’s relationship with the car started with the chasing of pioneer speeding motorists, who
were often caught by policemen on bicycles. However, as speed restrictions eased in the early twentieth
century and car ownership increased, the police embraced the car. Crime was becoming intrinsically linked to
the car, criminals were stealing them to sell on or to use as getaway vehicles and the police needed to stay
ahead, or at least only one step behind. The arms race for speed, which culminated in the police acquiring
high-speed pursuit vehicles such as Subaru Impreza Turbos, had begun.
William Collins
9780008244514
Pub Date: 10/16/18
On Sale Date: 10/16/18
Ship Date: 9/26/18
$39.99 Can.
Hardcover

Ant Anstead spent the first seven years of his working life as a cop. Growing up watching The Professionals
and other TV programmes initially fired his enthusiasm, partly because of the cars; who doesn’t love a
handbrake-turning Capri? However, Ant was a serious copper who succeeded in the force and joined the
armed response team, one of the force’s most elite units. Ant never lost his love of cars though, especially
police cars.

432 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 20K
History / Europe
HIS015000

In this fascinating new history of the British Police Ca...

Contributor Bio

9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.5 lb
Wt

8/14

Ant Anstead is a man of many talents. He is best known for his day job as a car builder, but he is also a
designer, artist, author, world record holder and a semi-professional football player. Ant is a car nut and has
been building bespoke cars since he was a kid, and after two commendations for bravery, his career as one of
the UK’s youngest armed police officers came to an end when he was just 25, and Ant followed his passion
into the car world. Ant has appeared on a number of entertainment shows (including The One Show, Sunday
Brunch and This Morning) and fronted the hugely popular Channel 4 series For the Love of Cars with Philip
Glenister. He is often seen hosting the live stages of some of the UK’s most prestigious car shows.
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WILLIAM COLLINS

Left for Dead?
The Strange Death and Rebirth of the Labour Party
Lewis Goodall

Simultaneous TPB:
9780008227272, $21.99

Summary
A timely and provocative account of the fall of New Labour, the rise of Corbyn, and what it means for
the left in Britain.
In the 21st Century the Labour Party has undergone the most extraordinary transformation in its history. After
more than a decade of political dominance, the party lost two consecutive general elections and found its
leadership usurped by the obscure far-left MP Jeremy Corbyn. As Britain voted to leave the EU, Labour
seemed destined for long term irrelevance.
William Collins
9780008226695
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover
320 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Political Science / Political
Ideologies
POL042000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

But then it all changed. Far from being the death of the party as many had predicted, at one fell stroke the
general election of 2017 heralded its strange and unexpected rebirth. Against all the odds, Corbyn became the
first Labour leader since 1997 to gain the party seats, and was simultaneously hailed as the saviour of the
British Left and a harbinger of doom for its New Labour elite.
In Left for Dead? journalist Lewis Goodall tells the full story of this political revolution with unprecedented
access to all its key players, from Blair to Corbyn. Weaving together personal memoir, exclusive interviews,
juicy g...

Contributor Bio
Lewis Goodall is a political correspondent for Sky News, formerly having reported for BBC Newsnight. He has
also reported for the Victoria Derbyshire programme, Radio 4 and BBC World. As well as covering all things
politics (with a particular focus on the Labour Party) he has presented and reported on stories as varied as
Euroscepticism in Clacton, the Paris terror attacks, and even enrolled in the world’s most famous clown school
in Étampes, Paris.

The Drowned Village
Kathleen McGurl

Summary
A village destroyed
It’s the summer of 1935 and eleven-year-old Stella Walker is preparing to leave her home forever. Forced to
evacuate to make way for a new reservoir, the village of Brackendale Green will soon be lost. But before the
water has even reached them, a dreadful event threatens to tear Stella’s family apart.

HQ
9780008274481
Pub Date: 11/6/18
On Sale Date: 11/6/18
Ship Date: 10/17/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
384 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Small Town &
Rural
FIC066000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

An uncovered secret
Present day, and a fierce summer has dried up the lake and revealed the remnants of the deserted village.
Now an old woman, Stella begs her granddaughter Laura to make the journey she can’t. She’s sure the village
still holds answers for her but, with only days until the floodwaters start to rise again, Laura is in a race
against time to solve the mysteries of Stella’s almost forgotten past.
Haunting and evocative, The Drowned Village reaches across the decades in an unforgettable tale of love, loss
and family.

Contributor Bio
Kathleen McGurl lives near the sea in Bournemouth, UK, with her husband and elderly tabby cat. She has two
sons who are now grown-up and have left home. She began her writing career creating short stories, and sold
dozens to women’s magazines in the UK and Australia. Then she got side-tracked onto family history research
—which led eventually to writing novels with genealogy themes. She has always been fascinated by the past,
and the ways in which the past can influence the present, and enjoys exploring these links in her novels.
When not writing or working at her full-time job in IT, she likes to go out running. She also adores mountains
and is never happier than when striding across the Lake District fells, following a route from a Wainwright
guidebook.
You can find out more at her website: kathleenmcgurl.com, or follow her on Twitter @KathMcGurl.
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HARPERCOLLINS

How to Draw a Map
Malcolm Swanston, Alex Swanston

Summary
How to Draw a Map is a fascinating meditation on the centuries-old art of map-making, from the first
astronomical maps to the sophisticated GPS guides of today.

HarperCollins
9780008275792
Pub Date: 7/2/19
On Sale Date: 7/2/19
Ship Date: 6/20/19
$32.99 Can.
Hardcover
288 Pages
60 b/w illus, 20 col plates
Carton Qty: 0
History / Historical
Geography
HIS052000
8.9 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Maps have influenced humanity in many unexpected ways: life, death, sexual reproduction, espionage, war
and peace. How to Draw a Map traces the story of mapmaking – cartography – from the first scratchings on
the cave wall to the detailed high-tech ‘navigator’. This is the story of human conceptions, often
misconceptions, of our world. It is also a very personal story about a mapmaker’s journey through life – the
exciting new perspectives and the occasional misadventures.
Over the last 5,000 years societies and empires have risen and fallen; most, if not all, attempt to record their
own visions of our world. In the 15th century, Europeans developed a global reach with their oceanic ships,
exploring outward into the world, revealing new possibilities, peoples and opportunities. Mapmakers recorded
this journey, revealing to us a window into past triumphs and disasters. The story continues into our own day
when diplomats carve up ...

Contributor Bio
Alexander Swanston and Malcolm Swanston have been writing about and mapping history collectively for over
30 years, working on subjects ranging from ancient Rome to Vietnam and beyond. They have researched and
written about World War II for many years and have mapped the key battles and events that took place
between 1939 and 1945. They have recently produced books on a range of subjects, including The Atlas of
the Civil War, The Historical Atlas of the Bible, and The Historical Atlas of Knights and Castles.

A Middle-earth Traveller
Sketches from Bag End to Mordor
John Howe

Summary
Let acclaimed Tolkien artist John Howe take you on an unforgettable journey across Middle-earth, from Bag
End to Mordor, in this richly illustrated sketchbook fully of previously unseen artwork, anecdotes and
meditations on Middle-earth.

HarperCollins
9780008226770
Pub Date: 11/20/18
On Sale Date: 11/20/18
Ship Date: 10/31/18
$39.99 Can.
Hardcover
192 Pages
120 b/w, 20 col illus
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Fantasy
FIC009020
9.9 in H | 7.7 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

8/14

Middle-earth has been mapped, Bilbo’s and Frodo’s journeys plotted and measured, but it remains a
wilderland for all that. The roads as yet untravelled far outnumber those down which J.R.R. Tolkien led us in
his writings.
A Middle-earth Traveller presents a walking tour of Tolkien’s Middle-earth, visiting not only places central to
his stories, but also those just over the hill or beyond the horizon. Events from Tolkien’s books are explored –
battles of the different ages that are almost legend by the time of The Lord of the Rings; lost kingdoms and
ancient myths, as well as those places only hinted at: kingdoms of the far North and lands beyond the seas.
Sketches that have an ‘on-the-spot’ feel to them are interwoven with the artist’s observations gleaned from
Tolkien’s books as he paints pictures with his words as well as his pencil. He also recollect...

Contributor Bio
John Howe was born in 1957 in Vancouver, Canada. He moved to France in 1976 and gained a Diploma in
Illustration at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs de Strasbourg in 1981. He has illustrated many French children’s
books, but is best known for his Tolkien calendars, book jackets, maps and posters. In 1998 he spent over a
year in New Zealand working as Conceptual Artist on Peter Jackson’s acclaimed The Lord of the Rings movie
trilogy. In 2009 he returned to New Zealand to work on the The Hobbit movie trilogy.
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4TH ESTATE

Basics to Brilliance Kids
Donna Hay

Summary
Australia's Number 1 Bestselling cookbook author returns with a major TV-tie in
cookbook for the modern family who love to eat, cook, celebrate and have fun
together.
Basics to Brilliance Kids is the latest gorgeous new book from Australia's bestselling
cookbook author, Donna Hay, to accompany her new TV series of the same name
which will show on Foxtel in October 2017. As a mum, Donna knows that there is
nothing more enjoyable than introducing your children to the wonders of taste, food
and flavours. Her new book highlights the importance of mastering the basics,
celebrates fresh, healthy food, and the joy of cooking, eating and sharing delicious
food with the people we love.
4th Estate
9781460754726
On Sale Date: 7/24/2018
Ship Date: 7/4/2018
$36.99 Can.
Hardcover

Featuring over 120 fantastic, fun-filled, simple, family-friendly recipes, Basics to
Brilliance Kids gives you and your kids endless ideas for birthday parties, picnics,
school fairs and bake sales, family and celebration dinners, brilliant breakfasts, beach
days, backyard movie nights and sleepovers.

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Print Run: 40K
Cooking
CKB000000

Contributor Bio

12.1 in H | 9.4 in W | 1.1 in T |
3.2 lb Wt

At the age of eight, Donna Hay skipped into a kitchen, picked up a mixing bowl and
never looked back. She moved to the world of magazine test kitchens and publishing,
where she established her trademark style of simple, smart and seasonal recipes all
beautifully put together and photographed. It is food for every cook, every food lover,
every day and every occasion. Her unique style turned her int...

Comp Titles
Basics to Brilliance

Hay, Donna HarperCollins

9/19/2017

9781460751428
1460751426

$49.99 CAD Hardcover Cooking

Life in Balance

Hay, Donna HarperCollins

9/6/2016

9781460750322
1460750322

Cooking

The New Easy

Hay, Donna HarperCollins

10/20/2015

9780732298463
0732298466

The New Classics

Hay, Donna HarperCollins

10/21/2014

9780732297176
0732297176

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Hardcover Cooking

AVON

The Memories of Us
The best feel-good romance to take with you on your summer holidays in 2018
Vanessa Carnevale
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary

One moment can change your life
When Gracie Ashcroft wakes after a crash with severe amnesia, she must choose
whether to live a life through other people’s memories or to start a new life all her
own.
Discovering her late mother left her an old flower farm, Gracie leaves her fiancé, best
friend and the home full of forgotten memories behind, hoping to learn who she is
now.
Avon
9780008295066
On Sale Date: 7/10/2018
Ship Date: 6/20/2018
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Torn between wishing she could remember and afraid of losing what she now has,
Gracie starts to wonder: if you had your time over, would you live the same life
twice?

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Contemporary Women
FIC044000

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb Wt

The feel-good novel that fans of Lucy Dillon and Ruth Hogan will love.

Vanessa Carnevale is a freelance writer based in Melbourne, Australia, who has
contributed to The Green Parent, The Huffington Post, Muse, and Italy magazine,
among others. Her debut novel, The Florentine Bridge, was published by HQ in
Australia earlier this year. She was a finalist in the Best New Author category for the
AusRom Today Readers Choice Awards 2017.

Comp Titles
As You Wish Intl

Deveraux, Jude

MIRA 3/6/2018

9780778307693
0778307697

$22.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Fiction

HQ

Simultaneous Trade Paperback
9780008225421, $21.99

Queen of the North
Anne O'Brien
Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary

From Sunday Times bestseller Anne O’Brien . . .
To those around her she was a loyal subject.
In her heart she was a traitor.
1399: England’s crown is under threat. King Richard II holds onto his power by an
ever-weakening thread, with exiled Henry of Lancaster back to reclaim his place on
the throne.
For Elizabeth Mortimer, there is only one rightful King – her eight-year-old nephew,
Edmund. Only he can guarantee her fortunes, and protect her family’s rule over the
precious Northern lands bordering Scotland.

HQ
9780008225414
On Sale Date: 7/10/2018
Ship Date: 6/20/2018
$32.99 Can.
Hardcover

But many, including Elizabeth’s husband, do not want another child-King. Elizabeth
must hide her true ambitions in Court, and go against her husband’s wishes to help
build a rebel army.

480 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000

To question her loyalty to the King places Elizabeth in the shadow of the axe.

9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.2 lb Wt

To concede would curdle her Plantagenet blood.
This is one woman’s quest to turn history on its head.

‘O’Brien is now approaching Philippa Gregory
status’ Reader’s Digest
‘O’Brien is a terrific storyteller’ Daily Telegraph
‘O’Brien
...

Contributor Bio
Sunday Times bestselling author Anne O’Brien was born in West Yorkshire. After
gaining a BA Honours degree in History at Manchester University and a Master’s in
Education at Hull, she lived in East Yorkshire for many years as a teacher of history.
Today she has sold over 250,000 copies of her books in the UK and lives with her
husband in an eighteenth-century timber-framed cottage in the depths of ...

Comp Titles
The Virgin Widow

O'Brien, Anne

Berkley

11/2/2010

9780451231291
$17.00 CAD Trade Paperback Fiction
0451231295

Queen Defiant
8/14

O'Brien, Anne

Berkley

6/7/2011
11

9780451234117
$17.50 CAD Trade Paperback Fiction
0451234111

HARPER ELEMENT

Angels in Our Hearts
A moving collection of true fostering stories
Rosie Lewis, Casey Watson
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
A moving collection of 6 short stories—Helpless, A Small Boy’s Cry, Two More Sleeps,
Unexpected, Just a Boy and At Risk—previously available as individual e-shorts.
A collection of inspiring and emotive real-life short stories from foster carers Casey
Watson and Rosie Lewis.
Sarah, a baby born to a crack-addicted mother on a freezing cold night in December.
Charlie, who fell from the second-floor window of his tower block home while his
mother is busy shooting up in their dirty council flat.
Angell, left barely clothed beneath a park bench on a freezing cold day in winter.
Harper Element
9780008305956
On Sale Date: 1/18/2019
Ship Date: 12/19/2018
$12.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
288 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 25K
Biography & Autobiography /
Personal Memoirs
BIO026000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Related Products
Ebooks
9780008305963 -

Hope, abandoned as a newborn by a young woman traumatised by a dark secret.
Cameron, a sweet boy with a great sense of humour, who disappears after a
disastrous and embarrassing family trip.
Adam, a fragile and anxious child, whose relationship with his mother starts to
unravel.

Contributor Bio
Casey Watson is a specialist foster carer. She has been working in this field for six
years after giving up her position as a behaviour manager for a local school. During
this time she has welcomed 14 difficult to place children into her home. As a
specialist foster carer she works with profoundly damaged children, seeing each child
through a specific behavioural modification programme, at the end...

Comp Titles
Broken

Lewis,
Rosie

Harper
Element

2/27/2018

9780008242800 $12.99
0008242801
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

Torn

Lewis,
Rosie

Harper
Element

2/23/2016

9780008112974 $12.99
0008112975
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

Angels with
Dirty Faces

Watson,
Casey

Harper
Element

1/9/2018

9780008262112 $12.99
000826211X
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Family &
Relationships

The Silent
Witness

Watson,
Casey

Harper
Element

8/1/2017

9780008142643 $12.99
0008142645
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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HARPERCOLLINS

The Fall of Gondolin
J. R. R. Tolkien, Alan Lee, Christopher Tolkien
Markup Tags:

:
Slipcased
gift edition: 9780008302764, HC, $125.00

Summary
In the Tale of The Fall of Gondolin are two of the greatest powers in the world. There
is Morgoth of the uttermost evil, unseen in this story but ruling over a vast military
power from his fortress of Angband. Deeply opposed to Morgoth is Ulmo, second in
might only to Manwë, chief of the Valar.
Central to this enmity of the gods is the city of Gondolin, beautiful but
undiscoverable. It was built and peopled by Noldorin Elves who, when they dwelt in
Valinor, the land of the gods, rebelled against their rule and fled to Middle-earth.
Turgon King of Gondolin is hated and feared above all his enemies by Morgoth, who
seeks in vain to discover the marvellously hidden city, while the gods in Valinor in
heated debate largely refuse to intervene in support of Ulmo's desires and designs.
HarperCollins
9780008302757
On Sale Date: 8/30/2018
Ship Date: 8/10/2018
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover
304 Pages
12 b/w illus, 8 col plates
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Fantasy
FIC009020

Into this world comes Tuor, cousin of Túrin, the instrument of Ulmo's designs. Guided
unseen by him Tuor sets out from the land of his birth on the fearful journey to
Gondolin, and in one of the most arresting mom...

Contributor Bio
J.R.R.Tolkien (1892-1973) was a distinguished academic, though he is best known for
writing The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings and The Silmarillion, plus other stories and
essays. His books have been translated into over 60 languages and have sold many
millions of copies worldwide.

9 in H | 5.9 in W | 1.2 lb Wt

Comp Titles
Tolkien, J. R.
9780007252268
HarperCollins 4/1/2008
R.
0007252269

B-format
Paperback

The Legend of Sigurd and Tolkien, J. R.
9780007317233
HarperCollins 5/5/2009
Gudrún
R.
0007317239

Hardcover

The Children of Húrin

Fiction

The Fall of Arthur

Tolkien, J. R.
9780007489947 $24.99
HarperCollins 5/23/2013
R.
0007489943
CAD

Hardcover

Poetry

Beowulf

Tolkien, J. R.
9780007590063 $34.99
HarperCollins 5/22/2014
R.
0007590067
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

Beren and Lúthien

Tolkien, J. R.
9780008214197 $34.99
HarperCollins 6/1/2017
R.
0008214190
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

The Silmarillion

Tolkien, J. R.
9780261102736
HarperCollins 8/6/2013
R.
0261102737

A-format
Paperback

Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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HARPERCOLLINS

The Fall of Gondolin (Large Type edition)
J. R. R. Tolkien, Alan Lee, Christopher Tolkien

Summary
In the Tale of The Fall of Gondolin are two of the greatest powers in the world. There
is Morgoth of the uttermost evil, unseen in this story but ruling over a vast military
power from his fortress of Angband. Deeply opposed to Morgoth is Ulmo, second in
might only to Manwë, chief of the Valar.
Central to this enmity of the gods is the city of Gondolin, beautiful but
undiscoverable. It was built and peopled by Noldorin Elves who, when they dwelt in
Valinor, the land of the gods, rebelled against their rule and fled to Middle-earth.
Turgon King of Gondolin is hated and feared above all his enemies by Morgoth, who
seeks in vain to discover the marvellously hidden city, while the gods in Valinor in
heated debate largely refuse to intervene in support of Ulmo's desires and designs.
Into this world comes Tuor, cousin of Túrin, the instrument of Ulmo's designs. Guided
unseen by him Tuor sets out from the land of his birth on the fearful journey to
Gondolin, and in one of the most arresting mom...
HarperCollins
9780008302771
On Sale Date: 10/16/2018
Ship Date: 9/26/2018
$37.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
352 Pages
12 b/w illus
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Fantasy
FIC009020

Contributor Bio
J.R.R.Tolkien (1892-1973) was a distinguished academic, though he is best known for
writing The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings and The Silmarillion, plus other stories and
essays. His books have been translated into over 60 languages and have sold many
millions of copies worldwide.

9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Comp Titles
The Children of Húrin

Tolkien, J. R.
9780007252268
HarperCollins 4/1/2008
R.
0007252269

B-format
Paperback

The Legend of Sigurd
and Gudrún

Tolkien, J. R.
9780007317233
HarperCollins 5/5/2009
R.
0007317239

Hardcover

The Fall of Arthur

Tolkien, J. R.
9780007489947 $24.99
HarperCollins 5/23/2013
R.
0007489943
CAD

Hardcover

Poetry

Beowulf

Tolkien, J. R.
9780007590063 $34.99
HarperCollins 5/22/2014
R.
0007590067
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

Beren and Lúthien

Tolkien, J. R.
9780008214197 $34.99
HarperCollins 6/1/2017
R.
0008214190
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

Beren and Lúthien

Tolkien, J. R.
9780008214203 $125.00
HarperCollins 6/20/2017
R.
0008214204
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

The Silmarillion

Tolkien, J. R.
9780261102736
HarperCollins 8/6/2013
R.
0261102737

A-format
Paperback

Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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FOURTH ESTATE

The Accidental Memoir
Eve Makis, Anthony Cropper
Markup Tags:
Write in

:

Summary
The Accidental Memoir truly is for all: writers and non-writers, teachers and
students, the perfect book for anyone seeking inspiration or imaginative ways
to explore their own life story.
The story of you.

Fourth Estate
9780008302030
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$19.99 Can.
Hardcover
128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Language Arts & Disciplines /
Composition & Creative Writing
LAN005000
7.9 in H | 5.7 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

The Accidental Memoir takes you on a journey of self-discovery, from the origins of
your family name and earliest memories, to what you'd invent and how you'd change
the world. This beautifully illustrated book is filled with inventive and accessible
writing prompts, as well as tips for anyone wanting to document their lives and
explore their creativity.
Want to flex your writing muscles, exorcise your demons, relive moments of magic,
make sense of life, have fun and leave a lasting legacy? The Accidental Memoir will
show you how.
This innovative concept was developed as an Arts Council project to help people tap
into their own lives. Working with diverse groups from refugees to the elderly and
prisoners, it has been a resounding success in unearthing stories that otherwise may
never ha...

Contributor Bio
Eve Makis studied at Leicester University and worked as a journalist and radio
presenter in the UK and Cyprus before becoming a novelist. Her first novel, Eat, Drink
and be Married, published by Transworld, was awarded the Young Booksellers
International Book of the Year Award. A screen adaptation of her third book, Land of
the Golden Apple was screened in April 2017 and won several best in catego...

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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HQ DIGITAL

Butterfly Cove (1) – Sunrise at Butterfly Cove
Sarah Bennett

Summary
A year of taking chances…
After a nightmare year, Mia Sutherland is hoping for a fresh start! She’s putting the
past behind her and pouring all her savings into renovating a crumbling guesthouse in
peaceful Butterfly Cove. Nothing will distract her from achieving her dreams!
That is, until her very first guest, Daniel Fitzwilliam, arrives. He’s only here for a
week, but already Daniel has turned her world upside-down. And as the tide turns,
it’s clear that Butterfly Cove has more than one surprise in store for Mia…
An uplifting and heartwarming read, perfect for fans of Trisha Ashley, Rachael Lucas
and Hilary Boyd. Look out for Wedding Bells at Butterfly Cove, the second book in the
enchanting Butterfly Cove trilogy.

Contributor Bio
HQ Digital
9780008292515
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Sarah Bennett has been reading for as long as she can remember. Raised in a family
of bookworms, her love affair with books of all genres has culminated in the ultimate
Happy Ever After—getting to write her own stories to share with others. Born and
raised in a military family, she is happily married to her own Officer (who is
sometimes even A Gentleman). Home is wherever he lays his hat, and life...

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.5 lb Wt

Comp Titles
The Bakery on Rosemary
Lane

Berry, Ellen

Avon

10/24/2017

9780008157142 $16.99
0008157146
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Willow Cottage Series –
Escape to Willow Cottage

Osborne, Bella

Avon

11/7/2017

9780008181024 $16.99
0008181020
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Once in a Blue Moon
Guesthouse

McLaughlin,
Cressida

Harper

9/19/2017

9780008219284 $16.99
0008219281
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Bed and Breakfast on
the Beach

French, Kat

Avon

10/10/2017

9780008236755 $16.99
0008236755
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Butterfly Cove (1) – Sunrise
at Butterfly Cove

Bennett, Sarah

HQ
Digital

9/4/2018

9780008292515 $16.99
0008292515
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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FOURTH ESTATE

Darling
The addictive thriller with a shocking twist
Rachel Edwards

Simultaneous TPB:
9780008281120, TP,
$21.99

Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary

A white teenage girl clashes with her new black
stepmother in this debut thriller with an
unforgettable twist
‘Grips the reader with its twisty exploration of the complex relationship
between step mother and step daughter’ Kate Hamer, author of The Girl in the
Red Coat
‘Oh so good’Elle
Fourth Estate
9780008281113
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$28.99 Can.
Hardcover
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080
8.7 in H | 5.6 in W | 1.1 lb Wt

‘Told by two unforgettable female narrators, it's urgent, original and genuinely
unputdownable’ Clare Fisher, author of All the Good Things
‘Similar in spirit to We Need to Talk About Kevin’ Sunday Times
‘Sure to be a reading group favourite’ Metro
‘Stunning’ Laura Marshall, author of Friend Request
‘Brilliant … the twists and turns left me reeling’ Eleanor Wasserberg, author of
Foxlowe
‘Dark, provocative and a refreshing take on the psychological thriller genre.
Darling and Lola are both brilliant creations’ Emma Curtis, author of One Little Mistake
I knew she was trouble from the moment I saw her. I felt it as she stood in the
doorway that day: disaster. Not just because she was so different, that skin and
that...

Contributor Bio
Rachel Edwards lives in Oxfordshire with her husband, stepdaughter and stepson. She
was inspired to write Darling after being subjected to racist abuse the morning after
the 2016 EU referendum. This is her first novel.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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FOURTH ESTATE

Elefant
Martin Suter, Jamie Bulloch
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary

The international bestseller about friendship,
second chances, and a tiny glow-in-the-dark pink
elephant
‘The most enjoyable novel I’ve read all year’ Elizabeth McKenzie, author of The
Portable Veblen
'I loved Elefant! It was a complete tonic' Seni Glaister, author of The Museum of
Things Left Behind
Fourth Estate
9780008264314
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$19.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Action & Adventure
FIC002000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.2 lb Wt

‘It's easy to fall in love with this novel because it's easy to fall in love with its main
character, a tiny, glowing, pink elephant.’ Homer Hickam, author of Carry Albert Home
What would you do if you woke up to see a living, breathing, tiny, glowing, pink
elephant? If you’re anything like Schoch, who lives on the streets of Zürich and is
decidedly down on his luck, you might well think it’s time to put away the bottle
before your hallucinations get any stranger, and go back to sleep.
But what if the tiny pink elephant is still there when you wake up? And clearly needs
someone to take care of it? And what if you discover that it’s been created through
genetic engineering, by a group of scienti...

Contributor Bio
Martin Suter, born in Zürich in 1948, is a writer, columnist and screenwriter. He
worked as a creative director in advertising before deciding to focus exclusively on
writing. His novels have enjoyed huge international success. Martin Suter lives with
his family in Zürich.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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HARPERCOLLINS

Enemies of the People
Sam Jordison
Markup Tags:
TP original

:

Summary
Something has gone wrong. We're living in an age of celebratory racism, extreme
inequality, uncertainty and fear. We're governed by people who claim to be populist
but who seem to hate everyone. There are idiots at the wheel and we're heading for a
cliff in a big red bus and no one knows how to save...
Enemies of The People reveals who has taken us to this dizzying precipice. It provides
the actual, non-alternative facts about Donald Trump, Nigel Farage, Vladimir Putin and
their charming friends—and also explains where they got their crazy ideas. Why did
people turn so mean? How did so-called social networks like Facebook become so
very anti-social? Why did anyone think it would be a good idea to privatise railways?
Just how much should we fear the robots? Why is no one doing anything about Global
Warming? Why is no one doing anything about Boris Johnson either?
HarperCollins
9780008297343
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$18.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
224 Pages
50 b/w illus
Carton Qty: 72
Print Run: 15K
Humor
HUM000000

This book explains all those vital questions and more.
Remember, though—they say history is written by the victors and fortunately, many of
those currently winning can’t seem to write more than 140 characters at a time. This
gives us the golden opportunity to set the record straight and snatch back the
narrative. But if we’ve any chance of victory, we first need to know our enemy.

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.5 lb Wt

Sam Jordison is a journalist, author and publisher. He writes for the Guardian. He is
the author of several best-selling books, including the Crap Towns series, and most
recently, Literary London, co-written by Eloise Millar. He is also the co-director of the
award-winning indie publisher Galley Beggar Press. He lives in Norwich. Aha!

Comp Titles
Revolting!

Hume, Mick

William
Collins

9/26/2017

9780008220822 $22.99
0008220824
CAD

A-format
Paperback

Political
Science

All Out War

Shipman,
Tim

William
Collins

9/12/2017

9780008215170 $18.99
0008215170
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Political
Science

Naked
Diplomacy

Fletcher,
Tom

William
Collins

5/23/2017

9780008127589 $19.99
0008127581
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Political
Science

William
Collins

7/14/2015

9780008125455 $21.99
0008125457
CAD

Trade Paperback

Social Science

Trigger Warning Hume, Mick

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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HARPERCOLLINS

The Halloumi Cookbook
Heather Thomas

Summary
Over 60 delicious recipes inspired by everyone’s favourite cheese.
Satisfyingly squeaky and deliciously moreish, halloumi is here to make every meal
amazing. Grilled, barbequed, fried, baked, roasted, the possibilities are endless.
Be everyone’s favourite host and serve up halloumi fries with sticky chilli or creamy
yoghurt dipping sauce; whip up a fresh and filling weeknight salad or a comforting
halloumi and sweet potato burger; take time over brunch with a decadent halloumi,
harissa and honey toastie; and even master baked goods such as loaded halloumi
flatbreads or herby halloumi scones.
HarperCollins
9780008300920
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
112 Pages
22 col illus
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking / Specific Ingredients
CKB096000

Contributor Bio
Heather Thomas is the author of the highly successful The Avocado Cookbook (2016),
The Chickpea Cookbook (2017), and The Sweet Potato Cookbook (2017). She is a
prolific health and cookery writer and editor, having worked with Slimming Magazine,
Weight watchers and Rosemary Conley.

7.7 in H | 6.9 in W | 0.8 lb Wt
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WILLIAM COLLINS

Inner City Pressure
The Story of Grime
Dan Hancox

Summary
The definitive story of grime, the 21st Century’s most groundbreaking and influential
musical phenomenon.
The year 2000. As Britain celebrates the new millennium, something is stirring in the
crumbling council estates of inner-city London. Making beats on stolen software,
spitting lyrics on tower block rooftops and beaming out signals from pirate-radio
aerials, a group of teenagers raised on UK garage, American hip-hop and Jamaican
reggae stumble upon a dazzling new genre.
Against all odds, these young MCs will grow up to become some of the UK’s most
famous musicians, scoring number one records and dominating British pop culture for
years to come. Hip-hop royalty will fawn over them, billion dollar brands will queue up
to beg for their endorsements and through their determined DIY ethics they’ll turn the
music industry's logic on its head.
William Collins
9780008257132
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$36.99 Can.
Hardcover

But getting there won’t be easy. Successive governments will attempt to control their
music, their behaviour and even their clothes. The media will demonise them and the
police will shut down their clubs. National radio stations and live music venues will ...

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Print Run: 5K
Music / Genres & Styles
MUS031000

Dan Hancox is a native Londoner who writes about music, politics, gentrification,
social exclusion, protest and the margins of urban life, chiefly for the Guardian, but
also the New York Times, Vice, The Fader, Dazed & Confused and XXL. He is the
author of The Village Against the World (Verso).

Contributor Bio

9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.2 lb Wt

Comp Titles
Blue: All Rise

Costa,
Antony

HQ

1/9/2018

9780008222208 $29.99
0008222207
CAD

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography

Wounds

Keane,
Fergal

William
Collins

9/26/2017

9780008189259 $32.99
0008189250
CAD

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography

Inside Story

Webster,
Philip

William
Collins

5/9/2017

9780008228743
0008228744

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography

Tom Jones The Life

Smith, Sean HarperCollins 4/21/2015

9780008104450 $39.99
000810445X
CAD

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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HARPERCOLLINS

The Little Book of Zlatan
Malcolm Olivers

Summary
The Little Book of Zlatan is a celebration of one of the most charismatic, mercurial
and talismanic footballers in the game, an individual so distinct, so talented and so
perfect that he must refer to himself in the third person at all times.
Throughout history, there have been many, many truly outstanding sportsmen and
-women. These are the individuals that have pushed the boundaries of their sport, set
incredible new records or driven the human body to its physiological limits. Every day
we celebrate the feats of the fastest, strongest and most brilliantly technical athletes
on the planet.
However, if we interrogate that history further, there are some individuals that stand
head and shoulders above the others, modern day heroes who can be attributed with
the status of ‘icon’ or ‘legend’—and who are consequently bequeathed a peerless
position in society. These individuals are not only differentiated by their awe-inspiring
dominance of their own sport, but by the way in which we—the normal folk—reflect
upon their contribution and indeed their cultural legacy.

HarperCollins
9780008263508
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$12.99 Can.
Hardcover

What makes Muhammad Ali, Ayrton Senna, Usain Bolt and Maradona the greatest of
all time? Is it the success they achieved or the way in which they achieved it?

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Print Run: 20K
Humor
HUM000000

The answer...

5.4 in H | 4.1 in W | 0.3 lb Wt

Contributor Bio
Malcolm Olivers has been to Stockholm once, for a single weekend, taking home as
his souvenir a gargantuan hangover and a dead leg, having got trapped overnight
between his hotel bed and the hotel room wall. This is his first—and hopefully
last—publication.

Comp Titles
HarperSport 1/3/2017

9780008205850
000820585X

The Sheer Force of
Power, Will
Will Power

HarperSports 3/29/2016

9781460751022 $34.99
1460751027
CAD

Sports & Recreation

Legacy

HarperSports 3/1/2016

9781460750483 $34.99
1460750489
CAD

Biography &
Autobiography

Game Changers

Curbishley,
Alan

Cahill, Tim

Hardcover Sports & Recreation

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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HARPERCOLLINS

The Mixer: The Story of Premier League Tactics, from
Route One to False Nines
The Story of Premier League Tactics, from Route One to False Nines
Michael Cox

Summary
An absolutely essential book for every modern football fan, about the development of
Premier League tactics, published to coincide with 25 years of the competition.
Back in 1992, English football was stuck in the dark ages, emerging from a five-year
ban from European competition. The game was physical, bruising and attritional,
based on strength over speed, aggression over finesse. It was the era of the midfield
general, reducers, big men up front and getting it in the mixer; 4-4-2 was the order
of the day. Few teams experimented tactically.

HarperCollins
9780008215552
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$21.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
496 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Print Run: 20K
Sports & Recreation / Football
SPO015000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

And then, almost overnight, it all changed. The creation of the Premier League
coincided with one of the most seismic rule changes in football history: the abolition
of the back-pass. Suddenly defenders had no-get-out-of-jail-free card, goalkeepers
had to be able to field and play the ball and the pace of the game quickened
immeasurably. Tactics evolved dramatically, helped by an increased foreign influence.
The Mixer is the first book to delve deep into the tactical story of the Premier League,
and take a long view of how the game has developed over the last quarter century.
From Ferguson’s directness to Keegan...

Contributor Bio
Michael Cox is one of the most respected football journalists working today and he
has made his name through writing highly entertaining in-depth tactical analysis. He
is the editor of Zonal Marking, a football blog dedicated to tactics, and writes
regularly for the Guardian and ESPN. The Mixer is his first book.

Comp Titles
1/27/2015

9780007553037 $24.99 Trade
000755303X
CAD
Paperback

Sports &
Recreation

Ponting: At the Close of Ponting,
Play
Ricky

HarperSports 1/20/2015

9780732291839 $31.00 Trade
0732291836
CAD
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

War Blacks: The
Extraordinary Story of Elliott,
New Zealand's WWI All Matt
Blacks

HarperCollins 9/26/2017

9781775541110
1775541118

Trade
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

Sourav Ganguly:
Cricket, Captaincy and
Controversy

Harper Sport
9789351364801
1/19/2016
India
9351364801

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

The Special One

Torres,
Diego

Sarkar,
Saptarshi

HarperSport

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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AVON

Ottercombe Bay
The laugh out loud romantic comedy of the year
Bella Osborne
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
Ottercombe Bay was originally published as a four-part serial. This is the complete
story in one package.
Daisy Wickens has returned to Ottercombe Bay, the picturesque Devon town where
her mother died when she was a girl. She plans to leave as soon as her great uncle’s
funeral is over, but Great Uncle Reg had other ideas. He’s left Daisy a significant
inheritance—an old building in a state of disrepair, which could offer exciting
possibilities, but to get it she must stay in Ottercombe Bay for twelve whole months.

Avon
9780008258153
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Humorous
FIC060000

With the help of a cast of quirky locals, a few gin cocktails and a black pug with
plenty of attitude, Daisy might just turn this into something special. But can she ever
hope to be happy among the ghosts of her past?

Contributor Bio
I've been jotting down my stories as far back as I can remember. Somehow life took
over, I got a sensible job in project management and the writing has remained a
passion. I live in The Midlands with my lovely husband and our wonderful daughter,
who thankfully, both accept me as I am (with my mad morning hair and a penchant
for skipping). You can follow me on Twitter @osborne_bella.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Comp Titles
A Family Holiday

Osborne,
Bella

HarperImpulse 2/28/2017

9780008208202
0008208204

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

It Started at Sunset Cottage

Osborne,
Bella

HarperImpulse 2/28/2017

9780008119485
0008119481

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Willow Cottage Series –
Escape to Willow Cottage

Osborne,
Bella

Avon

9780008181024 $16.99
0008181020
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

11/7/2017

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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HQ

She Must Be Mad
the bestselling poetry debut of 2018
Charly Cox
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
The powerful new collection of poetry and prose from social media’s answer to Carol
Ann Duffy, Charly Cox.
She Must Be Mad explores coming-of-age: the pain and beauty of love, the relief and
the agony of turning from girl to woman, the isolation of an untethered mind and the
power and subjugation of the body.

HQ
9780008291662
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$18.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
200 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 30K
Poetry / Women Authors
POE024000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb Wt

Charly captures the formative experiences of today’s young women from the poignant
to the prosaic in writing that is at once witty, wry and heartfelt. Wayward nights out
that don’t go as planned; the righteous anger at those men with no talent or skill or
smarts who occupy the most powerful positions in the world; the strange banality of
madness and, of course, the hurt and indecision of unrequited love.
For every woman surviving and thriving in today’s world, for every girl who feels too
much; this is a call for communion, and you are not alone.

Contributor Bio
Charly Cox is a 22-year-old writer, producer, poet and fool. Her writing focuses on
destigmatizing mental health and the coming-of-age of a young woman surviving the
modern world. Her blog—which she ran for 6 years—amassed over 1.4 million views
in its time, talking honestly and openly about her own struggles and advising young
girls on how to seek help and perform self-love. She previously produc...

Comp Titles
Milk and Honey

Kaur, Rupi

Andrews McMeel
Publishing

10/6/2015

9781449474256 $19.99
144947425X
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Poetry

the princess saves
herself in this one

Lovelace,
Amanda

Andrews McMeel
Publishing

2/14/2017

9781449486419 $21.99
144948641X
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Poetry

Love Her Wild

Atticus

Atria Books

7/11/2017

9781501171239 $24.99
1501171232
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Poetry

The Sun and Her
Flowers

Kaur, Rupi

Simon & Schuster 10/3/2017

9781501175268 $19.99
1501175262
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Poetry
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AVON

The Secrets of Ivy Garden
A heartwarming tale perfect for relaxing on the grass
Catherine Ferguson
Markup Tags:
TP original

:

Summary
The ebook bestseller is back with her next hilarious read—a fun, fresh tale of love,
friendship and family secrets…
When Holly breaks up with her boyfriend Dean, she’s at a loss as to what to do next.
But things go from bad to worse when her beloved grandmother Ivy dies—and Holly
is left in charge of sorting out Ivy’s house and garden. As she sorts through her
grandmother’s belongings and makes her way through the wilderness outside, Holly
soon finds that there is more to Ivy than meets the eye, and uncovers a surprising
family secret that changes everything…

Avon
9780008253356
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020

This is a heart-warming and hilarious story from Catherine Ferguson about starting
over, learning to garden and most of all learning to love.

Contributor Bio
Catherine Ferguson burst onto the writing scene at the age of nine, anonymously
penning a weekly magazine for her five-year-old brother (mysteriously titled the
‘Willy’ comic).
Catherine’s continuing love of writing saw her spend her twenties writing for various
teenage magazines including Jackie and Blue Jeans before getting serious and
becoming a sub-editor on the Dundee Courier & Advertiser.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Cath...

Comp Titles
Four Weddings and a
Fiasco

Ferguson,
Catherine

Avon 7/19/2016

9780008163617 $16.99
0008163618
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Love Among the Treetops

Ferguson,
Catherine

Avon 5/8/2018

9780008262082 $16.99
000826208X
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction
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AVON

The Summer Theatre by the Sea
The feel-good holiday romance you need to read this 2018
Tracy Corbett
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
A summer to remember…
Charlotte Saunders has always loved the buzz of city life. So, when she finds herself
abruptly fired, dumped and forced to leave London to move in with her sister Lauren
in Cornwall, she thinks the world is ending.
To keep herself busy in the quiet coastal town, Charlotte agrees to help the local
drama club. Designing sets for their performance of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, just
for the summer, while she figures out her next career move. But could days at the
beach, new friends and a dashingly handsome doctor, change Charlotte’s mind?
Suddenly Cornwall doesn’t look so boring after all…
Avon
9780008290689
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027250

The perfect summer romance for fans of Lucy Diamond and Rachel Lucas.

Contributor Bio
Tracy lives with her partner in Surrey and works part-time for her local citizen’s
advice bureau. Tracy has been writing for a number of years and has had a few short
stories published in My Weekly magazine. As well as belonging to a local writing
group, she enjoys amateur dramatics and can regularly be found dressing up in
strange costumes and prancing about the stage pretending to be all manner o...

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Comp Titles
9780007576920
0007576927

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

HarperImpulse 9/12/2017

9780008216511 $16.99
0008216517
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Bed and Breakfast
French, Kat
on the Beach

Avon

10/10/2017

9780008236755 $16.99
0008236755
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Once in a Blue
Moon Guesthouse

Harper

9/19/2017

9780008219284 $16.99
0008219281
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Undertaking Love

French, Kat

Avon

Me, You and Tiramisu

Butterfield,
Charlotte

McLaughlin,
Cressida

2/17/2015
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HARPERCOLLINS

Tequila Made Me Do It
60 Tantalising Tequila and Mezcal Cocktails
Cecilia Rios Murrieta, Ruby Taylor

Summary
60 tantalising tequila and mezcal cocktails
Tequila and mezcal are tipped to be the hot spirits of the year, and Tequila Made Me
Do It offers everything you need to create 60 tantalising cocktails right at home.

HarperCollins
9780008300210
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
144 Pages
60 col illus, With index
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking / Beverages
CKB088000

Following the best-selling Prosecco Made Me Do It and Gin Made Me Do It, this
enchantingly illustrated book will introduce you to the incredible world of agave-based
cocktails, and showcase the true potential of spicy tequila and smoky mezcal. From
the classic margarita and its hibiscus, Cadillac, and tamarind brethren, to a wide
range of smoky, citrusy, and delectable cocktails, such as the Oaxacan Dead and
Levitation, the recipes in this book are fun to create – and even more fun to drink!
These 60 delicious cocktail recipes are illustrated with bright and beautiful original
artwork by Ruby Taylor, in a book that makes a lovely gift for your friends – or
yourself!

Contributor Bio
A Mexico City native, author Cecilia Rios Murrieta, AKA La Nina del Mezcal, is
recognized internationally for her achievements and expertise in Mexican spirits. Her
passion for mezcal and tequila led her to establish one of the first blogs about the
spirit, www.laninadelmezcal.com. Cecilia was featured in Fortune’s “2016 Most
Innovative Women in Food and Drink.”

7.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 lb Wt

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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WILLIAM COLLINS

Too Big to Walk
The New Science of Dinosaurs
Brian J. Ford

Simultaneous TPB:
9780008239558, TP, $24.99

Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
Ever since Jurassic Park we thought we knew how dinosaurs lived their lives.
In this remarkable new book, Brian J. Ford reveals that dinosaurs were, in fact,
profoundly different from what we believe, and their environment was unlike
anything we have previously thought.
In this meticulous and absorbing account, Ford reviews the latest scientific evidence
to show that the popular accounts of dinosaurs’ lives contain ideas that are no more
than convenient inventions: how dinosaurs mated, how they hunted and
communicated, how they nursed their young, even how they moved. He uncovers
many surprising details which challenge our most deeply-held beliefs – such as the
revelation that an asteroid impact did not end the dinosaurs’ existence.
William Collins
9780008218904
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$39.99 Can.
Hardcover

Professor Ford’s illuminating examination changes everything. As he unravels the
history of the world, we discover that evolution was not Charles Darwin’s idea; there
were many philosophers who published the theory before him. The concept of
continental drift...

528 Pages
(16-page colour plate section)
Carton Qty: 0
Nature / Animals
NAT007000

Contributor Bio

9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.5 lb Wt

Brian J. Ford is a renowned biologist who has published hundreds of scientific articles
in journals including Nature, New Scientist, Scientific American and the British Medical
Journal. He has written for The Times, the Daily Telegraph and the Guardian and has
hosted programmes including Science Now and Kaleidoscope for the BBC. He has
frequently contributed to programmes including Newsbeat and Ne...

Comp Titles
Secret
Weapons

Ford, Brian Osprey
J
Publishing

9/17/2013

9781780967219 $17.95
1780967217
CAD

Trade Paperback

History

Secret
Weapons

Ford, Brian Osprey
J
Publishing

9/20/2011

9781849083904 $30.00
1849083908
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket

History
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HARPERCOLLINS

Unbeatable Mind
Maya Yoshida
Markup Tags:
TP Original

:

Summary
‘Resilience can give you strength to keep moving forwards when you are caught in the
rain or a storm, and keep you continuing on your journey through life. And it is a
strength which resides in everyone.’
Maya Yoshida, one of Southampton FC’s most admired players, is well known for his
sense of humour on the field. However, underneath the convivial public persona is a
man with unrivalled ambition, resilience and strength of character.
Unbeatable Mind reveals the secrets behind Maya’s success and how he became a
favourite of football fans across the globe. Recounting his stunning career trajectory,
this book provides inspirational guidance on how to overcome obstacles and thrive in
any competitive arena.
HarperCollins
9780008289331
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$18.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
272 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 5K
Biography & Autobiography /
Sports
BIO016000

Contributor Bio
Maya Yoshida was born in the Japanese city of Nagasaki in 1988. After showing
promise at a young age, he made the starting line-up for Nagoya Grampus in 2008,
scoring the club’s first ever goal in the AFC Champions League. In December 2009, it
was announced that Yoshida had transferred to Dutch Club VVV-Venlo, who he played
for until 2012 when he joined Southampton FC. Since 2010, he has represent...

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb Wt

Comp Titles
The Special
One

Torres,
Diego

HarperSport 1/27/2015

9780007553037 $24.99
000755303X
CAD

Trade
Paperback
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Sports &
Recreation

HARPER ELEMENT

Where Has Mummy Gone?
A young girl and a mother who no longer knows her
Cathy Glass
Markup Tags:
TP original

:

Summary
The true story of Melody, aged 8, the last of five siblings to be taken from her drug
dependent single mother and brought into care.
When Cathy is told about Melody’s terrible childhood, she is sure she’s heard it all
before. But it isn’t long before she feels there is more going on than she or the social
services are aware of. Although Melody is angry at having to leave her mother, as
many children coming into care are, she also worries about her obsessively – far
more than is usual. Amanda, Melody’s mother, is also angry and takes it out on Cathy
at contact, which again is something Cathy has experienced before. Yet there is a lost
and vulnerable look about Amanda, and Cathy starts to see why Melody worries about
her and feels she needs looking after.
Harper Element
9780008305468
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$12.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Biography & Autobiography /
Personal Memoirs
BIO026000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.5 lb Wt

When Amanda misses contact, it is assumed she has forgotten, but nothing could
have been further from the truth…

Contributor Bio
Cathy has been a foster carer for over 25 years, during which time she has looked
after more than 100 children, of all ages and backgrounds. She has three teenage
children of her own; one of whom was adopted after a long-term foster placement.
The name Cathy Glass is a pseudonym.
Cathy has written 29 books, including bestselling memoirs Damaged, Cut, and Will
You Love Me?

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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HARPERCOLLINS

A Woman’s Fortune
Josephine Cox

Simultaneous
TPB:9780008128579, TP, $21.99

Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC and PB

Summary
The new novel from Sunday Times bestselling author Josephine Cox – the
master storyteller.
Finding a new beginning means taking the hardest road…but the journey is where you
find your true courage.
Torn away from their beloved home, the journey for the Carter family has just
begun…
In the middle of the night, Evie is torn away from her beloved home and close-knit
community, as her family run away to the south. Her father's luck has finally run out
but, what should mark a hopeful new beginning, is just the start of young Evie’s
troubles.
HarperCollins
9780008128234
On Sale Date: 9/4/2018
Ship Date: 8/15/2018
$32.99 Can.
Hardcover
432 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Coming Of Age
FIC043000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.5 lb Wt

With the weight of her family's future on her shoulders, Evie has no-one to turn to.
Her mother, worn down by life, runs off with a new man, and with her grandmother's
sight failing, it's left to Evie to earn their keep and run the house. Holding her family
together is only made harder when tragedy strikes at its heart.
A lost letter from home means that Evie's only hope of a happy ending has been
dashed, but she's determined to make a new future for herself...

Contributor Bio
Josephine Cox was born in Blackburn, one of ten children. At the age of sixteen,
Josephine met and married her husband Ken, and had two sons. When the boys
started school, she decided to go to college and eventually gained a place at
Cambridge University. She was unable to take this up as it would have meant living
away from home, but she went into teaching – and started to write her first full-le...

Comp Titles
A Family Secret Cox, Josephine HarperCollins 3/14/2017

9780007420001
$32.99 CAD Hardcover
0007420005

A Family Secret Cox, Josephine HarperCollins 3/14/2017

9780007420025
$21.99 CAD Trade Paperback Fiction
0007420021
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Fiction

COLLINS CRIME CLUB

Bodies from the Library
Lost Classic Stories by Masters of the Golden Age
Tony Medawar, Agatha Christie, Georgette Heyer, A....

Summary
This anthology of rare stories of crime and suspense brings together 16 rare tales by
masters of the Golden Age of Detective Fiction for the first time in book form,
including a newly-discovered Agatha Christie crime story that has not been seen since
1922.
At a time when crime and thriller writing has once again overtaken the sales of
general and literary fiction, Bodies from the Library unearths lost stories from the
Golden Age, that period between the World Wars when detective fiction captured the
public’s imagination and saw the emergence of some of the world’s cleverest and
most popular storytellers.

Collins Crime Club
9780008289225
On Sale Date: 9/11/2018
Ship Date: 8/22/2018
$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Anthologies
FIC003000
8.7 in H | 5.6 in W | 1 lb Wt

This anthology brings together 16 forgotten tales that have either been published only
once before—perhaps in a newspaper or rare magazine—or have never before
appeared in print. From a previously unpublished 1917 script featuring Ernest
Bramah’s blind detective Max Carrados, to early 1950s crime stories written for
London’s Evening Standard by Cyril Hare, Freeman Wills Crofts and A.A. Milne, it
spans five decades of writing by masters of the Golden Age.
Most anticipated of all are the contributions by women writers: the first detective
story by Georgette Heyer, unseen since 1923; an unpublished story by Christianna
Brand, creator of Nanny...

Contributor Bio
Editor Tony Medawar is a detective fiction expert and researcher with a penchant for
tracking down rare stories. His other collections of previously uncollected stories
include While the Light Lasts (Agatha Christie), The Avenging Chance (Anthony
Berkeley), The Spotted Cat (Christianna Brand) and A Spot of Folly (Ruth Rendell).

Comp Titles
The Golden Age of Edwards,
Murder
Martin

HarperCollins

AVENGING
Berkeley,
CHANCE & OTHER
Anthony
MYSTER

Crippen & Landru
9781932009163
1/1/2004
Publishers
1932009167

6/16/2015

9780008105969 $32.99
0008105960
CAD

Hardcover
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Biography &
Autobiography
Fiction

WILLIAM COLLINS

Collins New Naturalist Library – The Burren
David Cabot, Roger Goodwillie
Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
The Burren is one of those rare and magical places where geology, glacial history,
botany, zoology and millennia of cultural history have converged to create a unique
landscape of extraordinary natural history interest. It is without equal to any other
area in Ireland or Britain.

William Collins
9780008183790
On Sale Date: 9/11/2018
Ship Date: 8/22/2018
$59.99 Can.
Paperback
496 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 5K
Nature
NAT000000

To the unsuspecting tourist, much of the landscape of the Burren looks bleak, rocky,
and inhospitable for any sort of farming. Yet the Burren is an agricultural landscape
that has been continuously farmed since the first settlers began clearing the forest
cover in the Neolithic period. Today there are several hundred farms within the Burren
area. Most of these families live and work there and the farmers are crucial for the
Burren’s future as an area of unique landscape and ecological interest.
The area attracts any naturalist with an eye for beauty, but it is the intricacies of the
species’ ecology, their links to the soil or to a particular insect that is really
fascinating. It is a veritable paradise for naturalists—not only do plants seem to grow
on next to nothing, but all the organisms have survived the comings and goings of
woodland, the multiple mouths of grazing animals and the passage of several
civilisations over 6,000 years. How they have persisted in such exuberance and div...

Contributor Bio

8.5 in H | 5.9 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Related Products
Other Formats
9780008183783 - $135.99

David Cabot is an Irish naturalist and writer. He was educated at University College,
Oxford and Trinity College, Dublin, where he studied natural sciences, going on to
University College, Galway, where he obtained a PhD in ecology of bird parasites while
lecturing in Zoology. For twenty years he worked as an ecologist and was responsible
for Ireland’s National Heritage Inventory, developing natur...

Comp Titles
Collins New Naturalist Library (125) Toms,
– Owls
Mike

William
Collins

4/8/2014

9780007425570
0007425570

Paperback Nature

Collins New Naturalist Library (124) Newton,
– Bird Populations
Ian

William
Collins

1/21/2014

9780007527984 $66.99
0007527985
CAD

Paperback Nature

Collins New Naturalist Library (123) Cabot,
– Terns
David

Collins

9/10/2013

9780007412488 $49.99
0007412487
CAD

Paperback Nature
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WILLIAM COLLINS

Collins New Naturalist Library – Hedgehog
Pat Morris
Markup Tags:
:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
The hedgehog is regularly voted Britain’s favourite mammal, and yet we know
surprisingly little about the life of this spiny mammal. Pat Morris provides an
all-encompassing new study of the hedgehog and its habitat, shedding new light on
conservation efforts crucial to the survival of this charming ...

William Collins
9780008235734
On Sale Date: 9/11/2018
Ship Date: 8/22/2018
$69.99 Can.
Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 5K
Nature / Animals
NAT019000
8.5 in H | 5.9 in W | 1.9 lb Wt
Related Products
Other Formats
9780008235703 - $135.99

Hedgehogs have had a long association with humans, extending back to Ancient
Egypt and beyond. At times they have been viewed unfavourably, but for most people
the hedgehog is an engaging and interesting animal. In recent years it has ousted the
badger, dolphin and red squirrel from heading the list of the most popular British
mammals. Strong public support makes it an ideal flagship species for encouraging
public acceptance of nature conservation principles, particularly in the urban
environment. The hedgehog is a valuable bioindicator species, attesting to the
viability of ecosystems. Their presence is indicative of sustainable populations of
important invertebrates, especially earthworms and the many insects whose larvae
and adults perform vital ecological functions.
In a worrying development, the hedgehog’s plight appears to be worsening, with a
new survey revealing a further decline in garden sightings. Their long-term but poorly
understood decline is attributed to the loss and fra...

Contributor Bio
Dr Pat Morris was Senior Lecturer in Zoology at Royal Holloway, University of London.
He is best known for his studies on hedgehogs over the last forty years. He has also
studied water voles, bats, edible dormice and red squirrels. He is a Council member of
the National Trust and (for six years) Chairman of its Nature Conservation Advisory
Panel. He was a Vice President of the London Wildlife Trus...

Comp Titles
Collins New Naturalist Library (125) Toms,
– Owls
Mike

William
Collins

4/8/2014

9780007425570
0007425570

Paperback Nature

Collins New Naturalist Library (124) Newton,
– Bird Populations
Ian

William
Collins

1/21/2014

9780007527984 $66.99
0007527985
CAD

Paperback Nature

Collins New Naturalist Library (123) Cabot,
– Terns
David

Collins

9/10/2013

9780007412488 $49.99
0007412487
CAD

Paperback Nature
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WILLIAM COLLINS

Curlew Moon
Mary Colwell

Summary
Curlews are Britain’s largest wading bird, known for their evocative calls which
embody wild places; they provoke a range of emotions that many have expressed in
poetry, art and music.
A bird stands alone on the edge of a mudflat. Its silhouette is unmistakable. A plump
body sits atop long, stilty legs. The long neck arcs into a small head, which tapers
further into a long curved bill. The smooth, convex outlines of this curlew are alluring.
They touch some ancestral liking we all have for shapes that are round and smooth.
Over the last 22 years numbers in the UK have halved; the curlew is one of our most
endangered birds. With 25 percent of the world’s curlews living in the UK, this is
nothing short of a disaster. The curlew is showing all the signs of being the next Great
Auk.

William Collins
9780008241056
On Sale Date: 9/11/2018
Ship Date: 8/22/2018
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover
272 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Nature / Animals
NAT043000

In Curlew Moon, Mary Colwell takes us on a journey from the West coast of Ireland to
the East coast of England, on her quest to help raise awareness for this beautiful
bird’s plight. Her 500-mile walk on foot starts in the early spring, when birds are first
arriving on their breeding grounds in the west of Ireland, walking through to Wales,
when they incubate their eggs. She makes her way throu...

Contributor Bio
Mary Colwell makes programmes for the BBC and the independent sector, mainly on
nature and the environment. She recently featured in BBC Wildlife’s UK 50 Top
Conservation Heroes awards.

8.7 in H | 5.6 in W | 1 lb Wt

Comp Titles
William
Collins

5/30/2017

9780008218737
0008218730

Hardcover Nature

Collins New Naturalist Library (125) Toms,
– Owls
Mike

William
Collins

4/8/2014

9780007425556
0007425554

Hardcover Nature

Collins New Naturalist Library (124) Newton,
– Bird Populations
Ian

William
Collins

1/21/2014

9780007429530 $123.99
0007429533
CAD

Hardcover Nature

Collins New Naturalist Library (123) Cabot,
– Terns
David

Collins

9/10/2013

9780007412471 $79.99
0007412479
CAD

Hardcover Nature

Collins Life-Size Birds

Sterry,
Paul
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F18 HCUK Adult

The Forgotten Guide to Happiness
The uplifting and unforgettable feel-good romance you need to read this
summer
Sophie Jenkins
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
’WONDERFULLY UPLIFTING’ Trisha Ashley
Sometimes, happiness can be found where you least expect it…
'Absolutely and completely adorable, this all embracing story will break, mend,
and fill hearts with warmth, humour and love' LOVEREADING
Twenty-eight-year-old Lana Green has never been good at making friends. She’s
perfectly happy to be left alone with her books. Or at least, that’s what she tells
herself.
Avon
9780008281809
0008281807
Pub Date: 9/11/2018
On Sale Date: 9/11/2018
Ship Date: 8/22/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
320 Pages
Fiction / Medical
FIC035000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.5 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Nancy Ellis Hall was once a celebrated writer. Now eighty, she lives alone in her North
London house, and thinks she’s doing just fine. But dementia is loosening Nancy’s
grip on the world.
When Lana and Nancy become unconventional house mates, their lives will change in
ways they never expected. But can an unusual friendship rescue two women who
don’t realise they need to be saved?
An irresistible story of love, memory and the power of friendship that readers
of The Keeper of Lost Things and The Lido will adore.

Readers love The Forgotten Guide to Happiness
‘A warm, beautiful read … tender and inspiring’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘A truly delightful story about love, friendship and figuring out what matters
the most. It wraps itself around you like a warm, comforting blanket and it made me
chuckle, a little emotional at times but in the end, pretty happy’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘I wholeheartedly recommend this book to other readers. I can’t wait to see what
comes next from this fantastic author. 5* out of 5*’ The Ginger Book Geek
‘An enchanting, thought-provoking read which left me with a massive smile on my
face’ The Writing Garnet
‘Oh boy did this novel warm my heart from the top of my head to the tips of my
toes … a different kind of love story and will definitely make you think about life,
love, friendship, and what really matters in this world’ Goodreads reviewer
‘Endowed with one of the perfect endings, this uplifting book will make you happy
irrespective of whether you forgot the feeling or not’ Goodreads reviewer

Contributor Bio
Sophie Jenkins is a serial joiner of writing groups and workshops and a prolific short
story writer. To encourage her creativity she regularly enters half-marathons and
trains by running from her home in North London to breakfast in the centre of town
with a notepad.
8/14

The character of Nancy in The
38 Forgotten Guide to Happiness is based on her
experiences with her own mother, who was diagnosed with dementia fifteen years

F18 HCUK Adult

I Am Heathcliff
Kate Mosse

Summary
Sixteen stories inspired by Wuthering Heights.
In ‘Terminus’ a young woman hides in an empty Brighton hotel; in ‘Thicker Than
Blood’ a man sits in a hot tub stalking his newly-married love on social media; and in
‘A bird half-eaten’ an amateur boxer prepares for a match.
A woman recalls the ‘Heathcliffs I Have Known’ and the physical danger she has
borne at their hands; in ‘Anima’ a child and a fox are unified in one startling moment
of violence; and in ‘One Letter Different’ two teenagers walk the moors and face up to
their respective buried secrets.
Curated by Kate Mosse and commissioned for Emily Brontë’s bicentenary year in
2018, these fresh, modern stories pulse with the raw beauty and pain of love and are
as timely as they are illuminating.

The Borough Press
9780008257439
0008257434
Pub Date: 9/11/2018
On Sale Date: 9/11/2018
Ship Date: 8/22/2018
$21.99/$21.99 Can.
Hardcover
304 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Print Run: 10K
Fiction
FIC000000
8.7 in H | 5.6 in W | 1.1 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

The full list of contributors is:
Leila Aboulela, Hanan Al-Shaykh, Joanna Cannon, Alison Case, Juno Dawson, Louise
Doughty, Sophie Hannah, Anna James, Erin Kelly, Dorothy Koomson, Grace McCleen,
Lisa McInerney, Laurie Penny, Nikesh Shukla, Michael Stewart and Louisa Young.

Contributor Bio
Kate Mosse is an international bestselling author with sales of more than five million
copies in 38 languages. Her fiction includes the novels Labyrinth (2005), Sepulchre
(2007), The Winter Ghosts (2009), Citadel (2012), and The Taxidermist’s Daughter
(2014), as well as an acclaimed collection of short stories,The Mistletoe Bride & Other
Haunting Tales (2013).
Kate is the Co-Founder and Chair of the Board of the Baileys Women’s Prize for Fiction
(previously the Orange Prize) and in June 2013, was awarded an OBE in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours List for services to literature. She lives in Sussex.

Comp Titles
Ill Will

Stewart, Michael

HQ 5/8/2018

9780008248161
0008248168

$21.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Letters from Alice
A tale of hardship and hope. A search for the truth.
Petrina Banfield
Markup Tags:
TP original

Summary
Two women. One secret. Will they be able to keep it under wraps?
It is a stormy evening in 1920s London. When newly qualified almoner, Alice, stepped
into the home of Charlotte, a terrified teenager who has just given birth out of
wedlock, she did not expect to make a pact that would change her life forever.
Thrown into secrecy after an unexpected turn, Alice is determined to keep bewildered
Charlotte and her newborn baby safe. But when a threatening note appears, she
realises that Charlotte may need more protection than she first thought. But from
who?

Harper Element
9780008264703
0008264708
Pub Date: 9/11/2018
On Sale Date: 9/11/2018
Ship Date: 8/22/2018
$15.99/$15.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
320 Pages
History / Social History
HIS054000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.5 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Based on extensive research into the archive material held at the London Metropolitan
Archives, and enriched with lively social history and excerpts from newspaper articles,
LETTERS FROM ALICE is a gripping and deeply moving tale, which brings the colourful
world of 1920s London to life. Full of grit, mystery and hope, it will have readers
enthralled from the very first page.

Contributor Bio
Petrina Banfield is a writer, mother and bookworm. She has always wanted to write,
but kept her dream under wraps while working at Surrey Police during the day, and
ghosting books for other people at night.
Petrina’s other passion, for fostering and adoption, was sparked in her teenage years,
after discovering that her father was taken into care as a young baby and then
separated from his identical twin at the age of five. Petrina registered as a foster
carer in 2007 and became an adoptive parent a few years later, but it was in trying to
reassemble the scattered fragments of her father’s childhood puzzle, that her two
passions finally collided.
Captivated by the heart stopping drama of the true-life stories documented within the
hospital almoners’ reports held at the London Metropolitan Archive, Petrina was driven
to find out more about these early social workers' remarkable work.
The result is Letters From Alice, a gripping and deeply moving tale which brings the
colourful world of the 1920s to life.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Girl With Dove

Simultaneous TPB:
9780008226862, TP, $21.99

A Life Built By Books
Sally Bayley
Markup Tags:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary

‘The word “mesmerising” is frequently applied to
memoirs, but seldom as deservedly as in the case of
Girl With Dove’ Financial Times
‘Reading is a form of escape and an avid reader is an escape artist…’

William Collins
9780008226855
0008226857
Pub Date: 9/18/2018
On Sale Date: 9/18/2018
Ship Date: 8/29/2018
$32.99/$32.99 Can.
Hardcover
288 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Women
BIO022000
8.7 in H | 5.6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Growing up in a dilapidated house by the sea where men were forbidden, Sally’s
childhood world was filled with mystery and intrigue. Hippies trailed through the
kitchen looking for God – their leader was Aunt Di, who ruled the house with
charismatic force. When Sally’s baby brother vanishes from his pram, she becomes
suspicious of the activities going on around her. What happened to Baby David and
the woman called Poor Sue? And where did all the people singing and wailing prayers
in the front room suddenly go?
Disappearing into a world of books and reading, Sally adopts the tried and tested
methods of Miss Marple. Taking books for hints and clues, she turns herself into a
reading detective. Her discovery of Jane Eyre marks the beginning of a vivid journey
through Victorian literature where she also finds the kind, eccentric figure of Charles
Dickens’ Betsey Trotwood. These characters soon become her heroines, acting as a
part of an alternative family, offering humour and guidance during many difficult
moments in Sally’s life.
Combining the voices of literary characters with those of her real-life counterparts,
Girl With Dove reads as a magical series of strange encounters, climaxing with a
comic performance of Shakespeare in the children’s home where Sally is eventually
sent.
Weaving literary classics with a young girl’s coming of age story, this is a book that
testifies to the transformative power of reading and the literary imagination. Mixing
fairy tale, literary classics, nursery rhymes and folklore, it is the story of a child’s
adventure in wonderland and search for truth in an adult world often cast in deep
shadow.

Contributor Bio
Sally Bayley is a Teaching and Research Fellow at the Rothermere American Institute
at the University of Oxford and from September 2018 she will be teaching writing in
Oxford as a Royal Literary Fund Fellow. Sally has written widely on visual responses
to literature, including a jointly authored study of Sylvia Plath's relationship to the
visual arts: Eye Rhymes: Sylvia Plath's Art of the Visual and a study of Plath as a
cultural icon: Representing Sylvia Plath. In 2010 she completed a cross-media study
of Emily Dickinson as a way of thinking about America's relationship to space and
place: Home on the Horizon: America's Search for Space, from Emily Dickinson to
Bob Dylan. She is the author of The Private Life of the Diary (Unbound, 2016).

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
8/14
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11 Missed Calls
A gripping psychological suspense book perfect for summer reading
Elisabeth Carpenter
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Anna has always believed that her mother, Debbie, died 30 years ago on the night
she disappeared.
But when her father gets a strange note, she realises that she’s never been told the
full story of what happened that night on the cliff.
Confused and upset, Anna turns to her husband Jack—but when she finds a love
letter from another woman in his wallet, she realises there’s no one left to help her,
least of all her family.
And then a body is found…

Contributor Bio

Avon
9780008223540
0008223548
Pub Date: 9/25/2018
On Sale Date: 9/25/2018
Ship Date: 9/5/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Libby Carpenter lives in Preston with her family. She completed a BA in English
Literature and Language with the Open University in 2011.
Libby was awarded a Northern Writers’ New Fiction award, and was longlisted for
Yeovil Literary Prize (2015 and 2016) and the MsLexia Women’s Novel award (2015).
She loves living in the north of England and sets most of her stories in the area. She
currently works as a book keeper. Her first novel, 99 Red Balloons, became a
bestseller in 2017.

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 20K
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Saving Sophie

Carrington, Sam

Avon

1/31/2017

9780008191818 $16.99
0008191816
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Woman Next
Door

Green, Cass

Killer
Reads

1/24/2017

9780008203566 $14.99
0008203563
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

99 Red Balloons

Carpenter,
Elisabeth

Avon

9/26/2017

9780008248864 $16.99
0008248869
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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The Cosy Seaside Chocolate Shop
The perfect heartwarming summer escape from the Kindle bestselling author
Caroline Roberts
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Summer has arrived at the Cosy Chocolate Shop . . .
Emma’s beloved Chocolate Shop by the Sea is thriving. It’s the cosiest seaside spot in
the the pretty harbour town of Warkton-on-Sea and—as well as keeping her business
afloat—Emma’s found a luscious romance along the way with the hunky Max. But now
things seem to be taking a turn for the worse…
The pesky landlord is still on Emma’s back and she’s facing competition from the
newly opened sweetshop in town. And when a face from the past turns up
unannounced, Emma finds herself drowning in painful memories. With Max acting
distant too, it’s all too easy for Emma to make some choices she’ll regret.
HarperImpulse
9780008295547
0008295549
Pub Date: 9/25/2018
On Sale Date: 9/25/2018
Ship Date: 9/5/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

With her fragile heart still suffering from old scars, can Max forgive Emma? And, more
importantly, can she forget?

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020

Family, friends, food, a glass of bubbly and, of course, a good book make Caroline
smile. She loves writing emotional stories about love, loss, betrayal and family, which
explore how complex and yet beautiful love can be. She also likes to write romantic
comedy, letting the characters have a bit of fun too! Caroline believes in following
your dreams, which led her to HarperImpulse and a publishing deal after many years
of writing. Stunning Northumberland is her home—sandy beaches, castles and
gorgeous countryside have inspired her writing.

The new novel from Caroline Roberts is a deliciously romantic book of love, loss, hope
and second chances.

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products
Also Available
The Cosy Christmas Chocolate
Shop 9780008236281 $16.99

Comp Titles
The Desperate Wife

Roberts,
Caroline

HarperImpulse 2/28/2017

9780008125400
0008125406

B-format
Paperback

Christmas at the
Comfort Food Cafe

Johnson,
Debbie

HarperImpulse 10/10/2017

9780008205898
0008205892

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Me, You and Tiramisu

Butterfield,
Charlotte

HarperImpulse 9/12/2017

9780008216511 $16.99
0008216517
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Once in a Blue
Moon Guesthouse

McLaughlin,
Cressida

Harper

9780008219284 $16.99
0008219281
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

My Summer of Magic
Moments

Roberts,
Caroline

HarperImpulse 4/24/2018

9780008236274
0008236275

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Avon

9780008236755 $16.99
0008236755
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Bed and Breakfast
French, Kat
on the Beach

9/19/2017

10/10/2017

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Detective Mark Heckenburg (7) – Kiss of Death
Paul Finch
Markup Tags:
TP original

Summary
Don’t let them catch you…
A Deadly Hunt
DS ‘Heck’ Heckenburg has been tasked with retrieving one of the UK’s most wanted
men. But the trail runs cold when Heck discovers a video tape showing the fugitive in
a fight for his life. A fight he has no chance of winning.
A Dangerous Game
Heck realises that there’s another player in this game of cat and mouse, and this
time, they’ve not just caught the prize: they’ve made sure no one else ever does.

Avon
9780008243982
0008243980
Pub Date: 9/25/2018
On Sale Date: 9/25/2018
Ship Date: 9/5/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
464 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Crime
FIC050000

A Man Who Plays With Fire
How far will Heck and his team go to protect some of the UK’s most brutal killers?
And what price is he willing to pay?

Contributor Bio
Paul Finch is a former cop and journalist, now turned full-time writer. He cut his
literary teeth penning episodes of the British crime drama, The Bill, and has written
extensively in the field of film, audio drama and children's animation. He is also well
known for his work in the thriller and horror fields.
Paul lives in Lancashire, with his wife Catherine and his children, Eleanor and Harry.
His website can be found at www.paulfinchauthor.com.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Detective Mark Heckenburg (4) –
Dead Man Walking

Finch,
Paul

Avon 12/16/2014

9780007551279 $15.99
0007551274
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Detective Mark Heckenburg (5) –
Hunted

Finch,
Paul

Avon 6/16/2015

9780007492336 $15.99
0007492332
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Detective Mark Heckenburg (6) –
Ashes to Ashes

Finch,
Paul

Avon 5/9/2017

9780007551293 $16.99
0007551290
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Strangers

Finch,
Paul

Avon 10/25/2016

9780007551316 $16.99
0007551312
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Shadows

Finch,
Paul

Avon 12/5/2017

9780007551330 $16.99
0007551339
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Mexicana!
For the Love of Tacos, Nachos and All Things Fiesta
Esther Clark

Summary
Over 70 tasty taco and moreish nacho recipes to indulge your cravings and bring the
spirit of Mexicana into your home!
Bring the spirit of Mexicana into your home with over 70 tasty taco and moreish
nacho recipes to feed your fiesta cravings!
Indulge in a bowl (or two) of nachos, make every day taco Tuesday, eat tostada for
breakfast, start every meal with a margarita, and always use fingers!
So, invest in a healthy supply of tortillas (and maybe a bottle of tequila) and solve all
your dinner dilemmas with the only question worth asking: Tacos or Nachos? We
recommend both.
HarperCollins
9780008301293
0008301298
Pub Date: 9/25/2018
On Sale Date: 9/25/2018
Ship Date: 9/5/2018
$28.99/$28.99 Can.
Hardcover
144 Pages
25 col illus
Cooking / Entertaining
CKB029000
8.9 in H | 6.9 in W | 1.4 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

8/14

iSalud!

Contributor Bio
Esther Clark is a recipe writer and food stylist based in East London. She graduated
from Leith’s school of food and wine in the summer of 2015 after winning the Leith’s
recipe portfolio prize. Following that she spent a summer working as a chef in rural
Tuscany and doing a brief stint cooking in northern India before heading back to
London to pursue a career in styling and writing. She has worked as a recipe tester
multiple magazines, such as Delicious and Woman & Home; written for Sainsbury’s
Magazine; and written and styled features for both BBC Good Food and Co-op
Magazine. Mexicana! is Esther’s first book; it was spurred on by a love of sharing food
with friends. She lives near Victoria park with eager foodie friends, who are always
willing to taste the fruits of her labour.
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The Party
Lisa Hall
Markup Tags:
TP original

Summary

It was just a party. But it turned into a nightmare.
‘Compelling, addictive…brilliant’ B A Paris
When Rachel wakes up in a strange room, the morning after a neighbour’s party, she
has no memory of what happened the night before. Why did her husband leave her
alone at the party? Did they row? Why are Rachel’s arms so bruised? And why are her
neighbours and friends so vague about what really happened?
Little by little, Rachel pieces together the devastating events that took place in a
friend’s house, at a party where she should have been safe. Everyone remembers
what happened that night differently, and everyone has something to hide. But
someone knows the truth about what happened to Rachel. And she’s determined to
find them.

HQ
9780008302726
0008302723
Pub Date: 9/25/2018
On Sale Date: 9/25/2018
Ship Date: 9/5/2018
$19.99/$19.99 Can.
Trade Paperback

The Party is the gripping new novel from bestseller Lisa Hall.

Contributor Bio
LISA HALL loves words, reading and everything there is to love about books. Lisa
lives in a small village in Kent, surrounded by her towering TBR pile, a rather large
brood of children, dogs, chickens and ponies and her long-suffering husband. She is
also rather partial to eating cheese and drinking wine. Readers can follow Lisa on
Twitter @LisaHallAuthor

384 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Between You and Me

Hall, Lisa

Carina

4/28/2016

9780008194505
0008194505

Paperback

Fiction

Tell Me No Lies

Hall, Lisa

Carina

5/9/2017

9780008205195 $14.99
0008205191
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

In a Cottage In a
Wood

Green,
Cass

HarperCollins

1/23/2018

9780008275990 $21.99
0008275998
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Simon &
Schuster

7/12/2016

9781501151743 $24.99
1501151746
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

In a Dark, Dark Wood Ware, Ruth

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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The Plus One
escape with the hottest, laugh-out-loud debut of summer 2018!
Sophia Money-Coutts
Markup Tags:
Simultaneous TPB:

9780008288556, TP, $21.99

Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary

‘So funny. And the sex is amazing – makes me feel
like a nun!’ Jilly Cooper
‘Light, fizzy and as snort-inducing as a pint of Prosecco.’ Evening Standard
Magazine
‘Perfect summer reading for fans of Jilly Cooper and Bridget Jones.’ HELLO!
‘Bridget Jones trapped inside a Jilly Cooper novel. A beach cocktail in book form.’
METRO
HQ
9780008288471
000828847X
Pub Date: 9/25/2018
On Sale Date: 9/25/2018
Ship Date: 9/5/2018
$28.99/$28.99 Can.
Hardcover

‘Gloriously cheering.’ Red Magazine
‘This saucy read is great sun-lounger fodder.’ Heat
‘Sexy and very funny…perfect for fans of Jilly Cooper.’ Closer
The Plus One [n] informal a person who accompanies an invited person to a wedding
or a reminder of being single, alone and absolutely plus none

384 Pages
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.2 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Polly’s not looking for ‘the one’, just the plus one…
Polly Spencer is fine. She’s single, turning thirty and only managed to have sex twice
last year (both times with a Swedish banker called Fred), but seriously, she’s fine.
Even if she’s still stuck at Posh! magazine writing about royal babies and the chances
of finding a plus one to her best friend’s summer wedding are looking worryingly slim.
But it’s a New Year, a new leaf and all that. Polly’s determined that over the next 365
days she’ll remember to shave her legs, drink less wine and generally get her s**t
together. Her latest piece is on the infamous Jasper, Marquess of Milton, undoubtedly
neither a plus one nor ‘the one’. She’s heard the stories, there’s no way she’ll
succumb to his charms…
A laugh-out-loud, toe-curlingly honest debut for fans of Helen Fielding, Bryony
Gordon and Jilly Cooper. Don’t miss the hottest book of 2018!

Contributor Bio
Sophia Money-Coutts is a 32-year-old journalist who spent five years studying the
British aristocracy while working as Features Director at Tatler. Prior to that she
worked as a writer and an editor for The Evening Standard and The Daily Mail in
London, and The National in Abu Dhabi.

Comp Titles
It’s Not Me, It’s You

McFarlane,
Mhairi

Bridget Jones's Diary Fielding,
(Film Tie-in)8/14
Helen

HarperCollins

5/19/2015

9780008116217 $16.99
0008116210
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Picador

3/23/2001

9780330375252
0330375253

A-format
Paperback
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The Last Kingdom Series (11) – War of the Wolf
Bernard Cornwell
Markup Tags:

Simultaneous TPB:
9780008183844, TP, $22.99

Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
Bernard Cornwell's epic story of the making of England continues in this
eleventh installment in the bestselling Saxon Tales series-"like Game of
Thrones, but real" (The Observer)-the basis of the hit Netflix television series
The Last Kingdom.
His blood is Saxon
His heart is Viking
His battleground is England

HarperCollins
9780008183837
000818383X
Pub Date: 10/2/2018
On Sale Date: 10/2/2018
Ship Date: 9/12/2018
$34.99/$34.99 Can.
Hardcover
352 Pages
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

"Perhaps the greatest writer of historical adventure novels today" (Washington Post),
Bernard Cornwell has dazzled and entertained readers and critics with his
page-turning bestsellers. Of all his protagonists, however, none is as beloved as
Uhtred of Bebbanburg.
And while Uhtred might have regained his family's fortress, it seems that a peaceful
life is not to be - as he is under threat from both an old enemy and a new foe. The
old enemy comes from Wessex where a dynastic struggle will determine who will be
the next king. And the new foe is Sköll, a Norseman, whose ambition is to be King of
Northumbria and who leads a frightening army of wolf-warriors, men who fight
half-crazed in the belief that they are indeed wolves. Uhtred, believing he is cursed,
must fend off one enemy while he tries to destroy the other. In this new chapter of
the Saxon Tales series-a rousing adventure of courage, treachery, duty, devotion,
majesty, love and battle, as seen through the eyes of a warrior straddling two worldsUhtred returns to fight once again for the destiny of England.

Contributor Bio
Bernard Cornwell was born in London, raised in Essex and worked for the BBC for
eleven years before meeting Judy, his American wife. Denied an American work
permit he wrote a novel instead and has been writing ever since. He and Judy divide
their time between Cape Cod and Charleston, South Carolina.

Comp Titles
Fools and Mortals Cornwell, Bernard HarperCollins 10/24/2017

9780007504114
$34.99 CAD Hardcover
000750411X

Fools and Mortals Cornwell, Bernard HarperCollins 10/24/2017

9780007504121
$22.99 CAD Trade Paperback Fiction
0007504128

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Coming Home to the Comfort Food Café
The only heart-warming feel-good novel you need!
Debbie Johnson
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
When Zoe's best friend Kate dies of breast cancer, her whole world is turned upside
down. Within hours, she goes from being the wacky neighbour who can barely keep a
houseplant alive to a whole new world of responsibility when she realises she's
guardian to Kate's 16-year-old daughter, Martha.
Moving to the little village of Budbury in the West Country, Zoe hopes the fresh
Dorset sea breeze and the gentle pace of life will help them heal.
Luckily for them both, the friendly community at the Comfort Food Café provide
listening ears, sage advice, shoulders to cry on, and some truly excellent carrot cake.
And when Martha's enigmatic, absent father suddenly turns up, confusing not only
Martha but Zoe too, the love and support of their new-found friends is the best
present they could ask for…

HarperImpulse
9780008263713
000826371X
Pub Date: 10/9/2018
On Sale Date: 10/9/2018
Ship Date: 9/19/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Contributor Bio
Debbie Johnson is a best-selling author who lives and works in Liverpool, where she
divides her time between writing, caring for a small tribe of children and animals, and
not doing the housework.

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Print Run: 30K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027250

Her books include The Birthday That Changed Everything, Pippa’s Cornish Dream, and
Summer at the Comfort Food Café, all published by HarperCollins.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products

Follow her on Twitter @debbiemjohnson or at
www.facebook.com/debbiejohnsonauthor—but be warned, she mainly talks about
dogs.

Marketing Plans

Also Available
Sunshine at the Comfort Food
Café 9780008263737 $16.99

Advanced Finished Book Mailing to Accounts and Long Lead Media
E-Galleys Available on Edelweiss
National Print and Online Media Campaign
Targeted Facebook and Instagram Advertising
E-Recipe Card Campaign
Extensive Outreach Targeting Women’s Fiction and Romance Blogs and Websites
Major Social Media Campaign through Harper360 and HarperCollins Platforms

Comp Titles
Sunshine at the
Comfort Food Café

Johnson,
Debbie

HarperImpulse

8/7/2018

9780008263737 $16.99
0008263736
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Cafe by the Sea

Colgan,
Jenny

William Morrow
Paperbacks

6/27/2017

9780062662972 $19.99
006266297X
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

Summer at the
Comfort Food Cafe

Johnson,
Debbie

HarperImpulse

4/24/2018

9780008150259 $16.99
0008150257
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Christmas at the
Comfort Food Cafe

Johnson,
Debbie

HarperImpulse

10/10/2017

9780008205898
0008205892

B-format
Paperback

Fiction
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Damaged Goods
Helen Black
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
When a prostitute is found butchered on a notorious Luton council estate, the finger is
immediately pointed. The prime suspect? Her 14-year-old daughter, Kelsey.
But Kelsey is unable to defend herself. After an attempt to take her own life, Kelsey
has been left horrifically scarred and mute—unable to even utter the words ‘not
guilty’.
It’s down to Lilly Valentine—a tough-talking Yorkshire lawyer—to prove Kelsey’s
innocence. Prostitution, paedophilia, drugs and blackmail: Lily must put her own life
at risk to save a silent, terrified child and find the real killer…

Contributor Bio
Helen Black was brought up in a mining town in West Yorkshire. She moved to
London in her twenties and trained to be a commercial lawyer. On qualification she
shifted lanes and has practised criminal and family law for over ten years. She
specialises in representing children in the care system. She now lives in Bedfordshire
with her husband and young children. Damaged Goods is her debut novel.

Avon
9780007502806
000750280X
Pub Date: 10/9/2018
On Sale Date: 10/9/2018
Ship Date: 9/19/2018
$15.99/$15.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
464 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
FIC022000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Payback

Chambers,
Kimberley

HarperCollins 6/19/2014

9780007435050 $15.99
0007435053
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Wronged

Chambers,
Kimberley

HarperCollins 7/14/2015

9780007521760 $16.99
0007521766
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Backstabber

Chambers,
Kimberley

HarperCollins 3/28/2017

9780007521807 $28.99
0007521804
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

Someone Out
There

Hunt, Catherine

Harper

5/10/2016

9780008165253 $16.99
0008165254
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Woman Next
Door

Green, Cass

Killer Reads

1/24/2017

9780008203566 $14.99
0008203563
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Dead Secret

McCarthy, Ava

HarperCollins 1/24/2017

9780008208110
0008208115

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Teacher

Diamond, Katerina Avon

9780008204525
0008204527

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

1/10/2017
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The House of Birds and Butterflies
Cressida McLaughlin
Markup Tags:
TP original

Summary
Abby Field is living the dream. As events coordinator at the Meadowsweet nature
reserve on the idyllic Suffolk coast, every day is an adventure with the birds and the
butterflies, and she couldn’t feel more at home. When another local nature reserve is
chosen as the hot location for a new television series, however, Meadowsweet looks
set for seasonal hibernation—unless Abby can whip up a plan to keep the visitors
flocking.
With the help of the local villagers, and her cute rescue huskie, Raffle, will Abby be
able to rescue the nature reserve from oblivion? Or will she be distracted by the
arrival of a brooding—and annoyingly handsome—new neighbour…

Contributor Bio
HarperCollins
9780008225841
0008225842
Pub Date: 10/9/2018
On Sale Date: 10/9/2018
Ship Date: 9/19/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Cressy was born in South East London surrounded by books and with a cat named
after Lawrence of Arabia. She studied English at the University of East Anglia and now
lives in Norwich with her husband David.
When she isn’t writing, Cressy spends her spare time reading, returning to London or
exploring the beautiful Norfolk coastline.

464 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
The Canal Boat Café

McLaughlin,
Cressida

The Once in a Blue Moon McLaughlin,
Guesthouse
Cressida

HarperCollins 9/13/2016

9780008136031 $16.99
0008136033
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Harper

9780008219284 $16.99
0008219281
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

9/19/2017
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Not Ready to Adult Yet
A Totally Ill-informed Guide to Life
Iain Stirling

Summary
Comedian Iain Stirling is best known as the brilliantly funny voice of the BAFTA-award
winning smash hit Love Island. Despite his many accolades, and his mum telling him
he’s her ‘special little soldier’ every day, Iain still struggles with everyday adult life.
What a textbook millennial.
Looking back at his journey to adulthood, Iain explores why millennials are the way
they are – and whether that makes us self-obsessed, work-shy, mollycoddled,
egomaniacs; or just a misunderstood generation with a crippling fear of failure.
Millennials have been celebrated and scorned; they’re the envy, fascination and
disgrace of the world. But is there more to this #selfie and avocado-obsessed
generation that can’t grow up than meets the eye?

HarperCollins
9780008288006
0008288003
Pub Date: 10/9/2018
On Sale Date: 10/9/2018
Ship Date: 9/19/2018
$32.99/$32.99 Can.
Hardcover

Throughout life millennials have been taught that they are perfect and should live a
perfect life. They’ve been told, whatever happens, don’t fuck up. And then they enter
the real world. And failure quickly rears its ugly head. A head millennials weren’t
warned about and definitely aren’t ready for.
Iain knows a lot about fucking up. And he’s ready to share.
Funny, provocative and full of his trademark razor-sharp wit, this is Iain’s guide to
what life is really like for millennials and how they can navigate it better.

Contributor Bio

320 Pages
Humor / Form
HUM015000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 1 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Iain Stirling is a stand-up comedian and BAFTA winning presenter. He is best known
as the highly memorable voice of the hit reality show Love Island (ITV2) as well as
being the driving force behind the concept of comedy panel show The Dog Ate My
Homework (CBBC).

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Tom’s Daily Goals
Never Feel Hungry or Tired Again
Tom Daley
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary

Want to make healthy living a habit – something
you do without even thinking? Tom’s Daily Goals
can show you how. It’s easier than you think.
‘Tom can do no wrong.’
The Irish Independent
HQ
9780008281373
0008281378
Pub Date: 10/9/2018
On Sale Date: 10/9/2018
Ship Date: 9/19/2018
$29.99/$29.99 Can.
Paperback

World Number 1 diver, Tom Daley, has trained for major sporting events, had health
problems, and come back from personal trauma and bad performances.
Now, after years of trial and error, Tom knows that the only thing that truly works
when it comes to maintaining your health, wellbeing and energy is consistency: the
small choices we make throughout the day, every day.

224 Pages
Health & Fitness / Aerobics
HEA002000

These 7 simple and manageable daily goals: morning stretches, meditation on your
commute, smart food prep, anti-inflammatory eating, journaling, digital detoxing, and
a bedtime ritual, have made Tom feel the best he’s ever felt, and they’ll do the same
for you.

9.7 in H | 7.4 in W | 1.5 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

You’ll feel the difference from the very first day.

Contributor Bio
Tom Daley is an Olympic athlete and TV presenter.

Comp Titles
Tom’s Daily
Plan

Daley,
Tom

HQ

12/29/2016

9780008212292
0008212295

Paperback

Health & Fitness

Lean in 15

Wicks,
Joe

William Morrow
Cookbooks

5/3/2016

9780062493668 $31.00
0062493663
CAD

Paperback

Health & Fitness

My Story

Daley,
Tom

Penguin UK

5/1/2012

9780718158071 $29.00
0718158075
CAD

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography

Pan Macmillan

6/16/2016

9781509800698
1509800697

Trade
Paperback

Health & Fitness

Lean in 15 Wicks,
The Shape Plan Joe
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Trafficked
Lee Weeks
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
DETECTIVE JOHNNY MANN IS BACK
Missing children. An evil racket. A race against time …
Summoned to meet his boss, rebellious Detective Johnny Mann expects to be told
that he is being demoted. Instead he is ordered to lead the investigation into the
kidnapping of Amy Tang – the illegitimate daughter of a major player in the skin
trade, CK Leung.
Mann is reluctant to help – he has crossed paths with CK before- but he has no
choice.
Avon
9780008293413
0008293414
Pub Date: 10/9/2018
On Sale Date: 10/9/2018
Ship Date: 9/19/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
448 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC030000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Nine-year-old Amy is the third child to be kidnapped and held for a vast sum of
money, but while the other two children were released after the vast ransom was
paid, Amy is still being held captive.
Mann's investigation takes him to London, where he teams up with DC Becky Stamp.
Within days of his arrival, an arson attack kills twelve women and children. The
charred bodies of the victims are found chained to their beds – their injuries
rendering them identifiable…
What is the link between the kidnapping of Amy in Hong Kong and the deaths of
these women and children and can Mann discover the truth before it's too late.
Prepare to be terrorised all over again with this disturbingly addictive thriller from the
writer hailed as the female James Patterson.

Contributor Bio
Lee Weeks was born in Devon. She left school at seventeen and, armed with a
notebook and very little cash, spent seven years working her way around Europe and
South East Asia. She returned to settle in London, marry and raise two children. She
has worked as an English teacher and personal fitness trainer. Her books have been
Sunday Times bestsellers . She now lives in Devon.
Follow the investigations of Johnny Mann on Twitter at DIJohnnyMann

Comp Titles
Frozen Grave

Weeks, Lee SIMON & SCHUSTER

11/20/2014

9781471133602
1471133605

Paperback

Cold Justice

Weeks, Lee SIMON & SCHUSTER

11/5/2015

9781471133633
147113363X

Paperback

Cold Killers

Weeks, Lee SIMON & SCHUSTER

11/17/2016

9781471153198
1471153193

Paperback

Cold Revenge

Weeks, Lee SIMON & SCHUSTER

11/16/2017

9781471153211
1471153215

Paperback

The Trophy Taker

Weeks, Lee Avon

7/29/2011

9781847560780
1847560784

A-format Paperback

Fiction

The Trafficked

Weeks, Lee Avon

11/3/2008

9781847560834
1847560830

A-format Paperback

Fiction
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The Office Christmas Party
A fun, feel good Christmas cracker of a romance!
Aimee Duffy
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
As much as she loves Christmas, after her mother’s death, events planner Nat can’t
face the jolly season anymore. So to get her festive hit she crashes everyone else’s
party. It’s a sweet gig, until she meets her competition, tech empire millionaire, Dean,
under the mistletoe…!
When it comes to relationships, Dean doesn’t do serious—being left at the altar will
do that to a guy. So when he meets feisty Nat, the first woman in ten years to pique
his interest, he’s tempted to break his one-night rule…just for the holidays!
Nat and Dean might get more than they bargained for in their stockings this
Christmas!
HarperImpulse
9780008197285
0008197288
Pub Date: 10/16/2018
On Sale Date: 10/16/2018
Ship Date: 9/26/2018
$13.99/$13.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
240 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Holidays
FIC058000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Contributor Bio
All my life I’ve been dreaming up stories. My mum said when I was little I used to
make all the My Little Pony figurines talk to each other, and even fall in love. Later, it
was Barbie and Ken. In my teens, I played matchmaker with my friends at school.
When I wasn’t creating imaginary scenarios, I had my nose stuck in books, reading
across genres and there was one thing I loved more than the escapism—the fact a
story can touch me so deeply, like I was experiencing everything along with my
characters. I knew from early on this was something I wanted to do for others.
Fast forward a few years, and the dream almost got lost in real life, but I still couldn’t
shake it completely. Now I write sizzling romance with the hope of making my
readers’ hearts race like they are falling in love for the first time.

Comp Titles
Christmas at
Carrington’s

Brown,
Alexandra

HarperCollins

9780007488254 $15.99
0007488254
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Summer Flings
Travel Club

Duffy, Aimee

HarperImpulse 2/28/2017

9780008182410
0008182418

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Christmas at the
Comfort Food Cafe

Johnson,
Debbie

HarperImpulse 10/10/2017

9780008205898
0008205892

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Coming Home For
Christmas

Williams, Julia Avon

12/16/2014

9781847563583 $15.99
1847563589
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Every Time a Bell Rings

Harrington,
Carmel

HarperImpulse 10/24/2017

9780008238865 $18.99
0008238863
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

11/24/2015
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Vietnam
An Epic Tragedy: 1945-1975
Max Hastings
Markup Tags:

Simultaneous TPB: 9780008132996, TP,
$26.99

Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
From the best-selling author of All Hell Let Loose comes a masterly chronicle of
one of the most devastating international conflicts of the 20th century and
how its people were affected.
‘This is a comprehensive, spellbinding, surprisingly intimate, and altogether
magnificent historical narrative.’ Tim O’Brien

William Collins
9780008132989
0008132984
Pub Date: 10/16/2018
On Sale Date: 10/16/2018
Ship Date: 9/26/2018
$44.99/$44.99 Can.
Hardcover
752 Pages
History / Asia
HIS048000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 2.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Vietnam became the Western world’s most divisive modern conflict, precipitating a
battlefield humiliation for France in 1954, then a vastly greater one for the United
States in 1975. Max Hastings has spent the past three years interviewing scores of
participants on both sides, as well as researching a multitude of American and
Vietnamese documents and memoirs, to create an epic narrative of an epic struggle.
He portrays the set pieces of Dienbienphu, the Tet offensive, the air blitz of North
Vietnam, and less familiar battles such as the bloodbath at Daido, where a US Marine
battalion was almost wiped out, together with extraordinary recollections of Ho Chi
Minh’s warriors. Here are the vivid realities of strife amid jungle and paddies that
killed 2 million people.
Many writers treat the war as a US tragedy, yet Hastings sees it as overwhelmingly
that of the Vietnamese people, of whom forty died for every American. US blunders
and atrocities were matched by those committed by their enemies. While all the world
has seen the image of a screaming, naked girl seared by napalm, it forgets countless
eviscerations, beheadings and murders carried out by the communists. The people of
both former Vietnams paid a bitter price for the Northerners’ victory in privation and
oppression. Here is testimony from Vietcong guerrillas, Southern paratroopers, Saigon
bargirls and Hanoi students alongside that of infantrymen from South Dakota, Marines
from North Carolina, Huey pilots from Arkansas.
No past volume has blended a political and military narrative of the entire conflict
with heart-stopping personal experiences, in the fashion that Max Hastings’ readers
know so well. The author suggests that neither side deserved to win this struggle with
so many lessons for the 21st century about the misuse of military might to confront
intractable political and cultural challenges. He marshals testimony from warlords and
peasants, statesmen and soldiers, to create an extraordinary record.

Comp Titles

The Secret War
Hastings, Max
William Collins
9/15/2015
9780007503742
$40.00 CAD Hardcover
History

8/14

Contributor Bio
Max Hastings chronicles Vietnam with the benefit of vivid personal memories: first of
reporting in 1967-68 from the United States, where he encountered many of the
war’s decision-makers including President Lyndon Johnson, then of successive
assignments in Indochina for newspapers and BBC TV: he rode a helicopter out of the
US Saigon embassy compound during the 1975 final evacuation. He is the author of
twenty-six books, most about conflict, and between 1986 and 2002 served as editorin-chief of the Daily Telegraph, then editor of the Evening Standard. He has won
many prizes both for journalism and his books, of which the most recent are All Hell
Let Loose, Catastrophe and The Secret War, best-sellers translated around the world.
He has two grown-up children, Charlotte and Harry, and lives with his wife Penny in
West Berkshire, where they garden enthusiastically.
56
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A Year at Meadowbrook Manor
Escape to the countryside this year with this perfect feel-good romance
Faith Bleasdale
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Harriet Singer hasn’t been home in ten years. When her beloved dad dies suddenly,
she races to be there for her estranged siblings, despite the memories it brings back.
Then Harriet learns that all four Singer siblings must live together for one year, caring
for their dad’s Animal Sanctuary, or forfeit their inheritance.
Living under the same roof could make or break the family, but it’s time Harriet
stopped running and faced her past. Especially when her first love turns up…
A heart-warming story about love, hope and family, perfect for fans of Cathy Bramley
and Heidi Swain.
Avon
9780008287276
0008287279
Pub Date: 10/16/2018
On Sale Date: 10/16/2018
Ship Date: 9/26/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Contemporary Women
FIC044000

Contributor Bio
Faith lives in North Devon, a single mum. She grew up in North Devon, studied
History in Bristol, then moved to London—spending some time living in Singapore.
Returning to North Devon when her child was born and now lives an idyllic
countryside and beach life—normally in the rain.
@FaithBleasdale
www.faithbleasdale.co.uk

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
The Bakery on Rosemary Lane Berry, Ellen

Avon

10/24/2017

9780008157142 $16.99
0008157146
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Willow Cottage Series –
Escape to Willow Cottage

Osborne, Bella

Avon

11/7/2017

9780008181024 $16.99
0008181020
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Once in a Blue Moon
Guesthouse

McLaughlin,
Cressida

Harper 9/19/2017

9780008219284 $16.99
0008219281
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Avon

9780008236755 $16.99
0008236755
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Bed and Breakfast on the
French, Kat
Beach

10/10/2017
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Alfie the Holiday Cat
The Sunday Times bestseller is back with the perfect heartwarming Christmas
read for 2017!
Rachel Wells

Summary
Alfie and George just can’t seem to keep out of trouble. So when they hear that their
owners have got a new holiday home, they can’t wait to visit it and enjoy some new
adventures.
But when they arrive, they don’t find the comfort they’re used to. Crumbling walls,
peeling paint, dripping ceilings…this little Cornish cottage is clearly on its last legs.
Family and friends rally round to try and save the cottage—but it soon becomes clear
that the locals don’t want them there at all. It’s up to Alfie and George to make sure
their family is welcomed into the village—that’s if they can keep out of the way of the
nastiest cat they’ve ever encountered…

Contributor Bio
Rachel Wells is a mother, writer and cat lover. She lives in Devon with her family and
her pets and believes in the magic of animals. Rachel grew up in Devon but lived in
London in her twenties working in marketing and living in a tiny flat with an elderly
rescued cat, Albert. After having a child she moved back to Devon and decided to
take the plunge and juggle motherhood with writing.

Avon
9780008253325
0008253323
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
Hardcover

She has always wanted to write and found her voice in her first novel, Alfie the
Doorstep Cat. She has always had cats as pets, ever since a young child. Rachel is
delighted to have been able to combine her two main passions at last. Alfie the
Holiday Cat is her fourth book.

344 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Print Run: 20K
Fiction / Family Life
FIC045000
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.9 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Alfie the
Wells,
Doorstep Cat Rachel

Avon

10/23/2014

9780008101626
0008101620

Hardcover

Fiction

Alfie the
Wells,
Doorstep Cat Rachel

Avon

12/8/2015

9780008133153 $16.99
0008133158
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

A Cat Called
Alfie

Wells,
Rachel

Avon

12/8/2015

9780008142193 $18.99
000814219X
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

Alfie Far
From Home

Wells,
Rachel

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 4/25/2017

9780008172053 $8.99
0008172056
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Alfie Cat in
Trouble

Wells,
Rachel

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 2/7/2017

9780008172084 $8.50
0008172080
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Alfie and
George

Wells,
Rachel

Avon

9780008181642 $16.99
0008181640
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

5/8/2018
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Christmas on the Little Cornish Isles: The Driftwood
Inn
Phillipa Ashley
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
For Maisie Samson, this Christmas is going to be different. After years working in a
busy Cornish pub, she’s moved back to quiet Gull Island where she grew up, to help
her parents run the family inn.
But even though she can’t wait for the festive season to arrive, Maisie cannot shake
the memories of what happened to her last Christmas—the day she lost everything.
She keeps herself busy, setting up the tree and hanging mistletoe ready for her first
proper family Christmas in years.

Harper Collins Paperbacks
9780008259792
0008259798
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Print Run: 20K
Fiction / Contemporary Women
FIC044000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products
Also Available
The Cornish Café Series (2) –
Christmas at the Cornish Café
9780008262235 $16.99

Until a new arrival to the island walks into her bar and changes everything. Australian
backpacker Patrick is looking for a job for the low season. When Maisie takes him on,
she doesn’t expect him to last the week, but to her surprise Patrick is the perfect fit.
Charming and handsome, could Maisie allow herself to hope that she and Patrick
could be more than just colleagues?
As Christmas approaches, Maisie finds herself dreading the spring, when Patrick is
due to leave. With the help of a little Christmas magic, can Maisie get the happily
ever after she always dreamed of?
Christmas on the Little Cornish Isles is the first in a stunning new series from Phillipa
Ashley. The perfect book to snuggle up with this Christmas.

Contributor Bio
Phillipa Ashley writes warm, funny romantic fiction for a variety of world-famous
international publishers.
After studying English at Oxford, she worked as a copywriter and journalist. Her first
novel, Decent Exposure, won the RNA New Writers Award and was made into a TV
movie called 12 Men of Christmas starring Kristin Chenoweth and Josh Hopkins. As
Pippa Croft, she also wrote the Oxford Blue series: The First Time We Met, The
Second Time I Saw You and Third Time Lucky.
Phillipa lives in a Staffordshire village and has an engineer husband and scientist
daughter who indulge her arty whims. She runs a holiday-let business in the Lake
District, but a big part of her heart belongs to Cornwall. She visits the county several
times a year for ‘research purposes’, an arduous task that involves sampling cream
teas, swimming in wild Cornish coves and following actors around film shoots in a
camper van. Her hobbies include watching Poldark, Earl Grey tea, Prosecco-tasting
and falling off surf boards in front of RNLI lifeguards.

Comp Titles
The Cornish Café Series (1) –
Summer at the Cornish Cafe

Ashley,
Phillipa

Avon 4/24/2018

9780008248307 $16.99
0008248303
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Cornish Café Series (2) –
Christmas at the Cornish Café

Ashley,
Phillipa

Avon 10/23/2018

9780008262235 $16.99
0008262233
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Cornish Café Series (3) –
Confetti at the Cornish Café

Ashley,
Phillipa

Avon 5/22/2018

9780008271435 $16.99
0008271437
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction
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The Cornish Café Series (2) – Christmas at the Cornish
Café
A heart-warming holiday read for fans of Poldark
Phillipa Ashley
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Christmas will be slightly less turbulent than summer, won’t it? Demi certainly hopes
so.
She and Cal are keeping their fledgling relationship under wraps for now. But then Kit
Bannen, a hunky, blond—and somewhat mysterious—writer arrives at Kilhallon Resort,
and not everyone is charmed. Cal is sure that Kit is hiding something. But is he the
only one guarding a secret?

Avon
9780008262235
0008262233
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
320 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Print Run: 20K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.5 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products
Also Available
Christmas on the Little Cornish
Isles: The Driftwood Inn
9780008259792 $16.99

Demi is busy baking festive treats for the newly opened Demelza’s café, but when
Cal’s ex Isla arrives to shoot scenes for her new drama, Demi can’t help but worry
that things aren’t quite over between them. Kit flirts with both women, fuelling Cal’s
suspicions that Kit has hidden motives for staying on at Kilhallon. Then Cal has to go
to London, leaving Demi and Kit to decorate the café for Christmas . . . all by
themselves.
A storm is brewing in more ways than one. As surprises unfold and truths are
uncovered, can Demi and Cal finally open up to each other about their feelings?
This second novel in the bestselling Cornish Café series is the perfect Christmas read.

Contributor Bio
Phillipa Ashley writes warm, funny romantic fiction for a variety of world-famous
international publishers.
After studying English at Oxford, she worked as a copywriter and journalist. Her first
novel, Decent Exposure, won the RNA New Writers Award and was made into a TV
movie called 12 Men of Christmas starring Kristin Chenoweth and Josh Hopkins. As
Pippa Croft, she also wrote the Oxford Blue series: The First Time We Met, The
Second Time I Saw You and Third Time Lucky.
Phillipa lives in a Staffordshire village and has an engineer husband and scientist
daughter who indulge her arty whims. She runs a holiday-let business in the Lake
District, but a big part of her heart belongs to Cornwall. She visits the county several
times a year for ‘research purposes’, an arduous task that involves sampling cream
teas, swimming in wild Cornish coves and following actors around film shoots in a
camper van. Her hobbies include watching Poldark, Earl Grey tea, Prosecco-tasting
and falling off surf boards in front of RNLI lifeguards.

Comp Titles
The Cornish Café Series (1) –
Summer at the Cornish Cafe

Ashley,
Phillipa

Avon 4/24/2018

9780008248307 $16.99
0008248303
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Cornish Café Series (2) –
Christmas at the Cornish Café

Ashley,
Phillipa

Avon 10/23/2018

9780008262235 $16.99
0008262233
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Cornish Café Series (3) –
Confetti at the Cornish Café

Ashley,
Phillipa

Avon 5/22/2018

9780008271435 $16.99
0008271437
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction
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The Cosy Christmas Chocolate Shop
The perfect, feel good romantic comedy to curl up with this Christmas!
Caroline Roberts
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Emma is the proud owner of the Chocolate Shop by the Sea, nestled in the heart of
the cosy seaside village that’s become her home. With Christmas right around the
corner, she and her assistant Holly are busy cooking up the locals’ festive favourites.
From cinnamon hot chocolates to reindeer lollipops, Christmas wouldn’t taste the
same without a little cocoa magic. And for Emma it’s the perfect distraction from her
romantic pains of the past. So when the shop’s miserly landlord threatens to hike up
the rent, Emma’s Christmas and New Year suddenly look a lot less cheerful.
With the whole village rallying behind her—and loyal spaniel Alfie by her
side—Emma’s determined to hold onto her chocolate-box dream.
HarperImpulse
9780008236281
0008236283
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
432 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Print Run: 20K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027020
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

The chocolate calendar countdown is on. Can Emma rescue her business and her
broken heart?

Contributor Bio
Family, friends, food, a glass of bubbly and, of course, a good book make Caroline
smile. She loves writing emotional stories about love, loss, betrayal and family, which
explore how complex and yet beautiful love can be. She also likes to write romantic
comedy, letting the characters have a bit of fun too! Caroline believes in following
your dreams, which led her to HarperImpulse and a publishing deal after many years
of writing. Stunning Northumberland is her home—sandy beaches, castles and
gorgeous countryside have inspired her writing.

Related Products
Also Available
The Cosy Seaside Chocolate
Shop 9780008295547 $16.99

Comp Titles
Christmas at
Carrington’s

Brown,
Alexandra

HarperCollins

9780007488254 $15.99
0007488254
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Christmas at the
Comfort Food Cafe

Johnson,
Debbie

HarperImpulse 10/10/2017

9780008205898
0008205892

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

My Summer of Magic
Moments

Roberts,
Caroline

HarperImpulse 4/24/2018

9780008236274
0008236275

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Cosy Seaside
Chocolate Shop

Roberts,
Caroline

HarperImpulse 9/25/2018

9780008295547 $16.99
0008295549
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Coming Home For
Christmas

Williams,
Julia

Avon

12/16/2014

9781847563583 $15.99
1847563589
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

It’s a Wonderful Life

Williams,
Julia

Avon

12/20/2016

9781847563606 $16.99
1847563600
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

11/24/2015
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The Little Wedding Shop by the Sea – Christmas
Promises at the Little Wedding Shop
Celebrate Christmas in Cornwall with this magical romance!
Jane Linfoot
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
There’s nothing more magical than a winter wonderland wedding but when
photographer Holly North returns to the cosy village of St Aidan she’s determined to
avoid romance and the festive season full stop. She’s doing one small favour for a
friend’s wedding and then her plans involve diving under her duvet and avoiding any
sign of Christmas cheer—and gorgeous but insufferable Rory Sanderson—for the rest
of December!

HarperImpulse
9780008260668
0008260664
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
432 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Print Run: 20K
Fiction / Romance
FIC027250
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

That is until Christmas arrives at Brides by the Sea, Cornwall’s enchanting and most
adorable little wedding shop. The champagne is on ice while mistletoe hangs from
every nook and Holly’s friends at the shop are determined she’ll live up to her festive
name.
It’s the most wonderful time of the year, and romance is most definitely in the crisp
winter air with promises, proposals and Christmas kisses aplenty…

Contributor Bio
Jane writes fun, flirty fiction with feisty heroines and a bit of an edge. She lives in a
mountain kingdom in Derbyshire, where her family and pets are kind enough to
ignore the domestic chaos. Happily, they’re in walking distance of a supermarket.
Jane loves hearts, flowers, happy endings, all things vintage, and most things French.
When not on Facebook and without an excuse for shopping, she can be found walking
or gardening.

Comp Titles
Christmas at Carrington’s

Brown,
Alexandra

HarperCollins

9780007488254 $15.99
0007488254
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Little Wedding Shop by
the Sea (1) – The Little
Wedding Shop by the Sea

Linfoot,
Jane

HarperImpulse 2/28/2017

9780008197094
0008197091

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Christmas at the Comfort
Food Cafe

Johnson,
Debbie

HarperImpulse 10/10/2017

9780008205898
0008205892

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Little Cornish Kitchen

Linfoot,
Jane

HarperImpulse 7/31/2018

9780008260682 $16.99
0008260680
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Coming Home For Christmas

Williams,
Julia

Avon

12/16/2014

9781847563583 $15.99
1847563589
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

It’s a Wonderful Life

Williams,
Julia

Avon

12/20/2016

9781847563606 $16.99
1847563600
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

11/24/2015
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The Memory Collector
The emotional and uplifting new novel from the bestselling author of The Other
Us
Fiona Harper
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
‘Touching and uplifting, this is Fiona Harper at her very best.’ MILLY JOHNSON

From the author of The Other Us
***THE WINNER OF THE 2018 SPECULATIVE
ROMANTIC NOVEL AWARD***
Heather Lucas lives her life through other people’s memories.
HQ
9780008216955
0008216959
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
384 Pages
Fiction / Contemporary Women
FIC044000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Heather doesn’t want to remember her childhood, not when her mother’s extreme
hoarding cast her family life into disarray.
For Heather’s mother, every possession was intimately connected to a memory, so
when Heather uncovers a secret about her past that could reveal why her mother
never let anything go, she knows there’s only one place she’ll find answers – behind
the locked door of her spare room, where the remains of her mother’s hoard lie
hidden.
As Heather uncovers both objects and memories, will the truth set her free? Or will
she discover she’s more like her mother than she ever thought possible?
A POWERFUL, UPLIFTING STORY ABOUT LOVE, LOSS AND THE THINGS WE
LEAVE BEHIND.

Contributor Bio
Fiona lives in London with her husband and two teenage daughters (oh, the drama in
her house!), and she loves good books, good films and anything cinnamon flavoured.
She also can’t help herself if a good tune comes on and she’s near a dance floor –
you have been warned!
Fiona loves to hear from readers and you can contact her through her website
fionaharper.com, her Facebook page (Fiona Harper Author) or Twitter
(@FiHarper_Author)

Comp Titles
6/20/2017

9780008216924
$16.99 CAD Paperback Fiction
0008216924

Two Roads 3/28/2017

9781473635470
$24.99 CAD Paperback Fiction
1473635470

The Other Us

Harper, Fiona HQ

The Keeper of Lost Things

Hogan, Ruth
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One Little Lie
The unputdownable gripping crime thriller full of twists that you need to read
in summer 2018
Sam Carrington
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
‘Sam Carrington has done it again. One Little Lie is a twisty, gripping read. I loved
it.’ Cass Green
‘Expertly written … with plentiful twists and unforgettable characters, it's an
insightful and unnerving read.’ Caroline Mitchell

‘My name is Alice. And my son is a murderer.’
Deborah’s son was killed four years ago. Alice’s son is in prison for committing that
crime.
Avon
9780008300814
000830081X
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
384 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080

Deborah would give anything to have her boy back, and Alice would do anything to
right her son’s wrongs.
Driven by guilt and the need for redemption, Alice has started a support group for
parents with troubled children. But as the network begins to grow, she soon finds out
just how easy it is for one little lie to spiral out of control…
They call it mother’s intuition, but can you ever really know your own child?

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Deeply psychological and suspenseful, One Little Lie is a twisty and unnerving story
about the price of motherhood and the unthinkable things we do to protect our
children.Perfect for fans of Cara Hunter and Laura Marshall.

Contributor Bio
Sam Carrington lives in Devon with her husband and three children. She worked for
the NHS for 15 years, during which time she qualified as a nurse. Following the
completion of a Psychology degree she went to work for the prison service as an
Offending Behaviour Facilitator. Her experiences within this field inspired her writing.
She left the service to spend time with her family and to follow her dream of being a
novelist.

Comp Titles
Saving Sophie

Carrington, Sam

Avon 1/31/2017

9780008191818
0008191816

$16.99 CAD

B-format Paperback

Fiction

Bad Sister

Carrington, Sam

Avon 8/7/2018

9780008276317
0008276315

$16.99 CAD

B-format Paperback

Fiction
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The Rise and Fall of Becky Sharp
‘A razor-sharp retelling of Vanity Fair’ Louise O’Neill
Sarra Manning
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary

A hilarious contemporary retelling of the classic
society novel, VANITY FAIR, featuring the
irrepressible Becky Sharp
Beautiful, brilliant, ruthless – nothing can stop Becky Sharp.
Becky Sharp has big dreams and no connections. Determined to swap the gutters of
Soho for the glamorous, exclusive world behind the velvet rope, Becky will do
anything to achieve fame, riches and status.
HarperCollins
9780008291785
0008291780
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Fiction / Humorous
FIC016000

Whether it’s seducing society’s most eligible bachelors, or befriending silly debutantes
and rich old ladies, Becky Sharp is destined for great things. Because it might be
tough at the top but it’s worse at the bottom.
From London to Paris and beyond, Becky Sharp is going places – so get the hell out
of her way…

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Sarra Manning is an author and journalist. Her novels include Unsticky, You Don’t
Have To Say You Love Me and her latest The House Of Secrets.
Sarra has written both adult and YA novels and has contributed to The Guardian,
ELLE, Grazia, Stylist, Fabulous, Stella, You Magazine, Harper’s Bazaar and is currently
the Literary Editor of Red magazine.
Sarra lives in London.
Twitter: @sarramanning
Instagram: sarra_manning

Comp Titles
Vanity Fair

Thackeray, William
Penguin Classics
Makepeace

4/29/2003

9780141439839 $16.00
0141439831
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Guitar Girl

Manning, Sarra

Speak

4/21/2005

9780142403181 $7.50
0142403180
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

Pretty Things

Manning, Sarra

Speak

3/2/2006

9780142405390 $9.99
0142405396
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

Laura

Manning, Sarra

Fashionistas

7/19/2007

9780340932209
0340932201

Manning, S:
Candy

Hachette
9780340932230
4/17/2008
Children's Group
0340932236

London
Manning, Sarra
Belongs to Us

Bonnier
9781471404610 $14.99
11/1/2016
Publishing Fiction
1471404617
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

Adorkable

Atom

9781907411007 $15.99
1907411003
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Manning, Sarra
8/14
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Rogan
Simon Rogan

Summary
Revered as a chef throughout the culinary world, Simon Rogan has a brilliant
reputation for artistry, innovation and excellence, and is renowned for the talent,
vision and clarity of ethos he brings to his different restaurants.

HarperCollins
9780008232726
0008232725
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$49.99/$49.99 Can.
Hardcover
304 Pages
120 col illus
Cooking / Individual Chefs &
Restaurants
CKB115000
11.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 3.4 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Simon is the chef and restaurateur of L’Enclume, the two-Michelin-star restaurant in
Cumbria which has won The Good Food Guide’s Best Restaurant for the past four
years. He was a winner on BBC2’s Great British Menu and a mentor on MasterChef,
and is the winner of GQ’s Chef of the Year award for 2018. Within the village of
Cartmel, where he set up L’Enclume 16 years ago, there is also Rogan & Co, the
relaxed neighbourhood restaurant; Aulis, a chef’s table and development kitchen; and
Our Farm, where the team select what to grow, when it is harvested and how it is
prepared, allowing Simon to truly set a benchmark for the calibre of ingredients he
uses. In London there is Roganic, a permanent Marylebone site inspired by the
original two-year pop-up which provides a window into the Cartmel operation, and
Aulis London, an eight-seater chef’s table which provides a preview experience for
dishes that might feature at Roganic.
Simon is uniquely placed to write a definitive cookbook that changes the tenor of
cookery publishing. Here is a book that perfectly communicates his philosophy of
taking farmed and foraged seasonal ingredients to create unforgettable dishes. Simon
has led the way in showing that innovative cookery is at its best when using local
ingredients with imagination and passion. His food is primal. And it’s natural. But it’s
not rough or messy. It’s beautifully refined and has transformed how we view locally
sourced cuisine.
Simon’s book showcases recipes using beautiful ingredients that are accessible to
people everywhere. It combines vibrant recipe pictures with photography that
captures the life and landscapes of Our Farm in Cumbria. Breaking the boundaries of
how people use their ingredients and cook their food, this will become the cookery
book of the year.

Contributor Bio
Described by many as a true culinary heavyweight, Simon Rogan and his partner
Penny own L’Enclume, a restaurant with rooms, in the Lake District. After 3 years, it
won its first Michelin star. L’Enclume has gone on to achieve many accolades,
including a 10/10 rating and #1 ranking in the Waitrose Good Food Guide 2014, a
second Michelin star in 2013, and full five rosettes from the AA Restaurant Guide.
Over the past 25 years Simon has developed a distinctive, inventive cooking
technique, which is inspired by his love of home-grown British ingredients. This has
translated over the years into his hugely successful and ever-expanding empire of
restaurants.
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Underground
Tales for London
Various

Summary
Every line tells a different story …
A troubled young woman travels across London to end an abusive relationship. An
agitated father gets lost in the city with an injured toddler. Two men – who
unknowingly cross paths every day – finally meet one life-changing afternoon. A
sudden death on the platform at Blackfriars sparks rumours of murder.
Underground, we are at once isolated and connected. We avoid eye contact and
conversation while our lives literally intersect with those of strangers. As we stand on
the tube, it becomes possible to travel far further than expected – and this sense of
possibility lies at the heart of this stunning collection.
Twelve writers explore life on the London Underground through eleven short stories
and one memoir, commissioned to mark the opening of the Elizabeth line in 2018.

Contributor Bio
The Borough Press
9780008300692
0008300690
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$28.99/$28.99 Can.
Hardcover

Debut and established authors of literary imprint The Borough Press are the authors
of the collection, in alphabetical order: Layla AlAmmar, Joanna Cannon, Kat Gordon,
Tamsin Grey, Tyler Keevil, Katy Mahood, Janice Pariat, Matthew Plampin, Joe Mungo
Reed, Lionel Shriver, James Smythe and Louisa Young

256 Pages
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Astray

Donoghue,
Emma

Harper Perennial

9/17/2013

9781443410809 $19.99
1443410802
CAD

Paperback Fiction

Beggar's
Garden

Christie, Michael

HarperCollins
Publishers

1/25/2011

9781554688296 $24.99
1554688299
CAD

Hardcover Fiction
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Miss Marley
The Untold Story of Jacob Marley’s Sister
Vanessa Lafaye

Summary

Before A Christmas Carol there was… Miss Marley
A seasonal tale of kindness and goodwill
Orphans Clara and Jacob Marley live by their wits, scavenging for scraps in the
poorest alleyways of London, in the shadow of the workhouse. Every night, Jake
promises his little sister ‘tomorrow will be better’ and when the chance to escape
poverty comes their way, he seizes it despite the terrible price.
And so Jacob Marley is set on a path that leads to his infamous partnership with
Ebenezer Scrooge. As Jacob builds a fortress of wealth to keep the world out, only
Clara can warn him of the hideous fate that awaits him if he refuses to let love and
kindness into his heart…
In Miss Marley, Vanessa Lafaye weaves a spellbinding Dickensian tale of ghosts,
goodwill and hope – a perfect prequel to A Christmas Carol.
HQ
9780008306113
0008306117
Pub Date: 10/30/2018
On Sale Date: 10/30/2018
Ship Date: 10/10/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
Hardcover

Contributor Bio
Vanessa Lafaye was born in Florida and studied in North Carolina. She moved to the
UK in 1999 (having been deported once). She is the author of two previous novels,
her first book Summertime, was chosen for Richard and Judy in 2015 and was
shortlisted for the Historical Writers Award. Vanessa passed away in February 2018.

112 Pages
Fiction / Ghost
FIC012000
7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
The Afterlife of Holly
Chase

Hand,
Cynthia

HarperTeen

10/24/2017

9780062318503 $21.99
0062318500
CAD

Hardcover

Young Adult
Fiction

The Further
Adventures of
Ebenezer Scrooge

Lovett,
Charlie

Viking

10/20/2015

9780525429104 $25.95
0525429107
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

9781410482099
141048209X

Hardcover

Fiction

Under A Dark Summer LaFaye,
Sky
Vanessa

Thorndike Press 8/19/2015

A Boy Called Christmas Haig, Matt HarperCollins

11/1/2016

9781443450225 $16.50
1443450227
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

The Girl Who Saved
Christmas

10/31/2017

9781443450843 $16.50
1443450847
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

6/9/2015

9781492612506
1492612502

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Haig, Matt HarperCollins

Under a Dark Summer Lafaye,
Sky
Vanessa

Sourcebooks
Landmark
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The River Maid (3) – The Christmas Rose
Pre order the most heart-warming novel of 2018, from the Sunday Times
bestseller
Dilly Court
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
The third book in the stunning ‘River Maid’ series from Sunday Times
bestseller, Dilly Court is available to pre order now!
Standing on London’s Victoria docks with the wind biting through her shawl,
Rose Munday realises she’s been abandoned by her sweetheart.
She had risked everything to get to London but, stumbling through the peasoup fog,
she has nowhere to go, and no one to turn to.

HarperCollins
9780008199685
000819968X
Pub Date: 10/30/2018
On Sale Date: 10/30/2018
Ship Date: 10/10/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
528 Pages
Fiction / Contemporary Women
FIC044000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Scared and alone, Rose steps straight into danger, only to be rescued by two women
with even less to their names – a woman of the night and her young sidekick,
Sparrow. With only a cluster of love letters to her name and all hope of her
sweetheart’s return fading, Rose finds herself forging a new life with her unlikely
companions.
But when a good deed turns sour, a dangerous enemy threatens to ruin them all. Will
Rose be able to save her new friends and her future? If she can, a Christmas gift
awaits that will change her life forever…

Contributor Bio
Dilly Court is a Sunday Times bestselling author of over thirty novels. She grew up in
North East London and began her career in television, writing scripts for commercials.
She is married with two grown-up children and four grandchildren, and now lives in
Dorset on the beautiful Jurassic Coast with her husband.
To find out more about Dilly, please visit her website and her Facebook page:
www.dillycourt.com
www.facebook.com/DillyCourtAuthor

Comp Titles
The Christmas Card

Court,
Dilly

HarperCollins 12/20/2016

9780008137380
0008137382

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Button Box

Court,
Dilly

HarperCollins 8/1/2017

9780008137410 $12.99
0008137412
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Swan Maid

Court,
Dilly

HarperCollins 8/2/2016

9780008137441 $12.99
0008137447
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Mistletoe Seller

Court,
Dilly

HarperCollins 12/19/2017

9780008199555 $16.99
0008199558
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The River Maid (1) – The
River Maid

Court,
Dilly

HarperCollins 3/27/2018

9780008199609 $16.99
0008199604
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction
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Roar

Simultaneous HC & TPB:
9780008283506, TP, $21.99

Cecelia Ahern
Markup Tags:
Short story collection, Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
‘These stories sing and cry and shout and whisper from the page. They're
sharp, clever, witty…a joy to read.’
Donal Ryan, international bestselling author of The Spinning Heart
I am woman. Hear me roar.
Have you ever imagined a different life?
Have you ever stood at a crossroads, undecided?
Have you ever had a moment when you wanted to roar?

HarperCollins
9780008283490
0008283494
Pub Date: 10/30/2018
On Sale Date: 10/30/2018
Ship Date: 10/10/2018
$28.99/$28.99 Can.
Hardcover
352 Pages
Fiction / Short Stories
FIC029000
8.9 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

The women in these startlingly original stories are all of us: the women who befriend
us, the women who encourage us, the women who make us brave. From The Woman
Who Slowly Disappeared to The Woman Who Was Kept on the Shelf and The Woman
Who Returned and Exchanged her Husband, discover thirty touching, often hilarious,
stories and meet thirty very different women. Each discovers her strength; each
realizes she holds the power to make a change.
Witty, tender, surprising, these keenly observed tales speak to us all, and capture the
moment when we all want to roar.

Contributor Bio
Cecelia Ahern is one of the biggest selling authors to emerge in the past fifteen years.
Her novels have been translated into thirty-five languages and have sold more than
twenty-five million copies in over fifty countries. Two of her books have been adapted
as films and she has created several TV series.
She and her books have won numerous awards, including the Irish Book Award for
Popular Fiction for The Year I Met You in 2014. PS I Love You was awarded two
Platinum Awards at the 2018 Specsavers Bestsellers Awards, for UK and Ireland.

Comp Titles
The Year I Met Ahern,
You
Cecelia

HarperCollins

7/28/2015

9780007501809 $10.99
0007501803
CAD

A-format Paperback Fiction

The Marble
Collector

Ahern,
Cecelia

HarperCollins

11/10/2015

9780007501823 $21.99
000750182X
CAD

Trade Paperback

Fiction

Lyrebird

Ahern,
Cecelia

HarperCollins

11/8/2016

9780007501861 $34.99
0007501862
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

Lyrebird

Ahern,
Cecelia

HarperCollins

11/8/2016

9780007501878 $22.99
0007501870
CAD

Trade Paperback

Fiction

Flawed

Ahern,
Cecelia

Feiwel &
Friends

4/5/2016

9781250074119 $21.99
1250074118
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Young Adult
Fiction

Perfect

Ahern,
Cecelia

Feiwel &
Friends

4/4/2017

9781250074126 $26.99
1250074126
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Young Adult
Fiction
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A Boy Without Hope
Casey Watson
Markup Tags:
TP original

Summary
Casey Watson is back, doing the job she does best—rolling up her sleeves and
fostering the children who, on first meeting, seem like hopeless cases. But when she
meets Miller and discovers the truth about his disturbing childhood, even Casey
begins to doubt if this child will ever be able to accept love.
Found naked and alone on a railway track, Miller was just five when he was first
admitted into the care system. Emotionally tormented by his biological parents, Miller
has never understood how to establish meaningful relationships, and his destructive
past, and over 20 failed placements, is sealing his fate in society’s social scrap heap.

Harper Element
9780008298555
0008298556
Pub Date: 10/30/2018
On Sale Date: 10/30/2018
Ship Date: 10/10/2018
$12.99/$12.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
320 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 20K
Family & Relationships / Abuse
FAM001000

After a torrent of violent behaviour and numerous failed attempts to help Miller, Casey
decides to make an intervention, implementing a severe regime that strips Miller of all
control. But soon the emotional demands of Miller’s case start to take their toll on
Casey and Mike. Just how far is Casey willing to go to help Miller and save him from
his inner demons?

Contributor Bio
Casey Watson, who writes under a pseudonym, is a specialist foster carer. She and
her husband, Mike, look after children who are particularly troubled or damaged by
their past. Before becoming a foster carer Casey was a behaviour manager for her
local comprehensive school.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products
Ebooks
A Boy Without Hope
9780008298593
Audio
A Boy Without Hope
9780008298609

Comp Titles
Runaway Girl

Watson,
Casey

Harper
Element

9/5/2017

9780008244231
0008244235

B-format
Paperback

Family &
Relationships

Angels with
Dirty Faces

Watson,
Casey

Harper
Element

1/9/2018

9780008262112 $12.99
000826211X
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Family &
Relationships

Mommy’s Little
Soldier

Watson,
Casey

Harper
Element

5/3/2016

9780008165116 $12.99
0008165114
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

Groomed

Watson,
Casey

Harper
Element

11/21/2017

9780008217600 $16.99
0008217602
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Family &
Relationships

A Stolen
Childhood

Watson,
Casey

Harper
Element

7/14/2015

9780007543090 $12.99
0007543093
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

The Silent
Witness

Watson,
Casey

Harper
Element

8/1/2017

9780008142643 $12.99
0008142645
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

Nowhere to 8/14
Go

Watson,
Casey

Harper
Element

12/2/2014

9780007543083 $12.99
71
0007543085
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography
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Driven
Rosemary Smith

Summary
Rosemary Smith is recognised internationally for her outstanding achievements in the
world of motorsport. A female pioneer in a notoriously male-dominated sport, she
drove in the Monte Carlo Rally eight times, winning the Coupe des Dames on
numerous occasions as well as competing in most other iconic rallies all over the
world, including the London to Sydney in 1968, the World Cup London to Mexico in
1970 and the East African Safari Rally in the 1970s. In a Hillman Imp, Rosemary was
the first and only woman driver to win the Tulip Rally outright, beating all the male
drivers to the finish.
Now, for the first time, Rosemary reveals the inside story of her amazing life,
recounting many memorable adventures and exploits both on and off the track. She
recalls encounters with celebrities such as Ginger Rogers, Bob Hope, Adam Faith,
Oliver Reed, Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.

HarperCollins
9780008301859
0008301859
Pub Date: 11/6/2018
On Sale Date: 11/6/2018
Ship Date: 10/17/2018
$24.99/$24.99 Can.
Hardcover
288 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Biography & Autobiography
/ Sports
BIO016000
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

But Rosemary's story is not all fast cars and marathon rallies. She writes with honesty
about her early life, about a disastrous marriage, miscarriages and money troubles and how she overcame it all.

Contributor Bio
Rosemary Smith is a rally driver from Dublin. Her father taught her to drive at the
age of 11 in a field in Tallaght. Leaving school at 15, Rosemary trained as a dress
designer and model and opened a boutique dressmaking company. Rosemary was
asked to navigate for a friend in a rally but soon took over the driving. Rosemary was
the first and only woman driver to win the Tulip Rally outright, beating all the male
drivers to the finish. Rosemary is passionate about road safety and opened the
Rosemary Smith School of Motoring in 1999 where she teaches young people to drive.
In 2017, at 80 years of age she became the oldest person to drive a Renault Sports
Formula One team car.

Related Products
Ebooks
Driven 9780008301873
Audio
Driven 9780008301880

Comp Titles
My
Autobiography

Rea,
Jonathan

HarperCollins

12/18/2018

9780008305086 $36.99
0008305080
CAD

Hardcover

Sports &
Recreation

Parrish Times

Parrish,
Steve

Weidenfeld &
Nicolson

7/24/2018

9781474607308 $34.99
1474607306
CAD

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography

The Winning
Formula

Coulthard,
David

Blink Publishing 8/1/2018

9781788700115
1788700112

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography

Watching the
Wheels

Hill, Damon Pan Macmillan

9781509831937
1509831932

Trade
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

7/1/2018
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Gazza in Italy
Daniel Storey

Summary
4th July, 1990
Turin, Italy
England are on the brink of reaching their first World Cup final in 24 years. Twentythree-year old Paul Gascoigne has been one of the breakout stars of the tournament.
His athleticism, speed of thought and incredible natural gifts have given England fans
renewed faith in their perennially underachieving national side.
Then in the 99th minute of a tense semi-final against Germany, Gascoigne lunges into
a mistimed tackle. The ref awards him his second yellow card of the tournament,
meaning that if England were to win, he would miss the final. Gascoigne turns away,
tries to hold it together, but can’t. Floods of tears run down his face. We understand.
We feel his pain and anguish. The legend of Gazza is born.

HarperCollins
9780008300869
0008300860
Pub Date: 11/6/2018
On Sale Date: 11/6/2018
Ship Date: 10/17/2018
$18.99/$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
144 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Sports & Recreation / Football
SPO015000
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products
Ebooks
Gazza in Italy 9780008300876

Two years later, after an injury-stricken season at Spurs, he arrives at Lazio for a then
record transfer fee. Expectations are sky high; he is welcomed as a footballing
Messiah by the Roman fans. But all is not what it seems. There are doubts over his
fitness, doubts over how he will adjust to life in Italy, doubts over whether his
obvious potential can finally be achieved. The three subsequent years in Italy, shot
through with incredible highs and self-inflicted lows, show Gascoigne in all his
complexity—an immense natural talent flawed by a too-fragile personality.
In Gazza in Italy, award-winning writer Daniel Storey brilliantly shines a light on an
unexamined moment in Gascoigne’s career that encapsulates everything that we have
come to associate with this most mercurial of talents: childish joy, public gaffes,
wondrous skill and saddening self-destruction. Funny and harrowing in equal measure,
this book allows us a better, more rounded understanding of one of our greatest
sporting idols, and of a tragically misunderstood human being.

Contributor Bio
Daniel Storey is an award-winning writer and author. He was named Writer of the
Year for 2016 by the Football Supporters’ Federation. In 2017, he published his first
book, Portrait of an Icon, which was in support of the Bobby Robson Foundation. He
lives in Nottingham.

Audio
Gazza in Italy 9780008300883

Comp Titles
Gazza

Gascoigne,
Paul

Headline

6/6/2005

9780747268185 $10.99
0747268185
CAD

Mass Market

Biography &
Autobiography

Back From
the Brink

Mcgrath,
Paul

Century

10/24/2006

9781846051760 $34.95
1846051762
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

I'm Not
Really Here

Lake, Paul

Random
House UK

8/25/2011

9781846058240 $35.95
1846058244
CAD

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography
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Mother
A gripping emotional story of love and obsession
Hannah Begbie
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary

‘Brilliant! Cuts to the heart yet powerfully uplifting’
Jane Corry
Her love for her daughter is everything
Her love for him is deadly
Cath had twenty-five perfect days with her newborn daughter before Mia's deadly
illness was diagnosed.
HarperCollins
9780008283230
0008283230
Pub Date: 11/6/2018
On Sale Date: 11/6/2018
Ship Date: 10/17/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
384 Pages
Fiction / Psychological
FIC025000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

As her life implodes, Cath’s despair drives her to a parental support group where she
meets a father in a similar situation, the dangerously attractive Richard – charming,
handsome and adamant that a cure for their children lies just over the horizon:
everything Cath wants to believe.
Their affair – and the chance to escape reality – is unavoidable, but carries
catastrophic consequences: the nature of Mia’s illness means that Cath’s betrayal
endangers not just her marriage but the life of her baby.
Can she stop herself before it’s too late?

Contributor Bio
Hannah Begbie studied Art History at Cambridge University. She went on to become a
talent agent, representing BAFTA and Edinburgh Comedy Award-winning writers and
comedians for fifteen years until her youngest son was diagnosed with cystic fibrosis.
In 2015 she joined the board of The Cystic Fibrosis Trust, to raise awareness and
advocate for the CF community. She also enrolled in The Novel Studio course at City
University, winning that year’s new writing prize. The book she developed there
became her debut novel, MOTHER, which later went on to win the Joan Hessayon
Award for New Writers from the RNA. The TV rights were snapped up by Clerkenwell
Films (Lovesick, Misfits) after a heated auction, with screenwriter Tom Edge (The
Crown, Judy) attached.
She lives in north London with her husband and their two sons.

Comp Titles
Apple Tree Yard

Doughty,
Louise

FABER &
FABER

1/2/2014

9780571278640
0571278647

Paperback

The Choices We Make

Brown,
Karma

MIRA

7/12/2016

9780778318934 $18.99
0778318931
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

In This Moment

Brown,
Karma

Park Row 5/30/2017

9780778329916 $19.99
0778329917
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Surrogate: A Gripping Psychological Jensen,
Thriller with an Incredible Twist
Louise

9/1/2017

9781786812230
1786812231
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The Rhythm Section
Mark Burnell
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Soon to be a major motion picture, from the producers of the James Bond film
series, starring Jude Law and Blake Lively.
She has nothing to lose and only revenge to live for
She thought her life was over…
Stephanie Patrick's life is destroyed by the crash of flight NE027: her family was on
board and there were no survivors.
Devastated, she falls into a world of drugs and prostitution – until the day she
discovers that the crash wasn't an accident, but an act of terrorism.
HarperCollins
9780008299521
0008299528
Pub Date: 11/6/2018
On Sale Date: 11/6/2018
Ship Date: 10/17/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC006000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Filled with rage, and with nothing left to lose, she joins a covert intelligence
organization. But throughout her training and operations she remains focused on one
goal above all: revenge.

Contributor Bio
Mark Burnell was born in Northumberland and grew up in Brazil. He is a novelist and
screenwriter. His debut novel, The Rhythm Section, is the first in a series of thrillers
featuring Stephanie Patrick and is soon to be a major motion picture. The film is
begin produced by Eon, the company responsible for the James Bond franchise, and
stars Blake Lively and Jude Law. Mark lives in England with his family.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Quality Street (1) – The Quality Street Girls
Penny Thorpe

Summary

Inspired by the true story of the Quality Street
factory and its loyal workers, this is a nostalgic and
compelling novel and the perfect Christmas treat.
At sixteen years old, Irene ‘Reenie’ Calder is leaving school with little in the way of
qualifications. She is delighted to land a seasonal job at Mackintosh’s Quality Street
factory. Reenie feels like a kid let loose in a sweet shop, but trouble seems to follow
her around and it isn’t long before she falls foul of the strict rules.

HarperCollins
9780008307769
0008307768
Pub Date: 11/13/2018
On Sale Date: 11/13/2018
Ship Date: 10/24/2018
$24.99/$24.99 Can.
Hardcover

Diana Moore runs the Toffee Penny line and has worked hard to secure her position.
Beautiful and smart, the other girls in the factory are in awe of her, but Diana has a
dark secret which if exposed, could cost her not only her job at the factory but her
reputation as well.
When a terrible accident puts supply of Quality Street at risk, Reenie has a chance to
prove herself. The shops are full of Quality Street lovers who have saved up all year
for their must-have Christmas treat. Reenie and Diana know that everything rests on
them, if they are to give everyone a Christmas to remember…

Contributor Bio

416 Pages
Fiction / Sagas
FIC008000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Penny Thorpe lives in Yorkshire where she has been the company archivist and
historian for her local chocolate factory for more than a decade. She’s worked in
libraries, bookshops, offices, a Swiss school, a racecourse, a barber’s shop, a church,
and a police station (to name but a few).
Penny is a recognised expert in her field, but still isn’t quite sure how that happened.
She has written about the history of confectionery for years and regularly appears on
television and radio to talk about the history of Yorkshire, chocolate, coffee, Quakers
and food.

Comp Titles
Coronation Street (1) –
Christmas on Coronation Street

Sullivan,
Maggie

Coronation Street (2) – Mother’s Sullivan,
Day on Coronation Street
Maggie

HarperCollins 11/21/2017

9780008256524 $21.99
0008256527
CAD

Hardcover Fiction

HarperCollins 3/27/2018

9780008256531 $21.99
0008256535
CAD

Hardcover Fiction
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The Grand Tour Presents The A to Z of the Car
The second companion book to the hit TV show!
The Grand Tour has been watched by millions, enjoying great success both in Britain
and internationally. In the days following the launch it became Amazon Video's most
watched premiere episode, and as of December 2016 the show was made available to
an additional 195 countries and various territories.
• The show has received fantastic reviews:
- "Jeremy Clarkson and co leave the BBC in their dust" –Guardian
- "the best of Top Gear but with a greater budget" – Independent
- “basically Top Gear on steroids" – Daily Express

HarperCollins
9780008257880
0008257884
Pub Date: 11/13/2018
On Sale Date: 11/13/2018
Ship Date: 10/24/2018
$39.99/$39.99 Can.
Hardcover
272 Pages
20.5 ft | 15.8 ft
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
The Grand Tour Guide to the
World

HarperCollins 10/31/2017

9780008257859 $39.99
000825785X
CAD

Hardcover
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Nein!
Standing up to Hitler 1935–1944
Paddy Ashdown

Summary
From the bestselling and prize-winning author Paddy Ashdown, a revelatory
new history of German opposition to Hitler from 1935 – 1944
In his last days, Adolf Hitler raged in his bunker that he had been betrayed by his
own people, defeated from the inside. In part, he was right. By 1945, his armies were
being crushed on all fronts, his regime collapsing with many fleeing retribution for
their crimes. Yet, even before the war started, there were Germans very high in
Hitler’s command committed to bringing about his death and defeat.

William Collins
9780008257040
0008257043
Pub Date: 11/20/2018
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$39.99/$39.99 Can.
Hardcover
512 Pages
History / Europe
HIS010000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Paddy Ashdown tells, for the first time, the story of those at the very top of Hitler’s
Germany who tried first to prevent the Second World War and then to deny Hitler
victory. Based on newly released files, the repeated attempts of the plotters to warn
the Allies about Hitler’s plans are revealed. Key strands to the book’s narrative lie
with the actions of Abwehr head Admiral Wilhelm Canaris to frustrate Hitler’s policies
once the war had started; the plots to kill Hitler and, finally the systematic passage of
key German military secrets to London, Washington and Moscow through MI6, the
OSS (fore-runner to the CIA) and the “Lucy Ring” Russian spy network based in
Switzerland. From 1943 onwards, concerted efforts were made to strike a separate
peace with the West to shorten the war and prevent eastern Europe falling under the
Soviet yoke.
What is revealed is that the anti-Hitler bomb plots, which have received so much
attention are, in fact only a small part of a much wider story; one in which those at
the highest levels of the German state used every means possible – conspiracy,
assassination, espionage – to ensure that, for the sake of the long-term reputation of
their country and the survival of liberal and democratic values, Hitler could not be
allowed to win the war. It is a matter of record that the European Union we have
today and the nature and central position of Germany within it, is, in very large
measure, the future envisaged by the plotters and for which they gave their lives.

Contributor Bio
After service as a Royal Marine and as an intelligence officer for the UK security
services, Paddy Ashdown was a Member of Parliament for Yeovil from 1983 to 2001,
and leader of the Liberal Democrats from 1988 until 1999. Later he was the
international High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina from 2002 to 2006. He
was made a Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George in 2006.

Comp Titles
Game of Spies

Ashdown, Paddy

William Collins 11/8/2016

9780008140823
0008140820

$34.99 CAD Hardcover History

The Cruel Victory

Ashdown, Paddy

William Collins 6/5/2014

9780007520800
0007520808

$43.99 CAD Hardcover History
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Hush Hush
Mel Sherratt
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
A gripping new series from million-copy bestseller Mel Sherratt
A killer is on the loose, attacking people in places they feel most safe: their
workplaces, their homes. It’s up to DS Grace Allendale to stop the murders, and
prove herself to her new team.
All clues lead to local crime family the Steeles, but that’s where things get
complicated. Because the Steeles aren’t just any family, they’re Grace’s family. Two
brothers and two sisters, connected by the violent father only Grace and her mother
escaped.
To catch the killer, Grace will have to choose between her team and her blood. But
who do you trust, when both sides are out to get you?
Avon
9780008271046
0008271046
Pub Date: 11/20/2018
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031010
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

An unforgettable thriller that fans of MARTINA COLE and CARA HUNTER won’t
be able to put down.

Contributor Bio
Mel Sherratt is the author of ten novels, all of which have become bestsellers. In
2017, she was named as one of her home town of Stoke-on-Trent’s top 100 influential
people.
She lives in Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire, with her husband and terrier, Dexter.

Comp Titles
Watching Over You

Sherratt, Mel Thomas & Mercer

1/14/2014

9781477819722
147781972X

The Girls Next Door

Sherratt, Mel Bookouture

10/27/2016

9781786810915
1786810913

Don't Look Behind You

Sherratt, Mel Bookouture

1/31/2017

9781786811332
1786811332

Trade Paperback
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The Present
The must-read novel of 2018
D S Devlin, Charlotte Phillips
Markup Tags:
TP original

Summary

There’s something inside you won’t expect…
The only book you will need in your stocking this Christmas – two books, one
Christmas read you can’t put down.
Book 1: The police are baffled by the ‘Santa’ killer, who sends his intended victims
gruesome presents based on the twelve days of Christmas. When a young journalist
receives a mutilated bird in the post, it’s a race against time to find the killer… before
he gets to her first.
HarperCollins
9780008272760
000827276X
Pub Date: 11/20/2018
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC030000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Book 2: When helping to clear out her beloved grandmother’s home, Lucy Jackson
discovers twelve beautiful Christmas decorations hidden in the loft. As she discovers
their heartbreaking story, a touching romance develops with the handsome gardener
next door.

Contributor Bio
Charlotte Phillips writes modern, fun, it-could-happen-to-you romance novels for
Harlequin, Mills & Boon and HarperCollins. She lives in Wiltshire, England, where she
squashes her writing in between looking after her family, who have been taught not
to notice that she's rubbish at housework. Her stories are fuelled by lots of coffee and
years of daydreaming.

Comp Titles
HACKSAW

Phillips, Mark
H.

iUniverse

10/1/2007

9780595456079
0595456073

Behind Closed
Doors

Paris, B. A.

St. Martin's
Press

8/9/2016

9781250122162 $24.99
1250122163
CAD
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Princess Ira von Fürstenberg

POSTPONED- now
Summer 2019

Nicholas Foulkes

Summary
Bursting onto front-page news in 1955 at the age of 15 in a jewel-laden gondolawedding in the last great assembly of European nobility, Princess Ira von Fürstenberg
swung into the spotlight and has never left.
Subject for master photographers Cecil Beaton and Helmut Newton, among others,
actress alongside Klaus Kinski and Peter Lawford, and model for Vogue’s Diana
Vreeland, Princess Ira has been an actress, model, muse, mother, socialite, jewellery
designer, and creator of objets d’art. On and off screen, in and out of the flashbulb,
Ira’s life—or, more accurately, lives—reads like a history of the jet set.

HarperCollins
9780008267902
0008267901
Pub Date: 5/28/2019
On Sale Date: 5/28/2019
Ship Date: 5/8/2019
$135.99/$135.99 Can.
Hardcover
240 Pages
(Colour and b&w photos
throughout)
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Biography & Autobiography
/ Royalty
BIO014000

More than just a chronicle of a gorgeously fascinating life, this lavish photographic
biography is a truly sumptuous snapshot of the glamour and charm of a lost era, a
prism through which to see the world of European royalty, Italian cinema in its
heyday, couture at most haute, and parties at their wildest.

Contributor Bio
Nicholas Foulkes is the author of around 30 books, specialising in history and the arts.
He is a contributing editor to Vanity Fair, FT How to Spend It, and The Rake. He is
also a columnist on Country Life and Spears. He is an internationally recognised
authority on luxury travel, material culture, timepieces and the arts.

11.7 in H | 11 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Cigars

Foulkes,
Nicholas

Random
House UK

5/1/2018

9781848094871
1848094876

Hardcover History

Patek
Philippe

Foulkes,
Nicholas

Random
House UK

3/1/2017

9781848094628
1848094620

Hardcover

Antiques &
Collectibles

Beretta

Foulkes,
Nicholas

Rizzoli

10/25/2016

9780847849741 $100.00
0847849740
CAD

Hardcover

Antiques &
Collectibles

Bernard
Buffet

Foulkes,
Nicholas

Random
House UK

9/28/2016

9781848094444
1848094442

Hardcover

Biography &
Autobiography
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What We’re Teaching Our Sons
Owen Booth

Summary
Wise and funny, touching and true, What We’re Teaching Our Sons is for
anyone who has ever wondered how to be a grown up.
We’re teaching our sons about money; about heartbreak, and mountains, and
philosophy. We’re teaching them about the big bang and the abominable snowman
and what happens when you get struck by lightning. We’re teaching them about the
toughness of single mothers, and the importance of having friends who’ve known you
longer than you’ve known yourself, and the difference between zombies and
vampires.
We’re teaching them about sex, although everyone would be a lot happier if the
subject had never come up…

Fourth Estate
9780008282592
0008282595
Pub Date: 11/20/2018
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$18.99/$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
144 Pages
Fiction / Short Stories
FIC029000
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Meet the married Dads, the divorced Dads, the widowed Dads and the gay Dads; the
gamblers, the firemen, the bankers, the nurses, the soldiers and the milkmen.
They’re trying to guide their sons through the foothills of childhood into the
bewildering uplands of adulthood. But it’s hard to know if they’re doing it right.
Or what their sons’ mothers think…
Wise and funny, touching and true, What We’re Teaching Our Sons is for anyone who
has ever wondered how to be a grown up.

Contributor Bio
Owen Booth is a journalist, copywriter and father of two sons. He lives in
Walthamstow, London. He won the 2015 White Review Short Story Prize and was
recently awarded 3rd prize in the Moth Short Story competition. His work has been
published in numerous print and online magazines and anthologies.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Give the Dog a Bone
Over 40 healthy home-cooked treats, meals and snacks for your four-legged
friend
Darcey the Dachshund, Nicola ‘Milly’ Millbank

Summary
Is there a more spectacular sight than seeing dogs of all shapes and sizes
having the time of their lives, doing exactly what they love best? (That’s
playing and eating, by the way.)
How about making delicious treats for your canine companion to enjoy, and having
them look at you with those adoring puppydog eyes all over again?
Now you can do both!
HQ
9780008246037
0008246033
Pub Date: 11/20/2018
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$18.99/$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
72 Pages
Pets / Dogs
PET004010
6.1 in H | 6.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

More than simply a captivating collection of adorable dogs and puppies loving life,
GIVE THE DOG A BONE contains over 40 delicious, easy and healthy recipes for doggy
treats that your pet is bound to love, from one dog-lover to another, all triedand-tested by Darcey the miniature Dachshund.
Including treats perfect for long walks, everyday recipes, special occasion goodies,
training treats and healthy snacks, this is a must for all dog-lovers that will make
your faithful friend fall in love with you all over again.

Contributor Bio
Darcey the dachshund, owner of actress and author Nicola “Milly” Millbank, lives with
her hu-mum in South West London Squeaky ball fanatic and tennis ball kleptomaniac,
Darcey is a keen recipe tester and professional treat eater. Frequently on film sets
and food shoots, Darcey has acquired a taste for healthy homemade snacks and has
teamed up with her mum Milly to create tasty jerky treats, biscuits and celebration
pupcakes.
Milly is an author, food writer and self-confessed dog lover. She is always cooking up
delicious and canine-friendly treats for her dachshund, Darcey, who is a very keen
taste tester! When she’s not testing out new recipes, Milly works as an actress as
Nicola Millbank and has appeared in Mount Pleasant, Mr. Selfridge and Silent Witness.

Comp Titles
Milly’s Real Food

Millbank,
Nicola ‘Milly’

HQ

7/18/2017

9780008215033 $32.99
0008215030
CAD

Hardcover

Cooking

The Healthy Hound
Cookbook

Permenter,
Paris

Adams Media 4/18/2014

9781440572821 $22.99
1440572828
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Pets

The Healthy Homemade Taylor-Laino,
Pet Food Cookbook
Barbara

Fair Winds
Press

10/1/2013

9781592335718 $23.99
1592335713
CAD

Paperback

Pets

Home Cooking for Your
Dog

Filardi,
Christine

Harry N.
Abrams

9/3/2013

9781617690556 $24.95
1617690554
CAD

Hardcover

Pets

In the Dog Kitchen

Van Rosendaal, Touchwood
Julie
Editions

10/14/2014

9781771511056
1771511052

Trade
Paperback

Pets

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Bloody Brilliant Women
The Pioneers, Revolutionaries and Geniuses Your History Teacher Forgot to
Mention
Cathy Newman
Simultaneous TPB:
Markup Tags:

9780008241704,TP, $24.99
Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary

‘A litany of fresh heroes to make the embattled
heart sing’ Caitlin Moran
A fresh, opinionated history of all the brilliant women you should have learned
about in school but didn’t.

William Collins
9780008241711
0008241716
Pub Date: 11/20/2018
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$36.99/$36.99 Can.
Hardcover
336 Pages
History / Women
HIS058000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

In this freewheeling history of modern Britain, Cathy Newman writes about the
pioneering women who defied the odds to make careers for themselves and alter the
course of modern history; women who achieved what they achieved while dismantling
hostile, entrenched views about their place in society. Their role in transforming
Britain is fundamental, far greater than has generally been acknowledged, and not
just in the arts or education but in fields like medicine, politics, law, engineering and
the military.
While a few of the women in this book are now household names, many have faded
into oblivion, their personal and collective achievements mere footnotes in history. We
know of Emmeline Pankhurst, Vera Brittain, Marie Stopes and Beatrice Webb. But who
remembers engineer and motorbike racer Beatrice Shilling, whose ingenious device
for the Spitfires’ Rolls-Royce Merlin fixed an often-fatal flaw, allowing the RAF’s planes
to beat the German in the Battle of Britain? Or Dorothy Lawrence, the journalist who
achieved her ambition to become a WW1 correspondent by pretending to be a man?
And developmental biologist Anne McLaren, whose work in genetics paved the way for
in vitro fertilisation?
Were it not for women, significant features of modern Britain like council housing,
municipal swimming pools and humane laws relating to property ownership, child
custody and divorce wouldn’t exist in quite the same way. Women’s drive and talent
for utopian thinking created new social and legislative agendas. The women in these
pages blazed a trail from the 1918 Representation of the People Act – which allowed
some women to vote – through to Margaret Thatcher’s ousting from Downing Street.
Blending meticulous research with information gleaned from memoirs, diaries, letters,
novels and other secondary sources, Bloody Brilliant Women uses the stories of some
extraordinary lives to tell the tale of 20th and 21st century Britain. It is a history for
women and men. A history for our times.

Contributor Bio

8/14

Cathy Newman is one of Channel 4 News' main studio presenters. She joined Channel
4 News as political correspondent in January 2006 after seven years writing for the
Financial Times. Cathy is an award-winning investigative journalist whose scoops have
allegations of sexual harassment in Westminster, an investigation into a British
paedophile who abused vulnerable boys in Kenya; and allegations of violent abuse by
the British barrister John Smyth. She was the only broadcast journalist to travel with
Angelina Jolie and the then foreign secretary William Hague to the Congo as part of
their campaign against sexual violence. In 2000, Cathy won the prestigious Laurence
Stern Fellowship, spending four months following in the footsteps of Woodward and
84
Bernstein at the Washington
Post. She is married with two young children. This is her
first book.
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POSTPONED- Now Winter 2019

The Blame Game
C.J. Cooke
Markup Tags:
TP original

Summary
The gripping new thriller from the author of I KNOW MY NAME
He said he’d do anything to protect her.
She said she’d do anything to protect her family.
And they both said they would forget what happened twenty-two years ago.
But now it seems that there is someone who will stop at nothing to make them
remember…
Who is playing the blame game?
HarperCollins
9780008240226
0008240221
Pub Date: 4/9/2019
On Sale Date: 4/9/2019
Ship Date: 3/20/2019
$22.99/$22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
416 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC030000
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Contributor Bio
C.J. Cooke is an acclaimed, award-winning poet, novelist and academic with
numerous other publications under the name of Carolyn Jess-Cooke. Born in Belfast,
she has a PhD in Literature from Queen’s University, Belfast, and is currently Lecturer
in Creative Writing at the University of Glasgow, where she researches creative
writing interventions for mental health.
I KNOW MY NAME was C.J. Cooke's first psychological drama and was inspired by her
creative work in mental health.There is a TV adaptation is in development.
C.J. Cooke lives by the sea with her family.

Related Products
Ebooks
The Blame Game
9780008237578
Audio
The Blame Game
9780008237585

Comp Titles
HarperCollins

5/1/2018

9780008275044 $21.99
0008275041
CAD

4/1/2011

9780824948795
0824948793

Trade
Paperback

I Know My Name

Cooke, C.J.

The Guardian Angel's
Journal

Jess-Cooke,
Carolyn

The Boy Who Could
See Demons

Jess-Cooke,
Carolyn

Delacorte Press 8/13/2013

9780345536532 $30.00
0345536533
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

The Lying Game

Ware, Ruth

Simon &
Schuster

7/25/2017

9781501151804 $24.99
1501151800
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

Bring Me Back

Paris, B. A.

St. Martin's
Press

6/19/2018

9781250193506 $24.99
1250193508
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Widow

Barton, Fiona

2/1/2016

9780143197607
0143197606

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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The Children of the Workhouse (1) – The Girl in the
Ragged Shawl
Cathy Sharp
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Eliza was left as a small baby at the workhouse in Whitechapel, wrapped in her
mother’s shawl, which is all she has of the mother she never knew. At eleven
years-old, she has survived sickness, near starvation and harsh beatings.
Master Simpkins and his cruel daughter rule the workhouse with a rod of iron, but
when Romany boy, Joe, arrives at the workhouse, his spirit and courage give Eliza
hope that another life is waiting for her outside.
When she is sold into service, Eliza is relieved to be out of the workhouse and hopes
her fortunes are changing for the better, but cruelty and unkindness are everywhere
and her salvation could become her ruin…
HarperCollins
9780008286651
0008286655
Pub Date: 12/4/2018
On Sale Date: 12/4/2018
Ship Date: 11/14/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Contributor Bio
Cathy Sharp is happily married and lives with her husband in a small Cambridgeshire
village. They like visiting Spain together and enjoy the benefits of sunshine and
pleasant walks, while at home they love their garden and visiting the Norfolk seaside.

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Sagas
FIC008000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products
Ebooks
The Children of the Workhouse
(1) – The Girl in the Ragged
Shawl 9780008286668
Audio
The Children of the Workhouse
(1) – The Girl in the Ragged
Shawl 9780008286675

Comp Titles
An Orphan’s Courage

Sharp,
Cathy

HarperCollins 7/3/2018

9780008211639 $12.99
0008211639
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Halfpenny Orphans (4) – The
Boy with the Latch Key

Sharp,
Cathy

HarperCollins 5/9/2017

9780008211608 $12.99
0008211604
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Halfpenny Orphans (3) –
Christmas for the Halfpenny
Orphans

Sharp,
Cathy

HarperCollins 11/22/2016

9780008118501 $16.99
0008118507
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Halfpenny Orphans (2) – The
Little Runaways

Sharp,
Cathy

HarperCollins 4/26/2016

9780008118471 $12.99
0008118477
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

Halfpenny Orphans (1) – The
Orphans of Halfpenny Street

Sharp,
Cathy

HarperCollins 11/3/2015

9780008118440 $12.99
0008118442
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

8/14
86 like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
No sales or inventory
history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would
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Fight
How I Took on the World
Anthony Joshua
Markup Tags:

Simultaneous TPB:
9780008300463, TP,
$24.99

Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
A fascinating, inspiring and genuine account of Anthony Joshua’s life, methods
and strategies that have him the greatest heavyweight of his generation.
PRE-ORDER NOW
Anthony Joshua is one of Britain’s greatest athletes. An Olympic Gold Medal winner at
the age of 22, he has since gone on to conquer the heavyweight division, and is now
on the cusp of making history as the first man to hold all four heavyweight belts at
the same time.
In his highly anticipated book, Fight, he shares never-before-heard stories from his
life and explains the strategies that have made him the champion he is today.
HarperCollins
9780008300432
0008300437
Pub Date: 12/4/2018
On Sale Date: 12/4/2018
Ship Date: 11/14/2018
$36.99/$36.99 Can.
Hardcover

From overcoming difficulties in his adolescence to turning himself into the best
heavyweight of his generation, this fascinating, insightful and genuine account reveals
the man and his methods in depth for the very first time.

320 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Sports
BIO016000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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The Mill Valley Girls – Sarah’s Story
An emotional family saga that you won’t be able to put down
Lynne Francis
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
The third thrilling novel from the author of Ella’s Journey and Alice’s Secret, prepare
to discover the truth about Sarah …
Sarah dreams of a more exciting life… but will she get more than she bargained for?
Sarah is lonely. Living in a small Yorkshire village with just her grandmother for
company, she longs to be reunited with her mother and sisters in Manchester.
When she meets the mysterious Joe Bancroft, she feels her luck might be changing.
And, before long, Sarah’s married with a baby on the way.

Avon
9780008290672
0008290679
Pub Date: 12/4/2018
On Sale Date: 12/4/2018
Ship Date: 11/14/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Fiction / Sagas
FIC008000

But Sarah’s hopes for a family home are dashed by Joe’s work, which takes him away
from her for months at a time. And when tragedy strikes, Sarah is left more alone
than ever.
When all hope seems lost, can Sarah take charge and save her family?
A heartwarming story of family and hope, perfect for fans of Dilly Court and Carol
Rivers.

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

I grew up in East Yorkshire, spending my time in the sort of rolling countryside
featured in David Hockney’s more recent works. After acquiring a degree in English
Literature from London University I worked in non-fiction publishing. Undertaking a
‘Starting to Write’ course at Arvon’s Lumb Bank reminded me how much I had loved
to write as a child and so The Mill Valley Girls novels, inspired by and set in the West
Yorkshire landscape, were born. Now I live in the unspoilt East Kent countryside,
perfect for writing, walking and inspiration.

Comp Titles
The Swan Maid

Court, Dilly HarperCollins 8/2/2016

9780008137441 $12.99
0008137447
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

A Mother’s Sacrifice

Neale, Kitty Avon

5/23/2017

9780008191672 $12.99
0008191670
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Mill Valley Girls –
Ella’s Journey

Francis,
Lynne

Avon

2/8/2018

9780008290658
0008290652

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Mill Valley Girls –
Alice’s Secret

Francis,
Lynne

Avon

5/17/2018

9780008290665
0008290660

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Slow
Food Worth Taking Time Over
Gizzi Erskine

Summary
Food worth taking time over
'Sometimes I feel out of sync with the modern approach to cooking, which seems to
be all about putting convenience over quality. Our obsession with speed and ease is
leading us towards a place where we are in danger of losing an appreciation of the
joys of technique and process, what it means to really pour love and care into the
food we are cooking and growing.'
Over 100 recipes you can give yourself permission to take time over. Recipes for a
Friday night or a leisurely weekend, where quality is put over convenience and speed,
the joys of technique and process are appreciated and love and care is poured into
the food.

Contributor Bio
Gizzi Erskine has been a columnist for The Sunday Times Magazine, Contributing
Editor for InStyle and has written for a wide variety of other magazines and
newspapers such as Marie Claire, Elle, Elle USA, Vogue USA, GQ, The Times and the
Evening Standard. Her previous books include Cook Yourself Thin, Gizzi's Kitchen
Magic, Skinny Weeks & Weekend Feasts and Gizzi's Season's Eatings.

HQ
9780008291945
0008291942
Pub Date: 12/4/2018
On Sale Date: 12/4/2018
Ship Date: 11/14/2018
$44.99/$44.99 Can.
Hardcover
256 Pages
Cooking / Methods
CKB109000
9.9 in H | 7.7 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
8/10/2007

9780718153519
0718153510

Trade
Paperback

Cooking

100 Foolproof Suppers Erskine, Gizzi Virgin Books

10/9/2012

9780753540589 $19.95
0753540584
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Cooking

Gizzi's Healthy
Appetite

Erskine, Gizzi Interlink Books

11/1/2015

9781566560528
1566560527

Hardcover

Cooking

Gizzi's Seasons
Eatings

Erskine, Gizzi Mitchell Beazley

9/12/2017

9781784722159 $32.99
1784722154
CAD

Hardcover

Cooking

Skinny Weeks and
Weekend Feasts

Erskine, Gizzi

3/28/2013

9781849492614
1849492611

Hardcover

Gizzi's Kitchen Magic

Erskine, Gizzi Virgin Books

3/1/2010

9781905264643 $52.95
190526464X
CAD

Hardcover

Cook Yourself Thin

Eastwood,
Harry

Penguin UK

QUADRILLE
PUBLISHING

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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A Thousand Roads Home
An uplifting and inspiring novel from the Irish Times bestseller
Carmel Harrington
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Warm, powerful and unforgettable, Irish Times best-selling author Carmel
Harrington’s new novel is about second chances, friendship and unlikely
heroes.
‘Where is home?’ DJ asked.
‘Wherever the people you love are.’ Ruth replied.
Single mother, Ruth, and her son, DJ, have never truly fitted in, but that didn’t
matter, so long as they were together. When their home comes under threat, their
quiet life will change forever.
HarperCollins
9780008276584
0008276587
Pub Date: 12/4/2018
On Sale Date: 12/4/2018
Ship Date: 11/14/2018
$21.99/$21.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
448 Pages
Fiction / Family Life
FIC045000
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

DJ meets Tom, a man who ten years ago walked out of his house and never looked
back. Ruth, DJ and Tom have all felt like outsiders. Burdened with grief and
insecurities, they are not living their best lives. But together, these three ordinary
people will do an extraordinary thing…

Contributor Bio
Irish Sunday Times bestseller Carmel Harrington writes issue driven contemporary
fiction. With comparisons to Maeve Binchy & Liane Moriarty, Carmel writes with
warmth and compassion about characters so believable that they could be sitting
beside you. From Co. Wexford she lives in a small village with her husband Roger and
two young children, Amelia and Nate. Carmel has published six novels, won two
writing awards – Kindle Book of the Year 2013 and Romantic eBook of the Year 2013
and been shortlisted for a BGE Irish Book Award in 2016. Her books are published
worldwide, regular chart toppers and are translated into eight languages to date. In
2017, she published two books – the official ITV novel and UK bestseller Cold Feet
The Lost Years and The Woman at 72 Derry Lane which remained in the Irish Top 10
for five weeks. Her other bestsellers include The Things I Should Have Told You, Every
Time A Bell Rings, The Life You Left and Beyond Grace's Rainbow.
She is a regular on Irish television as a panellist on TV3's Elaine Show. In addition,
she is Chair of Wexford Literary Festival, which she co-founded.
For more information visit www.carmelharrington.com.
You can find Carmel on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram: @HappyMrsH.

Comp Titles
The Woman at 72
Derry Lane

Harrington,
Carmel

Harper

12/12/2017

9780008150136
0008150133

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

The Things I Should
Have Told You

Harrington,
Carmel

HarperCollins

8/16/2016

9780008166878 $22.99
0008166870
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Every Time a Bell
Rings

Harrington,
Carmel

HarperImpulse 10/24/2017

9780008238865 $18.99
0008238863
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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The Unexpected Genius of Pigs
Matt Whyman

Summary
We often consider dogs to be our enduring sidekicks but the truth is domestic pigs
have played a role in our lives for nearly as long.
Pigs are highly social and smart. They like to play. They’re inventive, crafty and
belligerent – and incredibly singleminded.
Ultimately, we have far more in common with these creatures than we like to admit.
Here is a charming ode to one of the most common, yet surprisingly intelligent,
animals populating our landscapes. In this gentle and illuminating study, Matt
Whyman embarks on a journey to uncover the heart and soul of an animal brimming
with more energy, intelligence and playfulness than he could ever have imagined.
In his bid to understand what makes a pig tick, having climbed a steep learning curve
as a keeper himself, Whyman meets a veterinary professor and expert in pig emotion,
as well as a spirited hill farmer whose world revolves around hogs and sows.
HarperCollins
9780008301224
0008301220
Pub Date: 12/4/2018
On Sale Date: 12/4/2018
Ship Date: 11/14/2018
$18.99/$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
160 Pages
Nature / Animals
NAT019000
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Packed with fascinating research and delightful anecdotes, this entertaining and
informative celebration of all things porcine covers everything from evolution,
behaviour and communication to friendship, loyalty and broken hearts – uncovering a
surprising notion of family along the way.

Contributor Bio
Matt Whyman had no intention of becoming a pig expert. When his wife set down the
cat basket and welcomed minipigs Butch and Roxi into their family home, he barely
registered their presence. Several years later, with the garden all but gone, Matt
watched their two twenty-five stone hogzillas leave in a horsebox for a new life
turning the soil on an organic sheep farm. In that time he’d learned the truth about
minipigs (there is no such thing), got to grips with their upkeep and fallen in love
with an animal brimming with more energy, intelligence, playfulness, sociability, spirit
and soul than he ever could’ve imagined.
Matt Whyman is also the author of several novels and two bestselling comic memoirs,
OINK: MY LIFE WITH MINIPIGS and WALKING WITH SAUSAGE DOGS. He is married
with four children and lives in West Sussex.

Comp Titles
The Secret Life of
Cows

Young, Rosamund Penguin Press

6/12/2018

9780525557319 $30.00
0525557318
CAD

Hardcover Nature

The Genius of Birds

Ackerman,
Jennifer

Penguin Press

4/12/2016

9781594205217 $37.00
1594205213
CAD

Hardcover Science

The Hidden Life of
Trees

Wohlleben, Peter

Greystone
Books

9/13/2016

9781771642484
1771642483

Hardcover Nature

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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The Book of Love
The emotional epic love story of 2018 by the Irish Times bestseller
Fionnuala Kearney
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary

‘Open this book only if you are prepared to forever
leave a piece of your heart between its pages’
Anstey Harris, author of The Truths and Triumphs of
Grace Atherton
‘My book of the year’ Claire Allan
HarperCollins
9780008221331
0008221332
Pub Date: 12/11/2018
On Sale Date: 12/11/2018
Ship Date: 11/21/2018
$21.99/$21.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
416 Pages
Fiction / Contemporary Women
FIC044000
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

‘You’ll cry. You’ll love. You’ll wonder. This is a book
you will remember. I loved it mightily’ Anna
McPartlin
One love. Two people. Twenty Years.
From the moment they met, Erin and Dom loved each other too much, too quickly.
Everyone said it wouldn’t last. But they knew differently.
A wedding present, a notebook, brings them together through the good times and the
bad. On the blank pages of their love story, they write down everything they can’t
always say – the secrets, the heartbreak, the highs and lows. It’s where they see the
best and worst of each other.
Falling in love is easy but staying in love is where the story begins…
This is the Book of Love

Comp Titles

You, Me and Other
People
Kearney,Fionnuala
HarperCollins
7/28/2015
9780007593972
$16.99 CAD
B-format Paperback
Fiction
.
The Day I Lost You
Kearney, Fionnuala
HarperCollins
3/22/2016
9780008116590
$28.99 CAD
Trade Paperback
Fiction
8/14

Praise for Fionnuala Kearney:
‘A gorgeous emotional read that had me in tears…read it to believe in the power of
love’ Liz Fenwick
‘An absolutely wonderful story of life, love and loss. A genuine heartfelt book of love’
Mel Sherratt
‘Incredibly moving’ Susan Lewis
‘An author who just keeps on getting better and better’ Claudia Carroll
‘The Book of Love is truly a book of joy. A book of grief. A book of great sensitivity. A
beautifully written book. A book that I will not forget for a very long time. I adored it’
Louise Beech

Contributor Bio
Fionnuala Kearney lives in Ascot with her husband. They have two grown-up
daughters (both with deliberately simple monosyllabic names). One of seven children,
Fionnuala likes to write about the nuances and subtle layers of human relationships,
peeling them away to see what’s really going on beneath. This her third novel, her
92
first was the Top Ten Irish Times bestselling You, Me and Other People.
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The Promise
Katerina Diamond
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
When troubled teen Connor moves to Exeter from the US after a horrific school
shooting, he finds himself embroiled in a world of popular kids and easy girls.
Everyone wants to be his friend, but they don’t know about what he did…and they
don’t know about his father.
As Connor’s life in England begins to unravel, DS Adrian Miles and his partner Imogen
Grey are working up against the clock to catch a serial killer who dates his victims
before he kills them. Determined to uncover the truth, Imogen is forced to act as
bait—but will she take it too far and risk her own life?

Contributor Bio
Avon
9780008209216
0008209219
Pub Date: 12/11/2018
On Sale Date: 12/11/2018
Ship Date: 11/21/2018
$15.99/$15.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Katerina Diamond was born in Weston in the seventies. She moved to Thessaloniki in
Greece and attended Greek school where she learnt Greek in just 6 months. After her
parents’ divorce, they relocated to Devon. After school, and working in her uncle’s fish
and chip shop, she went (briefly) to university at Derby, where she met her husband
and had two children. Katerina now lives on the East Kent Coast with her husband
and children. She is a Sunday Times and Kindle bestseller.

448 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 20K
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
FIC022040
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
The Teacher

Diamond, Katerina

Avon 5/3/2016

9780008168155
0008168156

$16.99 CAD

B-format Paperback

Fiction

The Secret

Diamond, Katerina

Avon 5/2/2017

9780008172213
0008172218

$14.99 CAD

B-format Paperback

Fiction

The Angel

Diamond, Katerina

Avon 11/7/2017

9780008209131
0008209138

$16.99 CAD

B-format Paperback

Fiction
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A Jessie Flynn Crime Thriller (2) – Scared to Death
A gripping crime thriller you won’t be able to put down
Kate Medina
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
‘It comes as no surprise that Medina has created a character of density and intricacy
in Flynn’ DAILY MAIL
The second book in an exciting new crime series featuring psychologist Dr Jessie
Flynn – a brilliantly complex character who struggles with a dark past. Perfect for fans
of Nicci French and Val McDermid.
A baby is abandoned in the middle of the night at Royal Surrey County Hospital. DI
Bobby ‘Marilyn’ Simmons suspects the father is planning to take his own life following
the violent suicide of his eldest son Danny a year earlier. The race is on to find him.
HarperCollins
9780008132347
0008132348
Pub Date: 12/11/2018
On Sale Date: 12/11/2018
Ship Date: 11/21/2018
$21.99/$21.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
416 Pages
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 1.2 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Captain Ben Callan is investigating a suspicious death. Just sixteen years old, Stephen
Foster has been stabbed in the neck and abandoned in the woods. Someone tried to
save his life – but who? And why haven’t they come forward?
When psychologist Dr Jessie Flynn is called in to consult on both cases, she sees
connections between the deaths of Danny and Stephen. And when she starts
counselling a third traumatized young man, Jessie fears he faces the same fate…

Contributor Bio
Kate Medina has always been fascinated by the ‘whys’ of human behaviour, an
interest that drove her to study Psychology at university and later to start a crime
series featuring clinical psychologist, Dr Jessie Flynn. She has an MA in Creative
Writing from Bath Spa University and her debut novel White Crocodile received
widespread critical acclaim, as did Fire Damage, the first book in the Jessie Flynn
series.
Before turning to writing full time, Kate spent five years in the Territorial Army and
has lectured at the London Business School and the London School of Economics. She
lives in London with her husband and three children.

Comp Titles
A Jessie Flynn Crime
Thriller (1) – Fire Damage

Medina,
Kate

HarperCollins

6/12/2018

9780008291136 $21.99
0008291136
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Missing, Presumed

Steiner,
Susie

HarperCollins
Publishers

7/5/2016

9781443450508 $22.99
1443450502
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

Persons Unknown

Steiner,
Susie

HarperCollins
Publishers

6/27/2017

9781443453622 $22.99
1443453625
CAD

Paperback

Fiction
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The New Girl
A gripping psychological thriller with a shocking twist perfect for fans of Friend
Request
Ingrid Alexandra
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary

You’ve only just met.
But she already knows you so well.
When Rachel moves into the spare room in Mary’s flat, everyone is quick to jump to
the conclusion that there’s something strange about her. Everyone apart from Mary.

Avon
9780008293819
0008293813
Pub Date: 12/18/2018
On Sale Date: 12/18/2018
Ship Date: 11/28/2018
$18.99/$18.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

And when Rachel starts sleepwalking, the flatmates’ fears grow. But there’s something
about the new girl that Mary can’t help but trust, and having recently escaped a toxic
relationship, she needs the support.
Rachel becomes a friend and an ally, and Mary soon discovers that they have more in
common than she ever could have imagined.
In fact, Rachel seems to know more about Mary than she knows about
herself…

352 Pages
Fiction / Psychological
FIC025000

A twisty and unnerving psychological thriller, perfect for fans of Erin Kelly’s He
Said, She Said and Laura Marshall’s Friend Request.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

*****
WHY READERS ARE GIVING THE NEW GIRL *FIVE STARS*
‘A really accomplished debut’
‘Wow is all I have to say’
‘I didn't see the ending coming at all. I thought I had it worked out, but was pleased
to be wrong!’
‘I devoured this in one sitting’
‘A GRIPPING read’
‘I spent my day off getting through this in one sitting. It really is that good’
’It kept me hooked right to the end. I would recommend this to everyone…’

Contributor Bio
Ingrid Alexandra is based in Sydney. Her work has previously been long-listed for The
Ampersand Prize and while living in London, Ingrid had the privilege of being
mentored by the Guardian First Novel Award shortlisted and Nestle Prize-winning
author Daren King. THE NEW GIRL is her first psychological thriller novel.

Comp Titles
Sister, Sister Fortin, Sue
Bad Sister

HarperImpulse 5/23/2017

Carrington, Sam Avon

GIFTED

8/7/2018

CREATESPACE 4/10/2014
8/14

9780008238070
$16.99 CAD B-format Paperback Fiction
0008238073
9780008276317
$16.99 CAD B-format Paperback Fiction
0008276315
9781622372881
1622372883
95
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Don’t You Cry
The gripping new psychological thriller from the bestselling author of In a
Cottage in a Wood
Cass Green
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
One stolen baby. Two desperate strangers. One night of terror.
The USA Today and Sunday Times top ten bestselling author returns with a dark and
twisty psychological thriller.
She saved your life.
When Nina almost dies during a disastrous blind date, her life is saved by a waitress
called Angel. But later that evening, Nina is surprised by a knock on the door. It's
Angel - and she's pointing a gun at her.
HarperCollins
9780008302375
0008302375
Pub Date: 12/18/2018
On Sale Date: 12/18/2018
Ship Date: 11/28/2018
$22.99/$22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback

Now she'll make you pay.
Minutes later, Angel's younger brother Lucas turns up, covered in blood shielding a
stolen newborn baby in his arms. Nina is about to endure the longest night of her life
- a night that will be filled with terror and lead her to take risks she would never have
believed herself capable of…

336 Pages
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080

Cass Green is a bestselling author of psychological thrillers and an award-winning
writer of fiction for young people under the name Caroline Green. Her first novel for
adults, The Woman Next Door, was a No.1 ebook bestseller, while the follow-up, In a
Cottage in a Wood, was a USA Today bestseller and a Sunday Times top ten
bestseller. She is the writer in residence at East Barnet School and teaches courses in
Writing for Children at City University and Crime Fiction at City Lit. She lives in
London with her family.

Contributor Bio

9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
The Woman Next Door

Green,
Cass

Killer Reads

1/24/2017

9780008203566 $14.99
0008203563
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Fiction

In a Cottage In a
Wood

Green,
Cass

HarperCollins 1/23/2018

9780008275990 $21.99
0008275998
CAD

Trade Paperback

Fiction
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In the Frow
The new fashion rules
Victoria Magrath

Summary
The most influential blogger on the scene takes us behind the glowing lights of the
catwalk on an exclusive tour of everything you should know about the constantly
evolving, ever shining world of fashion.
Who decides what we wear, how we dress, and the way we define ourselves? Do we
decide our own take on style? Or is it our audience: the passer-by in the street, the
person in front of us in the coffee queue, or our latest follower on Instagram? The
truth is, the rules of fashion have changed.

HarperCollins
9780008305550
0008305552
Pub Date: 12/18/2018
On Sale Date: 12/18/2018
Ship Date: 11/28/2018
$34.99/$34.99 Can.
Hardcover
288 Pages
12 b/w, 50 col illus
Self-Help / Fashion & Style
SEL038000
8.1 in H | 6.1 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

The evolution of the internet has transformed the way fashion is produced, worn and
consumed. Here you can discover all the insider secrets from superblogger Victoria
Magrath so you can get one leap ahead of the fashion world. Find inspiration from the
new diversity movement which embraces all shapes and sizes, relive the moment
Cara Delevingne recorded a selfie on the catwalk and discover how internet
sensations like Instagram and ASOS are changing the landscape of fashion
permanently.
These are the new rules of fashion. Follow these rules and cultivate your own identity
so that no one decides what you wear but you.

Contributor Bio
With a PHD in fashion and a global audience, Victoria is the lady behind the awardwinning fashion, travel and beauty blog, Inthefrow. Victoria established Inthefrow in
2012 during the completion of her Fashion PhD. Victoria’s hair colour was initially her
recognisable trait, yet her defining characteristic would be her enthusiasm and
passion. Her love for premium travel, beauty and fashion are all apparent within her
writing, as she aims to create a space for those who hope to be inspired.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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The Secret Orphan
Glynis Peters
Markup Tags:
TP original

Summary
A WWII secret threatens the life of a six-year-old orphan. How can she be kept
safe from harm?
As Hitler's relentless bombs begin to fall during the Blitz of Coventry, six-year-old
Rose Sherbourne finds herself orphaned and under the guardianship of a Cornish
farmer's daughter, Ruth Cardew.
Ruth knows that the only way to protect spirited Rose is to leave their home in
Coventry and make a new life for themselves away from harm. But as they begin a
new life in rural Cornwall, Ruth discovers that Hitler's firestorm is not the only thing
she must fear, when she learns a devastating secret about Rose…
HarperImpulse
9780008308834
0008308837
Pub Date: 12/18/2018
On Sale Date: 12/18/2018
Ship Date: 11/28/2018
$22.99/$22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
400 Pages
FIC014050
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

With Rose's life in imminent danger, Ruth turns to the only person she can trust to
keep the deadly secret, heroic Canadian pilot, Jackson St John. And amidst the
destruction of war, an unlikely romance blossoms as they find a way to protect the
child they have both grown to love…and each other.

Contributor Bio
Glynis Peters lives in the seaside town of Dovercourt~Harwich. In 2014 she was
shortlisted for the Festival of Romance New Talent Award. When Glynis is not writing,
she enjoys making greetings cards, Cross Stitch, fishing and looking after her
gorgeous grandchildren. The Secret Orphan is her first WWII historical novel.

Comp Titles
Secret Child

Lewis,
Gordon

Harper Element

6/2/2015

9780008127336 $16.99
0008127336
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

Orphan
Train

Kline,
Christina
Baker

William Morrow
Paperbacks

4/2/2013

9780061950728 $19.99
0061950726
CAD

Paperback

Fiction

The
Orphan's
Tale

Jenoff, Pam

MIRA

2/21/2017

9780778319818 $19.99
0778319814
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Fiction

My Secret
Sister

Edwards,
Helen

Pan

3/14/2013

9781447228875 $15.99
1447228871
CAD

B-format
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography
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My Autobiography
Jonathan Rea
Markup Tags:

Simultaneous TPB
9780008305093, $24.99

Simultaneous HC & TPB

Summary
‘If I had to lose my record to anyone, I couldn’t be happier that it was
Jonathan. Family connections aside, there is nobody more talented, more
determined or more deserving.’ – Carl Fogarty
Within the staggeringly dangerous and high-pressure sport of professional
motorcycling, Jonathan Rea’s achievements are unprecedented. A legendary World
Superbike Champion with
more race wins than any rider in history, Rea’s trailblazing success shows no sign of
slowing down.

HarperCollins
9780008305086
0008305080
Pub Date: 12/18/2018
On Sale Date: 12/18/2018
Ship Date: 11/28/2018
$36.99/$36.99 Can.
Hardcover
320 Pages
Sports & Recreation / Motor
Sports
SPO028000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Now, for the first time, this remarkable sportsman tracks his life and career.
Seemingly destined for the racing world, Jonathan grew up in the paddocks — his
grandfather was the first sponsor of five-times World Champion Joey Dunlop and his
dad was a former Isle of Man TT winner. He owned his first bike before his hands
were big enough to reach the brakes.
But while racing may be in his blood, it is through sheer determination and relentless
perseverance that Rea has gained huge victories in this ultra-competitive world.
Topping several of the most prestigious motorcycling championships, he rules the
sport — so much so that regulations are being introduced to curb his dominance. The
fact that Rea has endured several potentially career-ending scrapes — including
smashing his femur at the age of seventeen and being told that he would never race
again — makes his achievements even more incredible.
‘Dream. Believe. Achieve,’ is Rea’s mantra and in this gripping autobiography, we go
behind the visor and into the mind of a man who has risen to the top of one of the
most skilled and dangerous sports in the world.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Icons
My Inspiration. My Motivation. My Obsession.
Bradley Wiggins

Summary
With a foreword by Eddy Merckx
The world of professional cycling is fraught with fierce competition, fervent dedication
and unerring ambition, and only a handful of competitors reach iconic status. Among
them is Sir Bradley Wiggins – a man uniquely placed to reflect on the history of this
remarkable sport and its unforgettable titans.
In Icons, Wiggins takes the reader on an extraordinarily intimate journey through the
sport, presenting key pieces from his never-before-seen collection of memorabilia.
Over the course of his illustrious career, he amassed over 300 items – often gifts from
its greatest and most controversial figures. Each reflects an icon, a race or a moment
that fundamentally influenced Wiggins on both a personal and professional level.
HarperCollins
9780008301743
0008301743
Pub Date: 12/18/2018
On Sale Date: 12/18/2018
Ship Date: 11/28/2018
$39.99/$39.99 Can.
Hardcover
320 Pages
Sports & Recreation / Cycling
SPO011000
9.4 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

By exploring the lives and achievements of 21 of the sport’s key figures – among
them Fausto Coppi, Jacques Anquetil, Miguel Induráin and Tom Simpson – Wiggins
sheds new light on what professional cycling demands of its best competitors. Icons
lauds their triumphs, elucidates their demons and sheds light on the philosophy and
psychology that comprise the unique mindset of a cycling champion.

Contributor Bio
Sir Bradley Wiggins grew up in Kilburn in London. He won the World Junior Pursuit
title before going on to win eight Olympic medals including five golds spanning five
games, and seven World Track Championship titles. In 2012 he became the first
Briton to win the Tour de France. He was awarded the OBE in the 2005 New Year’s
honours list and the CBE in 2009, before being knighted in 2012. He currently lives in
the north-west of England with his wife, Cath, and their two children, Ben and
Isabella.
Herbie Sykes is a British sports journalist and writer specializing in the history of road
bicycle racing. His fourth book, The Race Against the Stasi, won the Cycling Book of
the Year at the Cross British Sports Book Awards, and was nominated in the
outstanding general sports writing category. In addition, it was among the Observer
sports books of the year.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Coming Home
Annabel Kantaria
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
An ordinary family. A devastating betrayal.
Evie has been away from home long enough to bury the pain that shaped her
childhood.
Now, with the sudden death of her father, she must return. Back to the same house.
Back to the memories. Back to her mother.
At first, coming home feels unexpectedly comforting. But, as she goes through her
father's files, Evie uncovers a secret that opens old wounds and changes her life
forever.
HQ
9781848457485
1848457480
Pub Date: 12/25/2018
On Sale Date: 12/25/2018
Ship Date: 12/5/2018
$21.99/$21.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
416 Pages
Fiction / Family Life
FIC045000
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

That's only the beginning.
As Evie's world starts to shatter around her, she realises that those she loves most
are also those capable of the deepest betrayal.
A powerful, poignant novel, Coming Home is perfect for fans of Jodi Picoult and Liane
Moriarty.

Contributor Bio
Annabel Kantaria is a British journalist who now lives in Dubai with her husband and
children. She has edited and contributed to women's magazines and publications
throughout the Middle East and returns regularly to the UK.

Comp Titles
9780008292638
$21.99 CAD Trade Paperback
0008292639
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Paperback
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Paperback
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Selected Stories Of Henry Lawson
Henry Lawson

Summary
Rogues, larrikins and the lost people—these timeless stories range from inspired,
laconic comedies to pathos and tragedy. this selection showcases Lawson's range as a
fiction writer and highlights his profound influence on how Australians see themselves.
Here are delightful tales, thrilling tales, tales of love, of strife and of adventure, tales
full of humour—stories of every mood, all alive with the magic of Lawson's genius, a
genius which ranks with that of the world's greatest short-story writers.
This gorgeous gift edition includes 'The Drover's Wife', 'The Union Buries Its Dead'
and 'The Loaded Dog'.

Contributor Bio
Henry Lawson was born in Grenfell, NSW, in 1867. At 14 he became totally deaf, an
affliction which many have suggested rendered his world all the more vivid and
subsequently enlivened his later writing. After a stint of coach painting, he edited a
periodical, The Republican, and began writing verse and short stories. His first work of
short fiction appeared in The Bulletin in 1888. He travelled and wrote short fiction and
poetry throughout his life and published numerous collections of both even as his
marriage collapsed and he descended into poverty and mental illness. He died in
1922, leaving his wife and two children.

HarperCollins
9781460755693
1460755693
Pub Date: 10/2/2018
On Sale Date: 10/2/2018
Ship Date: 9/12/2018
$31.99/$31.99 Can.
Hardcover
592 Pages
Carton Qty: 15
Print Run: 10K
Fiction/Short Stories
POE000000
8.7 in H | 6.3 in W | 2 in T | 1.9 lb
Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
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Kitty
Deborah Challinor
Markup Tags:
TP Reissue

HarperCollins
9781775549635
1775549631
Pub Date: 10/9/2018
On Sale Date: 10/9/2018
Ship Date: 9/19/2018
$19.99/$19.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
352 Pages
Series: Smuggler's Wife
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 in T | 0.5 lb
Wt
Status:UNSPECIFIED

Comp Titles

When 18-year-old Kitty Carlisle's father dies unexpectedly in Norfolk in 1838, Kitty and
her mother are left impoverished. After Kitty is discovered in a compromising position
with an unscrupulous adventurer, her reputation is left in shreds. In desperation, her
mother banishes Kitty to the colonies in disgrace, under the guardianship of her dour
missionary uncle and his long-suffering wife. Against the backdrop of the wild and
unruly Bay of Islands in the period leading up to the signing of the treaty of Waitangi,
Kitty meets and falls in love with Ryan Farrell, a rude, aloof and atheistic ships captain.
When she discovers he is also a gun runner, her loyalties are torn and her tempestuous
nature leads to an estrangement. the path to true love is tortuous, involving rampaging
Maori war parties, illicit sexual liaisons and incarceration in Sydney's Hyde Park
Barracks, forgery, betrayal and death at sea. A tempestuous romance and a lively
adventure with a fiery and memorable heroine, Kitty is a stand-alone novel, with
potential as an ongoing saga of love and adventure on the high seas in the Pacific of the
1800s, by one of our leading historical novelists.
.
Biography
Deborah Challinor was born in the Waikato, New Zealand, and currently lives in NSW,
Australia, where she is working on four novels set in 1830s Sydney. She has a Ph.D. in
history, has written feature articles and an opinion column for a daily New Zealand
newspaper, and taught researching and writing historical fiction at university level. All
her novels have been bestsellers, six reaching number one in New Zealand. Deborah has
also written about the Vietnam war. As well as in New Zealand, her print books are sold
in Australia, the UK, Germany, Russia and Czechoslovakia.

No comparable titles have been specified.
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Amber
Deborah Challinor
Markup Tags:
TP Reissue

HarperCollins
9781775549642
177554964X
Pub Date: 10/9/2018
On Sale Date: 10/9/2018
Ship Date: 9/19/2018
$19.99/$19.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
336 Pages
Series: Smuggler's Wife

In the bestselling Kitty, we met Kitty Carlisle, despatched in disgrace to the colonies
where she met and fell in love with Rian Farrell, the aloof, gun-running captain of the
Katipo. Now four years on, Kitty has married Rian, and they've been sailing the high
seas, trading both legal and illegal goods around the world. Returning to the Bay of
Islands in 1845 when Hone Heke's just chopped down the flagpole they find
themselves in the midst of a bloody affray. Kitty becomes a prisoner of Heke's nemesis,
the great warrior Tamati Waka Nene. As the action swirls around them, Kitty and Rian
must battle to be reunited as they watch friends and allies succumb to the madness of
war.
.
.
Biography
Deborah Challinor was born in the Waikato, New Zealand, and currently lives in
NSW, Australia, where she is working on four novels set in 1830s Sydney. She has a
Ph.D. in history, has written feature articles and an opinion column for a daily New
Zealand newspaper, and taught researching and writing historical fiction at university
level. All her novels have been bestsellers, six reaching number one in New Zealand.
Deborah has also written about the Vietnam war. As well as in New Zealand, her print
books are sold in Australia, the UK, Germany, Russia and Czechoslovakia.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.9 in T | 0.5
lb Wt
Status:UNSPECIFIED

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Covet
Tara Moss
Markup Tags:
Canadian author, Reissue

Summary
Makedde Vanderwall is back—and trouble's not far behind ... Eighteen months after
her ordeal at the hands of the sadistic Stiletto Killer, Makedde Vanderwall must
confront her demons when she returns to Sydney for the trial.
But just as the verdict is handed down, the unthinkable happens—the killer makes a
daring escape, aided and abetted by a twisted accomplice whom no one expected.
Mak is terrified. She decides to leave the country, but the press dogs her every move,
hindering her safe passage and unknowingly helping the Stiletto Killer, who's busy
rekindling an old fetish—her.

Contributor Bio
A dual Canadian/Australian citizen, Tara Moss is the bestselling author of eleven books
of fiction and non-fiction published in nineteen countries, a journalist, doctoral
candidate at the University of Sydney, public speaker and outspoken advocate for
children's rights and women's rights. She is UNICEF Australia's National Ambassador
for Child Survival, Patron for the Full Stop Foundation for ending rape and domestic
violence and an ambassador for Our Watch. She was Norton's 2015 Family
Ambassador for child e-safety and cyberbullying. In 2015 she received an Edna Ryan
award for making a feminist difference, inciting others to challenge the status quo.
Tara currently lives in New South Wales with her husband and daughter.

AUS Fiction
9780732290757
0732290759
Pub Date: 10/16/2018
On Sale Date: 10/16/2018
Ship Date: 9/26/2018
$19.99/$19.99 Can.
Paperback
448 Pages
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
FIC022000
Series: Makedde Vanderwall

www.taramoss.com

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 1.1 in T | 0.7
lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products
Also Available
Assassin 9780732285111 $19.99
Siren 9780732285135 $19.99
Hit 9780732290764 $19.99
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Hit
Tara Moss
Markup Tags:
Canadian author, TP Reissue

Summary
Makedde Vanderwall is ready to start work as a forensic psychologist... and a new life
in Australia with her detective boyfriend, Andy Flynn. Hoping to scrape together some
extra cash, Mak begins working part-time for an infamous Sydney PI. With a knack
for investigation and bending the law, she might just have stumbled across her true
calling—and the career choice that could finally bust up her relationship once and for
all.
Then she is hired to investigate the murder of A-list PA Meaghan Wallace. The police
believe it's an open and shut case but Mak discovers that it's a lot more
complicated...

Contributor Bio
A dual Canadian/Australian citizen, Tara Moss is the bestselling author of eleven books
of fiction and non-fiction published in nineteen countries, a journalist, doctoral
candidate at the University of Sydney, public speaker and outspoken advocate for
children's rights and women's rights. She is UNICEF Australia's National Ambassador
for Child Survival, Patron for the Full Stop Foundation for ending rape and domestic
violence and an ambassador for Our Watch. She was Norton's 2015 Family
Ambassador for child e-safety and cyberbullying. In 2015 she received an Edna Ryan
award for making a feminist difference, inciting others to challenge the status quo.
Tara currently lives in New South Wales with her husband and daughter.
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Summary
Makedde Vanderwall—beautiful, street-wise daughter of a cop, graduate in forensic
psychology, and now PI—is hired by a widowed mother to track down her missing
nineteen-year-old son. Has he come to harm? Or has he run off with a bizarre troupe
of shady French cabaret artists sweeping through Australia? And what of the rumours
of violence and tragedy that have plagued the troupe for the past decade? Is their
horrifying past fact or fiction?
Meanwhile, Mak is increasingly obsessed with the powerful Cavanagh family, one of
Australia's richest and most ruthless families, whom she believes has got away with
murder. And it seems their security advisor Mr White, and his hit man, Luther Hand,
may not have forgotten about Mak either...

Contributor Bio
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A dual Canadian/Australian citizen, Tara Moss is the bestselling author of eleven books
of fiction and non-fiction published in nineteen countries, a journalist, doctoral
candidate at the University of Sydney, public speaker and outspoken advocate for
children's rights and women's rights. She is UNICEF Australia's National Ambassador
for Child Survival, Patron for the Full Stop Foundation for ending rape and domestic
violence and an ambassador for Our Watch. She was Norton's 2015 Family
Ambassador for child e-safety and cyberbullying. In 2015 she received an Edna Ryan
award for making a feminist difference, inciting others to challenge the status quo.
Tara currently lives in New South Wales with her husband and daughter.
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Summary
Former model turned forensic psychologist and PI, Makedde Vanderwall, is missing,
presumed dead in Paris. By hiring a hit man to kill her, the powerful and corrupt
Cavanagh family aimed to silence her for good. But after narrowly escaping death,
Mak has taken over her would-be killer's world. She is very much alive. And
transformed...
Back in Sydney Mak's former flame, criminal profiler Andy Flynn is on the trail of a
vicious rapist and murderer with possible ties to the infamous Stiletto Killer. He may
have struck before and will certainly do so again. And while Andy struggles to cope in
a world without Mak, little does he realise she is on her way back. And this time she's
ready to make her own justice.
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Paperback

A dual Canadian/Australian citizen, Tara Moss is the bestselling author of eleven books
of fiction and non-fiction published in nineteen countries, a journalist, doctoral
candidate at the University of Sydney, public speaker and outspoken advocate for
children's rights and women's rights. She is UNICEF Australia's National Ambassador
for Child Survival, Patron for the Full Stop Foundation for ending rape and domestic
violence and an ambassador for Our Watch. She was Norton's 2015 Family
Ambassador for child e-safety and cyberbullying. In 2015 she received an Edna Ryan
award for making a feminist difference, inciting others to challenge the status quo.
Tara currently lives in New South Wales with her husband and daughter.
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Taste For Life: Eat Kindly, Tread Lightly, Live Well
Animals Australia

Summary
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Paperback
256 Pages
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People everywhere are embracing the delectable, life-enriching benefits of plant-based
eating. Now you can, too, with Taste for Life, your complete guide to plant-based
cuisine. Whether you wish to add more meat-free meals to the menu, indulge in the
abundance of fresh fruits and vegies now available, or are seeking to improve your
health and live more sustainably, Taste for Life contains not only a cornucopia of
delicious and nutritious recipe ideas but everything you need to know about
plant-based eating. Discover:
• why eating more meat-free meals is good news for animals, the planet and your
health
• how plant-based foods can give you all the nourishment you need and more
• how to get started
• what to ditch and what to switch
• tips and tricks for quick and easy meals everyone will want to try
• how to celebrate with the best of them, with yummy plant-based dishes and treats
for barbecues, kids' parties, the festive season and more.
With more than 100 recipes that include tasty breakfasts, snacks and lunches,
scrumptious comfort foods and luscious desserts, Animals Australia's Taste for Life will
help you and your family eat kindly, tread lightly and live well.
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Animals Australia is Australia's leading animal protection organisation, representing
some 40 member groups and over 1.5 million individual supporters. Animals
Australia's investigations and strategic public awareness campaigns are recognised the
world over.
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Modern Baking
Donna Hay

Summary
I find there’s something truly enchanting about baking. From the way ingredients
change as they’re whisked and whipped, to the joy that a warm slice of cake can
bring—it’s always been my first love in the kitchen. Even though I’m a classics girl at
heart, I’m forever adding on-trend twists to my sweet recipes and I want to share
them with you. This book is what I like to think of as my modern baking bible. Inside
are more than 250 recipes—my all-time favourite essentials, plus some super-smart
shortcuts for when life gets crazy busy. I’ve also included plenty of better-for-you
treats, made with wholesome raw ingredients, for a touch of balance. Be it chewy
cookies, the fudgiest brownies, dreamy meringue or creamy iced desserts, let these
modern sweets bring a little magic into your kitchen.

Contributor Bio
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At the age of eight, Donna Hay skipped into a kitchen, picked up a mixing bowl and
never looked back. She moved to the world of magazine test kitchens and publishing,
where she established her trademark style of simple, smart and seasonal recipes all
beautifully put together and photographed. It is food for every cook, every food lover,
every day and every occasion. Her unique style turned her into an international
food-publishing phenomenon as a bestselling author of 20 cookbooks, publisher
of donna hay magazine, newspaper columnist, and creator of a homewares and food
range.
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The Cause of Death
Cynric Temple-Camp
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Forensic and coronial pathologist Dr Cynric Temple-Camp lifts the lid on some of the
most fascinating cases he's worked on during his 30-year career as a pathologist.
Written with all the gritty detail of a Patricia Cornwell novel, the intrigue of Making a
Murderer, and the horror of True Detective, this is a brilliantly told collection of true
stories from a rural pathologist, including the high-profile Lundy murders.
Be prepared to be shocked and intrigued by Dr Temple-Camp's stories of spontaneous
combustion, rare diseases, drug-mules, devil-worshippers, cot-deaths, a gruesome
murder right beneath an airport control tower, a mysterious death in an historic
homestead, land-mark cases, exhumations...
HarperCollins
9781775541097
1775541096
Pub Date: 10/30/2018
On Sale Date: 10/30/2018
Ship Date: 10/10/2018
$21.99/$21.99 Can.
Trade Paperback

Contributor Bio
Originally from South Africa, pathologist Dr Temple-Camp spent the early part of his
career in war-torn Rhodesia examining the dead and dying. He came to New Zealand
in the 1970s and has since worked on over 2000 cases.
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Balcony Over Jerusalem: A Middle East Memoir
John Lyons
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Leading Australian journalist John Lyons will take readers on a fascinating personal
journey through the wonders and dangers of the Middle East. From the sheer
excitement of arriving in Jerusalem with his wife and eight-year-old son, to the fall of
dictators and his gripping account of what it feels like to be taken by Egyptian
soldiers, blindfolded and interrogated, this is a memoir of the Middle East like no
other.
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Drawing on a 20-year interest in the Middle East, Lyons has had extraordinary
access—he's interviewed everyone from Israel's former Prime Ministers Shimon Peres
and Ehud Olmert to key figures from Hezbollah and Hamas. He's witnessed the brutal
Iranian Revolutionary Guard up close and was one of the last foreign journalists in
Iran during the violent crackdown against the 'Green Revolution'. He's confronted
Hamas officials about why they fire rockets into Israel and Israeli soldiers about why
they fire tear gas at Palestinian school children. By telling the story of his family
travelling through the region, this book is extremely readable and entertaining, full of
humour, colour. It is sometimes dazzling in its detail, sometimes tragic. Lyons says he
has written it in a way that readers can feel they are there with him—so they can
smell the wonderful markets of the Middle East and feel the fear of what it is like to
be blindfolded and have your hands bound with electrical cord. Lyons also looks at 50
years of Israeli occupation of the West Bank—the mechanics of how this works and
the effect it now has on both Israelis and Palestinians.
Lyons explains the Middle East through every day life and experiences—his son's
school, his wife's friends and his own dealings with a range of people over six years.
If you only read one book on the Middle East, this is it.

Contributor Bio
John Lyons is one of Australia's leading journalists. A three-time Walkley winner, John
is currently Associate Editor (Digital Content) at The Australian. For six years he was
The Australian's Middle East correspondent, based in Jerusalem with his wife, Sylvie
Le Clezio, and son, Jack. He is a former editor, and New York correspondent, of The
Sydney Morning Herald and Washington correspondent for The Australian. While in
Jerusalem he and Sylvie won three United Nations Human Rights Awards, and a
Walkley for their contribution to 'Stone Cold Justice', a special investigative report for
ABC TV's Four Corners on the children of the West Bank. John has also won the
Graham Perkin Award for the Australian Journalist of the Year.
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Silly Isles
Eric Campbell
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
No man is an island. But lots of strange men live on them.
In the Kurils, off northern Japan, World War II is still being fought between Japan and
Russia, both hell-bent on claiming this tiny island group as their territory. The
Galapagos Islands may be home to some of the world's most astonishing flora and
fauna but it's also home to Ecuador's gerrymander ambitions and has the tear gas,
riots and police barricades to prove it. Iceland, the world's 'purest' genetic
community, is a place where everyone is blonde, beautiful—and thoroughly in-bred as
a result of zero immigration. And in Spitzbergen, residents can choose to live in the
neat and tidy, polar-bear hunting Norwegian half or in the mountain of garbage, rust
and dysfunction that is the Soviet half.
In more than a decade of international reporting, Eric Campbell has covered wars,
famines, presidencies, and revolution. In the islands he surveys here he finds
microcosms of society, complete with long-lasting blood feuds, hidden wars, bizarre
histories; all the vanities, hopes and rivalries of great powers. Wry, witty and clever,
with a wonderful eye for the absurd, Eric Campbell is the Bill Bryson of the small, odd
forgotten places around the world and what they tell us about the human condition.
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Eric Campbell began his career as a journalist at the Sydney Morning Herald. In 1996
he landed a job as the ABC’s Moscow correspondent and spent the next seven years
covering the former Soviet Union, Central Asia, the Balkans and China. He has
reported for the 7:30 Report, Lateline and Foreign Correspondent. In 1999 Eric won a
New York Television festival award for environmental reporting and was a finalist in
the Australian Walkley Awards for his coverage of the war and humanitarian crisis in
Kosovo. In 2009 his stories on al-Qaeda in Afghanistan won a Logie for best news
coverage.
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China Baby Love: An Australian Grandmother's
life-changing mission to help China's orphans
Jane Hutcheon
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Every orphan comes with a story. Every journalist has a story that stays with them.
And everyone has the power to make a difference. From rural Queensland to rural
China, China Baby Love is the story of moving mountains, one shovel at a time.
Former foreign correspondent and host of ABC TV's One Plus One, Jane Hutcheon
introduces us to Linda Shum, a not-so-ordinary grandmother and widow from Gympie
whose compassion for China's forgotten children inspired her to create an unlikely
empire. The story of COAT (Chinese Orphans Assistance Team) and Linda's quest to
help orphans, many with multiple disabilities, reveals the hidden human aftermath of
the One-Child Policy.
A tentative visit to an orphanage in a small Chinese city turned into many over a
period of twenty years. Linda's curiosity transformed into sheer determination to
battle superstition, bureaucracy and a constant lack of funds, to found foster homes
and a special needs school that has transformed hundreds of lives, including her own.
What Jane intended as a five-minute 'human interest' segment in a news broadcast
inspired an unexpected friendship and the writing of a book that would take Jane back
to China. Through the story of Linda Shum's life and work, Jane gets to the heart of
some painful truths behind modern Chinese families living in a one-party state.
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Jane Hutcheon began her career in radio and television in Hong Kong, where she was
born. She has witnessed ground-breaking news unfolding over thirty years as a
broadcast journalist. Jane has served as the ABC-TV Correspondent in China, the
Middle-East and Europe. She's interviewed world leaders, CEOs, mavericks, freedomfighters and justice-seekers, reported on 9/11, the Iraq War, London Bombings and
Hurricane Katrina. Jane published her first book From Rice to Riches in 2003,
documenting her family connections and correspondent days in China. She wrote and
directed the 2013 ABC News documentary From Mao to Now. Jane's people-centred
approach to journalism is at the core of her weekly ABC-TV show One Plus One where
she conducts face-to-face conversations with celebrities and people from all walks of
life.
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Surviving 7.8: New Zealanders Respond to the
Earthquakes of November 2016
Phil Pennington
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Described by Geonet as one of the most complex earthquakes ever observed, Radio
New Zealand's Vicky McKay was first to report on its violence, broadcasting live in the
Wellington studio when 7.8 arrived by stealth at 12.02am. As intermittent reports
came in from as far north as Auckland and south to Gore, confusion reigned and New
Zealanders were asked to turn on public radio for live updates. Reporters for our
national broadcaster scrambled—and leading the way was veteran journalist Phil
Pennington, part of the first team to arrive in the damage zone. Surviving 7.8 relives
the drama from the moment it struck to the remarkable, horrifying, yet fascinating
events that followed, and the typically Kiwi response to a disaster of unbelievable
scale.
HarperCollins
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Throughout the narrative are quotes, tweets, Facebook posts and stories from
everyday New Zealanders—the immediate reaction, the uncertainty, the turmoil, to
the roll-your-sleeves-up, let's-get-on-with-it, do-it-yourself attitude that defines our
heartland. From Gary Melville, who used bricks that fell off his house to cook a lamb
roast, to the Christchurch man who rallied to save the lives of thousands of paua; to
the Rakautara residents stranded between two massive landslides; to the farmer who
lent Phil Pennington his ute to get around the disaster zone, Surviving 7.8 captures
the events and the sometimes bizarre twists and turns in a tough but fascinating
study in resilience that applies to all New Zealanders in this, the decade of the
earthquake.
'Stealth and power—these are the hallmarks of a major earthquake. It arrives
unheralded at the spot on which you stand or the bed in which you lie, and sends you
reeling. Your family or friends can be all around you, next to you, clutching you, and
you are powerless to help them; your partner may be on the other side of the bed,
your child may be under a table across the room, and in that moment you are
powerless to reach them and powerless to stop the shaking and swaying. In those
moments, you feel tiny and the forces beneath you feel massive, even malevolent.
You are caught up in a geological rollercoaster ride from which there is no way off and
for which there is no stop button. You feel as though you have been king-hit by the
very earth casting aside its moorings. It would be an awe-inspiring thing to go
through if it wasn't so damn frightening; if it wasn't so damn unpredictable; if it
wasn't so damn inevitable.' -Phil Pennington in Surviving 7.8
Contributions from the sale of this book will go to this appeal and to support the
training and resources of Red Cross Disaster Support and Welfare Teams so that they
are ready to respond to the next disaster in New Zealand, wherever it may be.

Contributor Bio
Phil Pennington is a veteran journalist and broadcaster. In 2016 he was one of the
first reporters sent to the heart of the Kaikoura earthquake damage zone.
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Calving Straps and Zombie Cats
Anthony Bennett, James Carroll
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
The life of a country vet is far from glamorous. There's no such thing as a nine-to-five
working day. You're out in all weathers, at all times of the day and night. More often
than not you're covered in smelly muck, working against the clock to save animals in
critical situations—whether that's helping a cow in distress birthing unexpected
triplets, saving a crook dog that's eaten a bucket load of sheep fat, a horse needing a
risky operation far from the surgery clinic, or a cat that you resuscitate against all the
odds.
Best mates Anthony Bennett and James Carroll wouldn't have it any other way.

ABC Books
9780733334191
0733334199
Pub Date: 11/20/2018
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$21.99/$21.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
288 Pages
Print Run: 10K
Biography & Autobiography
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Status:FORTHCOMING

Calving Straps and Zombie Cats is the adventures of two young vets dealing with all
creatures (and humans!) great and small in country Australia. With memorable
characters, some heartstopping moments, and a healthy dose of humour, these
stories of life behind the scenes in a busy mixed country practice will touch your heart
as well as tickle your funny-bone. You'll be hooked till the very last page.

Contributor Bio
Best mates and business partners, Anthony Bennett and James Carroll run three vet
practices on the NSW South Coast. Stars of the observational documentary Village
Vets Australia on Foxtel's Lifestyle Channel, their days are spent managing dairy
cattle, sheep, pigs, goats, alpaca and horses, as well as the myriad small animals that
visit the clinic every day. They share an amazing camaraderie, born from their
student days and enhanced by the experiences they have shared, the animals they
have treated--those they have saved and lost—the business they have built, and the
community they are an integral and proud part of. Their first book Village Vets was
published in 2015.
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Daylight Second
Kelly Ana Morey
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
Phar Lap first ... daylight second. It became a familiar refrain from racecallers as the
great horse tore up every race track and record, becoming the people's champion in
1930s Australia and abroad. For those closest to the mighty stallion it would be the
ride of their lives, on and off the track, as careers, relationships and fortunes were
made and lost in just a few years of unrivalled glory.
Award-winning author Kelly Ana Morey takes the reader beyond the racetrack
histories and the popular mythologies and, for the first time in novel form, brings to
life the characters and the times that turned Phar Lap into the legend he remains to
this day.

HarperCollins
9781775540526
1775540529
Pub Date: 11/20/2018
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$21.99/$21.99 Can.
Trade Paperback

Equal parts tragedy, triumph, thriller and mystery, Daylight Second has a heart as big
as Phar Lap himself.

Contributor Bio
Kelly Ana Morey is a New Zealand writer living in Kaipara. She is the author of five
novels. Kelly was born in 1968 of Ngati Kuri, Te Rarawa and Te Aupouri descent.
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The Mandarin Code: Negotiating Chinese ambitions and
American loyalties turns deadly for some
Steve Lewis, Chris Uhlmann
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
A body pulled from the murky waters of Lake Burley Griffin links Canberra, Beijing
and Washington in a titanic struggle where war is just a mouse click away.
Veteran reporter Harry Dunkley is chasing the scoop of his career, hunting for his best
friend's killer. Navigating treacherous political waters where a desperate minority
government edges ever closer to disaster, he delves into a cyber world where there
are no secrets.
Friendship and loyalty give way to betrayal and revenge as Dunkley stumbles into the
sights of the mandarins who wield real power—and who'll stop at nothing to retain it.
HarperCollins
9780732294755
0732294754
Pub Date: 11/27/2018
On Sale Date: 11/27/2018
Ship Date: 11/7/2018
$19.99/$19.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
480 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Print Run: 10K
Fiction
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lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Political insiders Steve Lewis and Chris Uhlmann bring biting wit and behindthe-headlines insights to this sharply observed novel about growing Chinese influence,
waning American power, and Australia's inevitable—and deadly—pursuit of a trade
deal, in this sequel to the bestselling The Marmalade Files.

Contributor Bio
Steve Lewis arrived in Canberra in late 1992 and spent the next two decades
tormenting the nation's political elite. He worked as a political reporter for the
Australian Financial Review, the Australian and News Corp metro papers, and is
currently senior adviser at Newgate Communications.
Chris Uhlmann is one of Australia's best-known political broadcasters. He won a
Walkley award for broadcast interviewing in 2008 and is highly respected for for the
quality of his reporting and analysis as political editor of ABC News.
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Also Available
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The Shadow Game
Steve Lewis, Chris Uhlmann
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
At the end of The Mandarin Code, beloved yet dishevelled newshound Harry Dunkley
was in disgrace, having failed to reveal the existence of The Alliance, a sinister cabal
of mandarins pulling the strings of power in Canberra. But new purpose is in the air.
As the Coalition government looks increasingly disastrous, a revived Dunkley, aided
by an unlikely group of allies, is emboldened to take on resurrected Labor
powerhouse Catriona Bailey, and Sir Jack Webster, Defence Secretary, respected
statesman and member of The Alliance. Finally, in The Shadow Game, Dunkley will
find personal redemption, and the death of analyst Kimberley Gordon (in
The Marmalade Files) will be avenged.

Contributor Bio
HarperCollins
9781460751251
1460751256
Pub Date: 11/27/2018
On Sale Date: 11/27/2018
Ship Date: 11/7/2018
$19.99/$19.99 Can.
Trade Paperback

Steve Lewis arrived in Canberra in late 1992 and spent the next two decades
tormenting the nation's political elite. He worked as a political reporter for the
Australian Financial Review, the Australian and News Corp metro papers, and is
currently senior adviser at Newgate Communications.
Chris Uhlmann is one of Australia's best-known political broadcasters. He won a
Walkley award for broadcast interviewing in 2008 and is highly respected for for the
quality of his reporting and analysis as political editor of ABC News.
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The Book of IT
Bev Aisbett
Markup Tags:
TP original

Summary
Do you beat yourself up over mistakes? Do you often worry, worry, worry? Do you
tend to expect the worst? Do things have to be perfect before you can enjoy them?
Do you have a belief that life is hard? Are you overly concerned about what others
think of you? Do you compare yourself to others? Do you find it hard expressing your
feelings, especially anger? Do you give more than you get? Do you look after others
more than you do yourself? Are you critical of yourself and others?
If you answered 'yes' to even half of these questions, would you say that your life
and emotions are in balance? Anxiety isn't a punishment—it's a wake-up call, and you
can do something about it!

Contributor Bio
HarperCollins
9780732287009
0732287006
Pub Date: 11/27/2018
On Sale Date: 11/27/2018
Ship Date: 11/7/2018
$16.99/$16.99 Can.
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Bev Aisbett is an author, illustrator, cartoonist and counsellor. She has had over 10
books published, most notably the national bestsellers Living with IT: A Survivor's
Guide to Panic Attacks and Taming the Black Dog: A Guide to Overcoming
Depression. Over the last 15 years, Bev's freelance illustrations and cartoons have
appeared in the major press and numerous community and corporate publications. An
experienced counsellor, Bev has developed a unique recovery program designed to
educate people about anxiety and provide them with the tools with which to build
their own recovery, just as Bev herself has done. The Art of Anxiety workshop
(formerly Working with IT) has since guided thousands of people in the 'art' of
effectively managing anxiety and related conditions since 1998.
www.bevaisbettartofanxiety.com
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Rotten Gods
Greg Barron
Markup Tags:
TP Original

Summary
It took seven days to create the world ... now they have seven days to save it.
Extremists hijack the conference centre where heads of state have gathered in an
attempt to bring society back from the brink of global environmental catastrophe, and
the clock starts ticking: seven days until certain death for presidents and prime
ministers alike, unless the terrorists' radical demands are met.
Marika, an Australian intelligence officer, Isabella, a treasonous British diplomat,
Simon, an airline pilot searching for his missing daughters, and Madoowbe, a
mysterious Somali agent, are all forced to examine their motives, faith and beliefs as
they attempt to stave off disaster, hurtling towards the deadline and a shattering
climax.
HarperCollins
9780732294359
0732294355
Pub Date: 11/27/2018
On Sale Date: 11/27/2018
Ship Date: 11/7/2018
$19.99/$19.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
512 Pages
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Rotten Gods is both an imaginative tour de force and a dire warning, holding the
reader spellbound until the last breathtaking page.

Contributor Bio
Greg Barron has lived in both North America and Australia, and studied International
Terrorism at Scotland’s prestigious St Andrew’s University. He has visited five of the
world’s seven continents, once canoed down a flooded tropical river, and crossed
Arnhem Land on foot. Greg’s writing reflects his interests in political, social and
environmental change. He lives on a small farm in Eastern Australia’s coastal
hinterland with his wife and two sons.
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HARPERCOLLINS UK

The Times Britain’s Hidden Railways
A Journey Along 50 Long-Lost Railway Lines
Julian Holland

Summary
Follow the routes of 50 long-closed and derelict railways across some of our most
beautiful countryside and discover the hidden railways of Britain.
Each route is highlighted on historical Bartholomew mapping, showing which parts can
still be followed today. The carefully researched text is accompanied by historical
photographs showing each line in operation prior to its closure, as well as specially
commissioned images from the present day.
Routes include:
• Yatton to Wells – Strawberry Line
• Crab & Winkle Line – Canterbury to Whitstable
• Jersey railway – St Helier to La Corbiere
• Mawddach Trail – Barmouth to Dolgellau
• South Tyne Trail – Alston to Haltwhistle
• Dava Way – Forres to Grantown-on-Spey

HarperCollins UK
9780008249090
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$66.99 Can.
Hardcover
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From a very young age Julian Holland has had a fascination with railways. He is a
writer and photographer on many railway books, including the highly acclaimed and
award winning The Times Mapping the Railways (2011), Exploring Britain’s Lost
Railways (2013) and Great Railway Journeys of the World (HarperCollins, 2014). As
well as being passionate about train travel, Julian is a leading commentator...
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World Racecourses
History, Images and Statistics for 100 favourite horse racing venues
Cornelius Lysaght

2 Canadian locations! Woodbine in Toronto,
ON, Hastings Park in Vancouver B.C.

Summary

HarperCollins UK
9780008284978
On Sale Date: 11/20/2018
Ship Date: 10/31/2018
$49.99 Can.
Hardcover
272 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Sports & Recreation / Horse
Racing
SPO021000
9.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

100 major horse racing venues with detail of each one’s history and heritage from
BBC journalist, Cornelius Lysaght. Text is accompanied by contemporary photography
and detailed diagrams created by Collins, the world-leading publisher of maps and
atlases, making it an essential purchase or gift for any horse racing fan.
The book features each track in regional order, starting with the famous Epson Downs
course in England then taking in renowned locations such as Churchill Downs, Royal
Ascot and Flemington Racecourse, all the way up to the state-of-the-art Meydan
Racecouse in Dubai.
More unusual and lesser known courses are also featured including the Pardubicka in
Czech Republic, St Moritz in Switzerland and Ngong in Kenya.
Each course is accompanied by an array of statistics and the latest photographs from
these scenic venues. It also features alphabetical and by country’ indices for ease of
reference.

Contributor Bio
BBC horse racing correspondent, usually broadcasting on Radio 5 Live. Lysaght was
raised in Herefordshire and educated at Eton. Initially a broadcaster with radio
stations Severn Sound (Gloucester) and Southern Sound (Brighton) and telephone
service Racecall, he was one of the first sports reporter heard on Radio 5. Lysaght led
BBC 5 Live's racing team to a Sony Award for its acclaimed Cheltenham ...
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Learn Mandarin Chinese with Paul Noble – Complete
Course
Mandarin Chinese Made Easy With Your Personal Language Coach
Collins

Summary
An exciting, non-traditional approach to language learning with the easy, relaxed
appeal of an audio-only product.
No books. No rote memorisation. No chance of failure.
For all those who have struggled to learn Chinese in the past.For all those who think
they’re just not a linguist.For all those who don’t have the time – or the inclination –
to sit and study a textbook.

HarperCollins UK
9780008287177
On Sale Date: 10/23/2018
Ship Date: 10/3/2018
$149.99 Can.
Audio CD
1 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Language Arts & Disciplines /
Study & Teaching
LAN020000
8.8 in H | 6.5 in W

This is your chance to have a one-to-one lesson from Paul and his native-speaking
Mandarin Chinese experts, and all in your own time. Importantly, you will also know
how to make your new vocabulary work for you. No set phrases, no lists of
vocabulary. Just real Chinese at your fingertips.
A more in-depth course for those looking to improve their language skills, with over
12 hours of audio and a handy written revision guide to reinforce your learning.

Contributor Bio
Who is Paul Noble?
Paul Noble is a genius, yet he still left school unable to speak a language – he found
that the traditional learning methods left him feeling ‘confused, incapable and unable
to really say anything’. Determined that there must be a better way to learn, Paul
spent years devising his own unique method of learning languages which cuts out all
of the grammar, all of the rote learning,...
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English Castles
England’s most dramatic castles and strongholds
Historic UK

Summary
Historical background and architectural details for each of the castles are accompanied by a beautiful color
photograph. Contains an introduction on England's castles—history, description of classification of building
type with examples. Includes details on the property's custodianship, whether cared for by the National Trust
or another body, a description of the gardens where relevant, location, website and phone number.

Contributor Bio
HarperCollins UK
9780008298333
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$9.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Architecture / History
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Series: Collins Little Books
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English Cathedrals
England’s magnificent cathedrals and abbeys
Historic UK

Summary
Historical background and architectural details for each of the cathedrals, accompanied by beautiful color
photographs. Includes the major sites of world famous St. Paul’s Cathedral and Canterbury Cathedral, home
to the leader of the Church of England, and details of location, websites and opening times.

Contributor Bio
HarperCollins UK
9780008298326
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$9.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
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English History
People, places and events that built a country
Robert Peal

Summary
A concise guide to English history and how England has come to be what it is today. Key events, people and
places included. Beautifully produced, Collins Little Book of English History is a treasure in itself and makes a
perfect gift for any England enthusiast.

Contributor Bio
HarperCollins UK
9780008298135
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$9.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
224 Pages
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Scots Dictionary
The perfect wee guide to the Scots language
Collins Dictionaries

New edition

Summary
Containing words and phrases from both literary and everyday language, this is the perfect wee dictionary of
Scots for native and non-native speakers alike. By far the most popular guide to the language of today’s
Scotland, it has nearly 1800 everyday words and phrases from all over Scotland clearly explained and with
lots of helpful examples of usage. With its durable and eye-catching cover, this is a must for every bookshelf.

Contributor Bio
HarperCollins UK
9780008285524
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$9.99 Can.
Trade Paperback

Collins UK has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years.
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The Times Improve Your Bridge Game
Andrew Robson, The Times Mind Games

New Edition

Summary
Common scenarios are presented with an outline of what actually happened, as well as what should have
happened. Along with every deal is the very popular handy tip "If you remember just one thing . . . ," which
features throughout the book. The first section of the book, The Game, is a basic outline providing the key to
playing a sensible game of Bridge, subdivided into Bidding, Declarer Play and Defence. The reader can either
read The Game first, paying particular attention to the tips, or they can dip in and out of the book.

Contributor Bio
Andrew Robson is widely regarded as Britain’s number one bridge player-teacher.
HarperCollins UK
9780008285586
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$14.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
208 Pages
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Collins Bradford’s Crossword Solver’s Dictionary

(7th Edition)

Anne R. Bradford

Summary
This latest edition of the much-loved Bradford's offers even more. Available in a jacketed hardback with a
clear text design and quality paper, this edition is durable and easy to use. Users will never again be short of
answers to their crossword clues! A unique type of crossword dictionary having been compiled and crafted by
a single author based on her over 58 years' experience of crossword solving. Every word in this dictionary has
appeared as a solution to a real crossword clue. Previous readers have found this book an invaluable
reference work for both cryptic and quick crosswords, and new users will be quickly converted!

Contributor Bio
HarperCollins UK
9780008298142
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$39.99 Can.
Hardcover

Anne Bradford has been compiling her Crossword Solver’s Dictionary since 1957, and regularly publishes new
editions. She devotes a considerable time each day to solving crosswords, and notes, on average, 150 words
a week. She is an active member of the Crossword Club and also sets crosswords. She lives in London.
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Collins Pub Quiz
10,000 easy, medium and difficult questions
Collins

New Edition

Summary
Q: What’s inside this bumper quiz book?
A: More than 500 brand new, up-to-date quizzes and 10,000 questions.
Covering everything from pop stars to death stars, rounds are a mixture of themed and pot luck with
questions from teasers to ones that will scramble even an egghead’s brains.
Perfect for playing with friends and family!
Collins
9780008290276
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$12.99 Can.
Paperback
512 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Games & Activities / Trivia
GAM012000

Q: Who is it for?
A: You, your mum, your dad, your family and friends, the man down the road and two halves of the crowd at
your local. Each quiz provides good clean fun for all. The answers are quick and easy to find so that anyone
can pick this up and become a quiz master.

Contributor Bio
Collins has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. Throughout this rich
heritage we have maintained an impressive record in creating market-leading products across various sectors.

9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Collins Quiz Night

(2nd Edition)

10,000 original questions in 500 quizzes
Collins

Summary
Q: What’s inside this bumper quiz book?A: More than 500 brand new quizzes and 10,000 questions.
Covering everything from pop stars to death stars. The rounds are a mixture of themed and pot luck and the
questions go from friendly teasers to ones that will scramble even an egghead’s brains.

HarperCollins UK
9780008290283
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$12.99 Can.
Trade Paperback

Q: Who is it for?A: You, your mum, your dad, your family and friends, the man down the road and two halves
of the crowd at your local. Each quiz provides good clean fun for all. The answers are quick and easy to find
so that anyone can pick this up and become a quiz master.

Contributor Bio
Collins has been publishing educational and informative books for almost 200 years. Throughout this rich
heritage we have maintained an impressive record in creating market-leading products across various sectors.

512 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Games & Activities /
Quizzes
GAM008000
9.3 in H | 6 in W
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HARPERCOLLINS UK

The Times Comprehensive Atlas of the World
Times Atlases

New edition

Summary
The 15th edition contains over 200,000 place names, more than any other world atlas, which means even
small villages are included in the index and on the maps. It is a benchmark of cartographic excellence, trusted
by governments, media and international organisations as well as being a go to reference source for
households across the country. It's independent—apolitical and neutral, elegant in an attractive slipcase, and
endlessly fascinating. Produced by the world’s leading atlas makers for over 100 years, it's bought by over 1
million people worldwide.

Contributor Bio
HarperCollins UK
9780008293383
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$215.00 Can.
Hardcover

Times Atlases are benchmark of cartographic excellence, trusted by governments, media and international
organizations alike.
Previous Editions
14th Edition - 10/14/2014 $275.00 9780007551408

528 Pages
320 col plates
Carton Qty: 1
Reference / Atlases,
Gazetteers & Maps
REF002000
18 in H | 12.5 in W

The Times Britain’s Best Walks
200 Classic Walks From The Times
Christopher Somerville

Now in PB

Summary

HarperCollins UK
9780008287184
Pub Date: 9/4/18
On Sale Date: 9/4/18
Ship Date: 8/15/18
$29.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Sports & Recreation /
Hiking
SPO018000
6.8 in H | 8.3 in W

Christopher Somerville has covered the length and breadth of the UK on foot, and has written and broadcast
about its history, landscape, wildlife and people for over 25 years. Now, in this extensive new volume, he
selects his top 200 routes from his hugely popular Times column, A Good Walk.More than just a basic
guidebook, this is a meditation on our relationship with the landscape and a celebration of all that Britain has
to offer. From Cornwall to Shetland via Pembrokeshire and Barrowdale, this is the most comprehensive
collection of walks in the United Kingdom available in one book, and features trails to suit all skill levels and
references, whether you want a gentle ramble to the pub or something much more challenging.Each of the
featured walks contains:• Detailed description as featured in The Times column• Postcode and OS grid
reference start point• Instructions on how to get there• Distance and grade so readers can suit walks to their
ability, fitness and mood• Simple step-by-step walk instructions• Beautiful colour photograph for each walk•
Full colour, clear and up-to-date ...

Contributor Bio
Christopher is a Times journalist with 25 years’ experience of writing and broadcasting about country walks
(and tougher hikes). He is the author of Somerville’s 100 Best British Walks (Armchair Traveller, 2012), Where
to See Wildlife in Britain and Ireland (Collins, 2013) and Best Wild Places (Penguin, 2011).

Reissues of Note
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HARPER ELEMENT

Secret Sister
From Nazi-occupied Jersey to wartime London, one woman’s search for the truth
Cherry Durbin

Summary
The true story of a woman who uncovered the dramatic stories of her long-lost mother and sisters.
‘I was determined to find her one day because I needed answers to all kinds of mysteries from my past,
things that simply didn’t add up.’
‘I was determined to find her one day because I needed answers to all kinds of mysteries from my past,
things that simply didn’t add up.’
Harper Element
9780008287665
Pub Date: 5/29/18
On Sale Date: 5/29/18
Ship Date: 5/9/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
288 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Biography & Autobiography
/ Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

CHERRY DURBIN had always known that she was adopted. She spent years searching for her birth mother.
When she learnt that she also had a sister, the need to find her family became even more urgent. Cherry had
almost given up until one day, a twist of fate changes her life completely.
The culmination of her thirty-year search uncovered a dramatic story of a mother fleeing Nazi-occupied Jersey
and a sister left behind to survive the deprivations of the German-controlled island. Secret Sister tells the
story of Cherry’s life, her constant search to find a place where she belonged, and discovering the answers to
a lifetime of questions.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Women and Children First
Bravery, love and fate: the untold story of the doomed Titanic
Gill Paul

Summary
Praise for Gill Paul:
‘A cleverly crafted novel and an enthralling story… A triumph.’ DINAH JEFFERIES
‘Gripping, romantic and evocative of its time.’ LULU TAYLOR

Avon
9780008307752
Pub Date: 10/2/18
On Sale Date: 10/2/18
Ship Date: 9/12/18
$22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback

It is 1912. Against all odds, the Titanic is sinking.
As desperate hands emerge from the icy water, a few lucky row boats float in the darkness. On the boats are
four survivors.
Reg, a handsome young steward working in the first-class dining room; Annie, an Irishwoman travelling to
America with her children; Juliet, a titled English lady who is pregnant and unmarried, and George, a troubled
American millionaire.

480 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000

In the wake of the tragedy, each of these people must try to rebuild their lives.
But how can life ever be the same again when you’ve heard over a thousand people dying in the water
around you?

9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Haunting, emotional and beautifully written, Women and Children First breathes fresh life into the most
famous disaster of the 20th century. A gripping read from the bestselling author of The Secret Wife.

Contributor Bio
Gill Paul is a full-time writer of both fiction and non-fiction. She is the author of Titanic Love Stories, a
non-fiction book about honeymoon couples on the Titanic, and two previous novels – Enticement and
Compulsion.
8/14
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HARPERCOLLINS

Collins Chillers – Ghosts in the House
Tales of Terror by A. C. Benson and R. H. Benson
A. C. Benson, R. H. Benson, Hugh Lamb

Summary
The Benson brothers—Arthur Christopher, Edward Frederic and Robert Hugh—were one of the most
extraordinary and prolific literary families, between them writing more than 150 books. Arthur alone left four
million words of diary, although his most lasting legacy is the words to Elgar’s Land of Hope and Glory, while
Fred is acknowledged as one of the finest writers of Edwardian supernatural fiction: the name E. F. Benson is
mentioned in the same breath as other greats such as M. R. James and H. R. Wakefield.

HarperCollins
9780008249038
Pub Date: 10/9/18
On Sale Date: 10/9/18
Ship Date: 9/19/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

In fact, all three brothers wrote ghost stories, although the work of Arthur and Hugh in this field has long
been overshadowed by their brother’s success. Now the best supernatural tales of A. C. and R. H. Benson
have been gathered into one volume by anthologist Hugh Lamb, whose introduction examines the lives and
writings of these two complex and fascinating men. Originally published between 1903 and 1927, the stories
include A. C. Benson’s masterful ‘Basil Netherby’ and ‘The Uttermost Farthing’, and an intriguing article by R.
H. Benson about real-life haunted houses.

Contributor Bio

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 15K
Fiction / Fantasy
FIC009040
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Hugh Lamb has spent over forty years delving into weird fiction. Tired of anthologies reprinting the same old
stories, he tried his hand at editing his own. His main area of research is Victorian ghost stories and he has
published five anthologies of these: Victorian Tales of Terror, Terror by Gaslight, Victorian Nightmares, Tales
from a Gaslit Graveyard, and Gaslit Nightmares. A freelance journalist by profession, Hugh Lamb lives in
Sutton, Surrey.
Also Available
Collins Chillers – Out of the Dark - B-format Paperback - 10/9/2018 $16.99 9780008265366
Collins Chillers – The Invisible Eye - B-format Paperback - 10/9/2018 $16.99 9780008265380

Collins Chillers – Out of the Dark
Tales of Terror by Robert W. Chambers
Robert W. Chambers, Hugh Lamb

Summary
Robert William Chambers’ The King in Yellow (1895) has long been recognised as a landmark work in the ﬁeld
of the macabre, and has been described as the most important work of American supernatural fiction between
Poe and the moderns. Despite the book’s success, its author was to return only rarely to the genre during the
remainder of a writing career which spanned four decades.

HarperCollins
9780008265366
Pub Date: 10/9/18
On Sale Date: 10/9/18
Ship Date: 9/19/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
496 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 15K
Fiction / Fantasy
FIC009040

When Chambers did return to the supernatural, however, he displayed all the imagination and skill which
distinguished The King in Yellow. He created the enigmatic and seemingly omniscient Westrel Keen, the
‘Tracer of Lost Persons’, and chronicled the strange adventures of an eminent naturalist who scours the earth
for ‘extinct’ animals—and usually finds them. One of his greatest creations, perhaps, was 1920’s The Slayer of
Souls, which features a monstrous conspiracy to take over the world: a conspiracy which can only be stopped
by supernatural forces.
For the first time in a single volume, Hugh Lamb has selected the best of the author’s supernatural tales,
together with an introduction which provides further i...

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb
Wt

Hugh Lamb has spent over forty years delving into weird fiction. Tired of anthologies reprinting the same old
stories, he tried his hand at editing his own. His main area of research is Victorian ghost stories and he has
published five anthologies of these: Victorian Tales of Terror, Terror by Gaslight, Victorian Nightmares, Tales
from a Gaslit Graveyard, and Gaslit Nightmares. A freelance journalist by profession, Hugh Lamb lives in
Sutton, Surrey.
Also Available
Collins Chillers – Ghosts in the House - B-format Paperback - 10/9/2018 $16.99 9780008249038
Collins Chillers – The Invisible Eye - B-format Paperback - 10/9/2018 $16.99 9780008265380
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HARPERCOLLINS

Collins Chillers – The Invisible Eye
Tales of Terror by Emile Erckmann and Louis Alexandre Chatrian
Emile Erckmann, Louis Alexandre Chatrian, Hugh Lam...

Summary
Emile Erckmann and Louis Alexandre Chatrian began their writing partnership in the 1840s and continued
working together until the year before Chatrian’s death in 1890. At the height of their powers they were
known as ‘the twins’, and their works proved popular translated into English. After their deaths, however, they
slipped into obscurity; and apart from the odd tale reprinted in anthologies, their work has remained difficult
to find and to appreciate.

HarperCollins
9780008265380
Pub Date: 10/9/18
On Sale Date: 10/9/18
Ship Date: 9/19/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

In The Invisible Eye, veteran horror anthologist Hugh Lamb has collected together the finest weird tales by
Erckmann and Chatrian. The world of which they wrote has long since vanished: a world of noblemen and
peasants, enchanted castles and mysterious woods, haunted by witches, monsters, curses and spells. It is a
world brought to life by the vivid imagination of these authors and praised by successors including M.R. James
and H. P. Lovecraft. With an introduction by Hugh Lamb, and in paperback for the first time, this collection will
transport the reader to the darkest depths of the nineteenth century: a time when anything could hap...

Contributor Bio

416 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 15K
Fiction / Fantasy
FIC009040
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Hugh Lamb has spent over forty years delving into weird fiction. Tired of anthologies reprinting the same old
stories, he tried his hand at editing his own. His main area of research is Victorian ghost stories and he has
published five anthologies of these: Victorian Tales of Terror, Terror by Gaslight, Victorian Nightmares, Tales
from a Gaslit Graveyard, and Gaslit Nightmares. A freelance journalist by profession, Hugh Lamb lives in
Sutton, Surrey.
Also Available
Collins Chillers – Ghosts in the House - B-format Paperback - 10/9/2018 $16.99 9780008249038
Collins Chillers – Out of the Dark - B-format Paperback - 10/9/2018 $16.99 9780008265366

A Secret Someone
Claudia Carroll

Summary
Previously published as Meet Me in Manhattan
What if THE ONE isn’t who you think he is?
How far would you go for true love?
You don’t mess with aspiring journalist Holly Johnson! The man she fell for is not all that he seems – because
sometimes dating online doesn’t quite go to plan. She’s decided to fly from Ireland to New York to surprise
him and to get some answers. And if her plan works she’ll also get the scoop of her career…
Avon
9780008301712
Pub Date: 10/30/18
On Sale Date: 10/30/18
Ship Date: 10/10/18
$19.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Romance
FIC027250
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

But as she steps out of her yellow taxi and the first snowflakes start to fall, it’s Holly who has the surprise of
her life.
What should be a dream come true is looking a little like a nightmare. But Holly is determined to get her
happy ending!

Contributor Bio
Claudia Carroll is a number one bestselling author in Ireland and a top ten bestseller in the UK, selling over
300,000 copies of her paperbacks alone. She was born in Dublin where she still lives and where she has
worked extensively both as a theatre and stage actress. She now writes full-time. Her 2013 novel ME AND
YOU was shortlisted for the Bord Gais Popular Choice Irish Book Award

REISSUES, NEW EDITIONS,
REPRINTS
8/14
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FOURTH ESTATE

Home Fires
Elizabeth Day

Summary
A stunning, delicate portrait of a family bookended by war, Home Fires explores the legacy of loss, the
strictures of class and the long road to redemption.

Fourth Estate
9780008221737
Pub Date: 5/22/18
On Sale Date: 5/22/18
Ship Date: 5/2/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
256 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb
Wt

Max Weston, twenty-one, leaves for his first army posting in central Africa. What happens to him changes the
lives of his family forever. At home, his parents struggle to cope. The overwhelming love Caroline has always
felt for her only child is now matched by the intensity of Max's absence. The silence is broken by the arrival of
Caroline's mother-in-law, Elsa, who at the age of ninety-eight can no longer look after herself. After years of
living in fear of putting a foot wrong in front of this elegant, cuttingly courteous lady, finally, Caroline has the
upper hand.

Contributor Bio
Elizabeth Day is the author of three previous novels. Her acclaimed debut Scissors, Paper, Stone, won a Betty
Trask Award and Home Fires was an Observer book of the year. She is also an award-winning journalist and
has written extensively for the Telegraph, The Times, the Guardian, the Observer, the Mail on Sunday, Vogue,
Elle and the Evening Standard.
@elizabday
www.elizabethdayonline.co.uk

Paradise City
Elizabeth Day

Summary
An audacious, compassionate state-of-the-nation novel about four strangers whose lives collide with
far-reaching consequences.
Beatrice Kizza, a woman in flight from a homeland that condemned her for daring to love, flees to London.
There, she shields her sorrow from the indifference of her adopted city, and navigates a night-time world of
shift-work and bedsits.

Fourth Estate
9780008221751
Pub Date: 5/22/18
On Sale Date: 5/22/18
Ship Date: 5/2/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Howard Pink is a self-made millionaire who has risen from Petticoat Lane to the mansions of Kensington on a
tide of determination and bluster. Yet self-doubt still snaps at his heels and his life is shadowed by the terrible
loss that has shaken him to his foundations.
Carol Hetherington, recently widowed, is living the quiet life in Wandsworth with her cat and The Jeremy Kyle
Show for company. As she tries to come to terms with the absence her husband has left on the other side of
the bed, she frets over her daughter's prospects and wonders if she'll ever be happy again.

368 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000

Esme Reade is a young journalist learning to muck-rake and doorstep in pursuit of the elusive scoop, even as
she longs to find some greater meaning and leave he...

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Contributor Bio
Elizabeth Day is the author of three previous novels. Her acclaimed debut Scissors, Paper, Stone, won a Betty
Trask Award and Home Fires was an Observer book of the year. She is also an award-winning journalist and
has written extensively for the Telegraph, The Times, the Guardian, the Observer, the Mail on Sunday, Vogue,
Elle and the Evening Standard.
@elizabday
www.elizabethdayonline.co.uk
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FOURTH ESTATE

Scissors, Paper, Stone
Elizabeth Day

Summary
A frank and beautiful story of damage, survival and restoration from an exhilarating literary voice.
As Charles Redfern lies motionless in hospital, his wife Anne and daughter Charlotte are forced to confront
their relationships with him – and with each other. Anne, once beautiful and clever, has paled in the shadow of
her husband's dominance. Charlotte, meanwhile, is battling with her own inner darkness and is desperate to
prevent her relationship with her not-yet-divorced lover from disintegrating.

Fourth Estate
9780008221775
Pub Date: 5/22/18
On Sale Date: 5/22/18
Ship Date: 5/2/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
256 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb
Wt

As the full truth of Charles's hold over them is brought to light, both women must reconcile themselves with
the choices they have made, the secrets they have kept, and the uncertain future that now lies ahead of
them.

Contributor Bio
Elizabeth Day is the author of three previous novels. Her acclaimed debut Scissors, Paper, Stone, won a Betty
Trask Award and Home Fires was an Observer book of the year. She is also an award-winning journalist and
has written extensively for the Telegraph, The Times, the Guardian, the Observer, the Mail on Sunday, Vogue,
Elle and the Evening Standard.
@elizabday
www.elizabethdayonline.co.uk

The Party
The thrilling Richard & Judy Book Club Pick 2018
Elizabeth Day

Summary
AN OBSERVER BOOK OF THE YEAR
A gripping story of betrayal, privilege and hypocrisy, set in the unassailable heart of the British
establishment.
‘Think Brideshead Revisited meets The Talented Mr Ripley with a dash of The Riot Club. I couldn't put
it down’ Louise O’Neill, author of Asking For It
Fourth Estate
9780008194307
Pub Date: 5/22/18
On Sale Date: 5/22/18
Ship Date: 5/2/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
304 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031080
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Martin Gilmour and Ben Fitzmaurice have been best friends for 25 years, since their days together at
Burtonbury School.
They are an unlikely pair: the scholarship boy with the wrong accent and clothes, and the dazzlingly popular,
wealthy young aristocrat. But Martin knows no one else can understand the bond they share – and no one
else could have kept Ben’s secret for over two decades.
At Ben’s 40th birthday party, the cream of the British establishment gathers in a haze of champagne, drugs
and glamour. Amid the politicians, the celebrities, the old money and the newly rich, Martin once again feels
that pang of not quite belonging. His wife Lucy has her reservations, too. There is something unnerving in the
air. But Ben wouldn’t do anything to damage their friendship. Would he?

Contributor Bio

8/14

Elizabeth Day is the author of three previous novels. Her acclaimed debut Scissors, Paper, Stone, won a Betty
Trask Award and Home Fires was an Observer book of the year. Her third, Paradise City, was named one of
the best novels of 2015 in the Evening Standard. She is also an award-winning journalist and has written
extensively for the Telegraph, The Times, the Guardian, the Observer, the Mail on Sunday, Vogue, Harper's
Bazaar and Elle.
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WILLIAM COLLINS

Collins Classics – The Art of War
Sun Tzu

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
The ancient Chinese art of warfare written by military strategist Sun Tzu in the 5th century BC.

Contributor Bio
Sun Tzu was a Chinese general, military tactician and philosopher living in the 5th century BC. He is
traditionally credited as the author of The Art of War.
William Collins
9780008296445
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
112 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.1 lb
Wt

Collins Classics – A Christmas Carol
Charles Dickens

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
Charles Dickens’s classic tale of miserly Ebenezer Scrooge’s encounters with the ghosts of Christmas past,
present and yet to come.

Contributor Bio
William Collins
9780008296452
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Charles Dickens was born in 1812 and grew up in poverty. This experience influenced ‘Oliver Twist’, the
second of his fourteen major novels, which first appeared in 1837. When he died in 1870, he was buried in
Poets’ Corner in Westminster Abbey as an indication of his huge popularity as a novelist, which endures to
this day.

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.2 lb
Wt
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WILLIAM COLLINS

Collins Classics – The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Mark Twain

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
Written in 1876, this is a novel about a young boy growing up along the Mississippi River.

Contributor Bio

William Collins
9780008296469
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Mark Twain was an American writer, humorist, entrepreneur, publisher and lecturer. Among his most famous
works are The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and its sequel, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, often called the
‘Great American Novel’.

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb
Wt

Collins Classics – Persuasion
Jane Austen

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
‘She had been forced into prudence in her youth, she learned romance as she grew older: the natural sequel
of an unnatural beginning.’
Written at the end of the Napoleonic Wars, Persuasion is a tale of love, heartache and the determination of
one woman as she strives to reignite a lost love.
William Collins
9780008296476
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
272 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000

Anne Elliot is persuaded by her friends and family to reject a marriage proposal from Captain Wentworth
because he lacks in fortune and rank. More than seven years later, when he returns home from the Navy,
Anne realises she still has strong feelings for him, but Wentworth only appears to have eyes for a friend of
Anne’s.
Moving, tender, but intrinsically ‘Austen’ in style, with it’s satirical portrayal of the vanity of society in
eighteenth-century England, Persuasion celebrates enduring love and hope.

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb
Wt
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Jane Austen (1775–1817) was an English novelist whose work centred on social commentary and realism. Her
works of romantic fiction are set among the landed gentry, and she is one of the most widely read writers in
English literature.
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Collins Classics – The Prince
Niccolo Machiavelli

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
‘We have declared before that it is not only expedient but necessary for a prince to take care his foundations
be good, otherwise his fabric will be sure to fail.’
Considered one of the first works of modern philosophy, Machiavelli’s The Prince is an intense study on the
nature of power and the course it should take when ruling a country and expresses the author’s strong and
unyielding ideals and beliefs on using force rather than law to achieve your aims.
William Collins
9780008296506
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000

Responsible for the widely-used phrase ‘Machiavellian’, with all of its negative connotations, his extreme
treatise remains a classic text to this day.

Contributor Bio
Niccolo Machiavellio was an Italian diplomat, politician, and philosopher in the Renaissance period. His seminal
work, The Prince, gave rise to the term ‘Machiavellian’, which came to denote a kind of unscrupulous
politician.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.2 lb
Wt

Collins Classics – Journey to the Centre of the Earth
Jules Verne

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
‘From that hour we had no further occasion for the exercise of reason, or judgment, or skill, or contrivance.
We were henceforth to be hurled along, the playthings of the fierce elements of the deep.’
In Verne’s science-fiction classic, Professor Lidenbrock chances upon an ancient manuscript and pledges to
solve the mysterious coded message that lies within it. Eventually he deciphers the story – that of an
Icelandic explorer who travels to the centre of the earth, finding his way there via a volcano.
William Collins
9780008296490
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Inspired by the manuscript, The Professor is determined to follow in the explorer’s footsteps and builds a crew
of men which includes his nervous nephew Axel. Together they begin their journey to the centre of the earth,
facing fearsome danger and adventure at every turn.

Contributor Bio
Jules Verne (1828-1905) was a French novelist, poet, and playwright. His classics such as Journey to the
Centre of the Earth, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, and Around the World in Eighty Days cemented
him as one of the most prominent figures of French literature.

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb
Wt
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Collins Classics – Around the World in Eighty Days
Jules Verne

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
'Phileas Fogg was one of those mathematically exact people, who, never hurried and always ready, are
economical of their steps and their motions. He never made one stride too many, always going by the
shortest route. He did not give an idle look. He did not allow himself a superfluous gesture.'

William Collins
9780008296483
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
320 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000

When Phileas Fogg wagers a bet that he can travel across the globe in just 80 days, little does he know about
the epic journey that he is about to undertake. With his faithful French servant, Passepartout, Phileas Fogg
embarks on the adventure of a lifetime, travelling across four continents by whatever means he can – train,
elephant, steam ship – and experiencing endless surprises and mishaps along the way.

Contributor Bio
Jules Verne (1828-1905) was a French novelist, poet, and playwright. His classics such as Journey to the
Centre of the Earth, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, and Around the World in Eighty Days cemented
him as one of the most prominent figures of French literature.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb
Wt

Collins Classics – The Phantom of the Opera
Gaston Leroux

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
The classic French novel inspired by historical events at the Paris Opera during the nineteenth century, and
inspiration for many stage and film adaptations.

Contributor Bio
William Collins
9780008296438
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Gaston Louis Alfred Leroux (6 May 1868 – 15 April 1927) was a French journalist and author of detective
fiction. In the English-speaking world, he is best known for writing the novel The Phantom of the Opera (Le
Fantôme de l'Opéra, 1910), which has been adapted several times, notably the 1925 film starring Lon Chaney
and Andrew Lloyd Webber's 1986 stage musical. His novel The Mystery of the Yellow Room introduced his
amateur detective Joseph Rouletabille and has become one of the most famous locked-room mysteries ever.

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.5 lb
Wt
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Collins Classics – Gulliver’s Travels
Jonathan Swift

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
'I cannot but conclude the bulk of your natives to be the most pernicious race of little odious vermin that
nature ever suffered to crawl upon the surface of the earth.'

William Collins
9780008296513
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
300 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000

Shipwrecked on the high seas, Lemuel Gulliver finds himself washed up on the strange island of Lilliput, a
land inhabited by quarrelsome miniature people. On his travels he continues to meet others who force him to
reflect on human behaviour – the giants of Brobdingnag, the Houyhnhnms and the Yahoos. In this scathing
satire on the politics and morals of the 18th Century, Swift's condemnation of society and its institutions still
resonates today.

Contributor Bio
Jonathan Swift (1667-1745), was an Anglo-Irish satirist, poet and clergyman who became Dean of St Patrick's
Cathedral, Dublin. Swift is best known for his celebrated works A Tale of a Tub, Gulliver’s Travels and A
Modest Proposal. He is widely regarded as the greatest prose satirist in the history of English literature.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.5 lb
Wt

Collins Classics – The Scarlet Letter
Nathaniel Hawthorne

Summary
HarperCollins is proud to present its incredible range of best-loved, essential classics.
'Ah, but let her cover the mark as she will, the pang of it will be always in her heart.'

William Collins
9780008296520
Pub Date: 7/31/18
On Sale Date: 7/31/18
Ship Date: 7/11/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
300 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000

A tale of sin, punishment and atonement, The Scarlet Letter exposes the moral rigidity of a 17th-Century
Puritan New England community when faced with the illegitimate child of a young mother. Regarded as the
first real heroine of American fiction, it is Hester Prynne's strength of character that resonates with the reader
when her harsh sentence is cast. It is in her refusal to reveal the identity of the father in the face of her
accusers that Hawthorne champions his heroine and berates the weakness of Society for attacking the
innocent.

Contributor Bio
Born in 1804, Nathaniel Hawthorne is known for his historical tales and novels about American colonial
society. After publishing The Scarlet Letter in 1850, its status as an instant bestseller allowed him to earn a
living as a novelist. Full of dark romanticism, psychological complexity, symbolism, and cautionary tales, his
work is still popular today. He has earned a place in history as one of the most distinguished American writers
of the nineteenth century.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.5 lb
Wt
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Collins Classics – Troy
The epic battle as told in Homer’s Iliad
Homer, Samuel Butler

Summary
In his epic story of divine ego, human frailty, and the ravages of war, Homer created an unforgettable cast of
characters, whose moral dilemmas and heroic deeds will stay with readers long past the final pages of this
book. Samuel Butler’s famous prose translation of Homer’s original brings the epic to an entirely new
generation of readers.

Contributor Bio
William Collins
9780008275952
Pub Date: 9/18/18
On Sale Date: 9/18/18
Ship Date: 8/29/18
$9.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Homer’s exact lifetime is unknown, but it is estimated as around 700–800 BC. Homer wrote the epic poems of
The Iliad and The Odyssey and has had an enormous influence on the history of literature. He is considered
the greatest of the ancient Greek poets.

356 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 15K
Fiction / Classics
FIC004000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

The Baztan Trilogy (1) – The Invisible Guardian
Dolores Redondo

Summary
A killer at large in a remote Basque Country valley , a detective to rival Clarice Starling, myth versus reality,
masterful storytelling – the Spanish bestseller that has taken Europe by storm.
Shortlisted for the CWA International Dagger
The body of a teenage girl has been found on the banks of the River Baztán – the second in a month. Soon
rumours are flying in the village of Elizondo. Is this the work of a serial killer, or something even more
sinister?
HarperCollins
9780007525355
Pub Date: 3/8/16
On Sale Date: 3/8/16
Ship Date: 2/17/16
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
432 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022040
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb
Wt
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Inspector Amaia Salazar leads the investigation, returning to the Basque country where she was born.
Shrouded in mist and surrounded by forest, it conceals a terrible secret from Amaia’s childhood that has come
back to haunt her.
Facing the superstitions of the village, Amaia must fight the demons of her past in order to catch the killer.
But what is the dark presence she senses lurking in the shadows?

Contributor Bio
Dolores Redondo was born in Donostia-San Sebastián in 1969. She studied Law and Gastronomy. She began
writing short stories and children's stories and in 2009 published her first novel, The Privileges of the Angel.
The Invisible Guardian, first volume of the Baztán Trilogy, was published in Spain in 2013, with rights sold in
thirty languages. She currently lives and writes in the Ribera Navarra.
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The Baztan Trilogy (2) – The Legacy of the Bones
Dolores Redondo

Summary
The second book in Dolores Redondo’s atmospheric Baztan trilogy, featuring Inspector Amaia Salazar. With
masterful storytelling and a detective to rival Sarah Lund, this Spanish bestselling series has taken Europe by
storm.
IT TAKES JUST ONE WORD TO STIR THE GHOSTS OF THE PAST
A year after arresting Jason Medina for the rape and murder of his step-daughter, Detective Inspector Amaia
Salazar has one last duty to complete before starting her maternity leave – attending Medina’s trial.
HarperCollins
9780008165574
Pub Date: 7/25/17
On Sale Date: 7/25/17
Ship Date: 7/5/17
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
528 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.8 lb
Wt

When the trial is suddenly called off, Amaia is appalled. But the judge had no choice. Jason Medina has
committed suicide, leaving behind a cryptic note addressed to Amaia: the single word ‘Tarttalo’.
To unravel the truth behind this obscure reference to Basque mythology, Amaia must return once again to the
Baztan valley, her family home and the place where she feels most vulnerable. As the investigation becomes
more complicated and more personal, those closest to Amaia will be placed in mortal danger…

Contributor Bio
Dolores Redondo was born in Donostia-San Sebastián in 1969, where she studied Law and Gastronomy. Her
novel, The Invisible Guardian, was published in Spain in 2013, with rights sold in thirty-one languages. It was
chosen as ‘Best Crime Novel of the Year’ by the major Spanish newspaper La Vanguardia and over 1,000,000
readers turned the Detective Inspector Amaia Salazar series into one of Spain’s biggest literary successes in
recent years. The Legacy of the Bones is the second book in the series and went straight to No.1 in Spain.
The film adaptation is currently being developed by the producer of The Killing and Stieg Larsson’s Millennium
Trilogy.
Dolores Redondo currently lives and writes in the Ribera Navarra area of Spain.

The Baztan Trilogy (3) – Offering to the Storm
Dolores Redondo

Summary
The final book in Dolores Redondo’s atmospheric Baztan trilogy, featuring Inspector Amaia Salazar. With
masterful storytelling and a detective to rival Sarah Lund, this Spanish bestselling series has taken Europe by
storm.
It begins with a murdered child. It ends in a valley where nightmares are born.
When Detective Inspector Amaia Salazar is called in to investigate the death of a baby girl, she finds an
ominous sign that points to murder.
HarperCollins
9780008165536
Pub Date: 8/28/18
On Sale Date: 8/28/18
Ship Date: 8/8/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

The girl’s grandmother tells the police that the ‘Inguma’ was responsible – an evil demon of Basque
mythology that kills people in their sleep – Amaia is forced to return to the Baztán valley for answers.

496 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022000

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.9 lb
Wt

Back where it all began, she comes face to face with a ghost from her past. And finally uncovers a
devastating truth that has ravaged the valley for years.

Dolores Redondo was born in Donostia-San Sebastián in 1969, where she studied Law and Gastronomy. Her
novel, The Invisible Guardian, was published in Spain in 2013, with rights sold in thirty-one languages. It was
chosen as ‘Best Crime Novel of the Year’ by the major Spanish newspaper La Vanguardia and over 1,000,000
readers turned the Detective Inspector Amaia Salazar series into one of Spain’s biggest literary successes in
recent years. Offering to the Storm is the third book in the series and went straight to No.1 in Spain and was
adapted for film by the producers of The Killing and Stieg Larsson’s Millennium Trilogy.
Dolores Redondo currently lives and writes in the Ribera Navarra area of Spain.
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Fallen Angels
Bernard Cornwell

Summary
A lost legacy puts one of England’s great families in mortal peril …
Lazen Castle, home to the much-envied Lazender family, is a house under siege. The heir is abroad, pursuing
his own adventures, so the family estates fall under the control of his sister, Campion. Meanwhile, The Fallen
Angels, a powerful and dangerous secret society in Europe, need the Lazender fortune to bring their rebellion
to England.

HarperCollins
9780008298463
Pub Date: 9/4/18
On Sale Date: 9/4/18
Ship Date: 8/15/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Surrounded by deceit, Campion draws ever closer to a subtle trap that has been laid for her, her only hope
being Gypsy – her brother’s aloof horse-master, whose loyalties have always been uncertain.
In this powerful blend of passion, adventure and intrigue, the second chronicle of the great Lazender family
comes to life.

416 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

A Crowning Mercy
Bernard Cornwell

Summary
In a country at war, a secret inheritance reveals a dark conspiracy …
On a sunlit afternoon in seventeenth-century Dorset, a young girl falls in love with a stranger.
But when her Puritan brother tries to force her into an unbearable marriage she flees, taking with her only the
gift left to her by her unknown father, a gold pendant sealed by an engraving of an axe, and the words: St
Matthew.
HarperCollins
9780008298456
Pub Date: 9/4/18
On Sale Date: 9/4/18
Ship Date: 8/15/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

One of four intricately wrought seals – each holding a secret within – it can, when combined with the other
three, bring great wealth and power. This power is her true inheritance – but it’s a perilous legacy others will
kill for …

496 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Historical
FIC014000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb
Wt
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A DI Callanach Thriller (2) – Perfect Prey
The twisty new crime thriller that will keep you up all night
Helen Fields

Summary
Welcome to Edinburgh. Murder capital of Europe.
In the middle of a rock festival, a charity worker is sliced across the stomach. He dies minutes later. In a
crowd of thousands, no one saw his attacker.
The following week, the body of a primary school teacher is found in a dumpster in an Edinburgh alley,
strangled with her own woollen scarf.
Avon
9780008181581
Pub Date: 9/4/18
On Sale Date: 9/4/18
Ship Date: 8/15/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
464 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Print Run: 20K
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022040
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb
Wt

D.I. Ava Turner and D.I. Luc Callanach have no leads and no motive—until around the city, graffitied on
buildings, words appear describing each victim.
It’s only when they realise the words are being written before rather than after the murders, that they
understand the killer is announcing his next victim…and the more innocent the better.

Contributor Bio
Helen Fields studied law at the University of East Anglia, then went on to the Inns of Court School of Law in
London. After completing her pupillage, she joined chambers in Middle Temple where she practised criminal
and family law for thirteen years. After her second child was born, Helen left the Bar.
Together with her husband David, she runs a film production company, acting as script writer and producer.
Perfect Prey is her second novel following Perfect Remains. Both are set in Scotland, where Helen feels most
at one with the world. Helen and her husband now live in Hampshire with their three children and two dogs.
Also Available
A DI Callanach Thriller (3) – Perfect Death - B-format Paperback - 11/13/2018 $16.99 9780008181611

Taken
Jacqui Rose

Summary
Heading to Soho, Casey meets former gangster Vaughn Sadler, an old-school hard man who can still handle
himself—and anyone else. There’s a spark between Vaughn and Casey but she can’t let herself get hurt, not
again.
To find the truth, Casey must enter the dark world of London’s gangland: hard drugs, vice, even people
trafficking. Soon she discovers that mob boss Alfie Jennings and sadistic psycho Oscar Hardings are plotting
something dangerous, something brutal. Something that puts Casey—and her child—in serious trouble . . .
Avon
9781847563224
Pub Date: 9/4/18
On Sale Date: 9/4/18
Ship Date: 8/15/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031010

Full of strong women, devious gangsters and compelling twists, Taken is compulsive read perfect for fans of
Jessie Keane and Martina Cole.

Contributor Bio
Jacqui Rose is a novelist who lives in South Yorkshire, although she has lived in Soho. She has always written
for pleasure but the ideas in her book have come from her own experiences.
Previous Editions
Taken - 9/4/2018 $16.99 9781847563224
Ebooks
Taken - E-Book - 3/15/2012 9780007455720

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt
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Trapped
Jacqui Rose

Summary
As teenagers, Maggie Donaldson and Johnny Taylor fell hard and fast in love. But they didn’t know they were
from rival gangland families in London’s criminal underworld. Going public with their relationship would have
brought them more trouble than they could handle, so for years they concealed the truth. But their house of
cards won’t be safe for much longer.
Maggie’s violent father Max has always been out for the Taylors’ blood and treats his own family with barely
more sympathy. There’s a long-buried reason for the vendetta that no one talks about, a secret so shocking it
could tear each family—and Maggie and Johnny—apart…
Avon
9781847563217
Pub Date: 9/4/18
On Sale Date: 9/4/18
Ship Date: 8/15/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Thrillers
FIC031010
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

A gritty story of bitter feuds and unbreakable bonds, Trapped is the perfect read for fans of Mandasue Heller
and Martina Cole.

Contributor Bio
Jacqui Rose is a novelist who lives in South Yorkshire, although she has lived in Soho. She has always written
for pleasure but the ideas in her book have come from her own experiences.
Previous Editions
Trapped - 9/4/2018 $16.99 9781847563217
Ebooks
Trapped - E-Book - 3/4/2013 9780007455737

The Invisible Crowd
Ellen Wiles

Summary
Featured in the Guardian’s Readers’ Books of the Year
Long listed for the Guardian’s Not the Booker Prize
‘A fierce, big-hearted novel.’ Joe Treasure, author of The Book of Air
‘Pushes us to find our kinder selves.’ Rowan Hisayo Buchanan, author of Harmless Like You
2nd March 1975
HQ
9780008228859
Pub Date: 9/11/18
On Sale Date: 9/11/18
Ship Date: 8/22/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

In Asmara, Eritrea, Yonas Kelati is born into a world of turmoil. At the same time, on the same day, Jude
Munroe takes her first breath in London, England.
Thirty Years Later
Blacklisted in his war-ravaged country, Yonas has no option but to flee his home. After a terrible journey, he
arrives on a bleak English coast.

432 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Social Science / Emigration
& Immigration
SOC007000

By a twist of fate, Yonas’ asylum case lands on Jude’s desk. Opening the file, she finds a patchwork of witness
statements from those who met Yonas along his journey: a lifetime the same length of hers, reduced to a few
scraps of paper.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Soon, Jude will stand up in court and tell Yonas’ story. How she tells it will change his life forever.
Fearless, uplifting and compelling, The Invisible Crowd is a powerful debut novel about loyalty,
kindness – and the brief moments which define our lives.
Amazon reviewe...
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Contributor Bio

Ellen Wiles was born in 1981 and grew up144
in Reading. Hoping to “change the world”, she did a Masters in law
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The Reckoning
James McGee

Summary
One killer with everything to lose. One man with nothing to fear.
The 6th historical thriller featuring Matthew Hawkwood, Bow Street Runner and Spy, now hunting a killer on
the loose in Regency London.
London, 1813: Bow Street Runner Matthew Hawkwood is summoned to a burial ground and finds the corpse
of a young woman, murdered and cast into an open grave.
HarperCollins
9780007320103
Pub Date: 9/25/18
On Sale Date: 9/25/18
Ship Date: 9/5/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022060
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.3 lb
Wt

At first the death is deemed to be of little consequence. But when Chief Magistrate James Read receives a
direct order from the Home Office to abandon the case, Hawkwood’s interest is piqued.
His hunt for the killer will lead him from London’s backstreets into the heart of a government determined to
protect its secrets at all costs. Only Hawkwood’s contacts within the criminal underworld can now help.
As the truth behind the girl’s murder emerges, setting in motion a deadly chain of events, Hawkwood learns
the true meaning of loyalty – and that the enemy is much closer to home than he ever imagined…

Contributor Bio
James McGee has worked in banking, sales, newspapers, the airline industry and bookselling. His interest in
the Napoleonic period dates back to his first reading of C.S. Forester’s The Gun. This is the sixth in a series of
books featuring Matthew Hawkwood.

Working Class Boy
Jimmy Barnes

Summary
A household name, an Australian rock icon, the elder statesman of Ozrock—there isn't an accolade or cliche
that doesn't apply to Jimmy Barnes. But long before Cold Chisel and Barnesy, long before the tall tales of
success and excess, there was the true story of James Dixon Swan—a working class boy whose family made
the journey from Scotland to Australia in search of a better life.

HarperCollins
9781460753415
Pub Date: 10/2/18
On Sale Date: 10/2/18
Ship Date: 9/12/18
$21.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
384 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Print Run: 10K
Biography & Autobiography
BIO000000
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W | 1.2 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

8/14

Working Class Boy is a powerful reflection on a traumatic and violent childhood, which fuelled the excess and
recklessness that would define, but almost destroy, the rock'n'roll legend. This is the story of how James
Swan became Jimmy Barnes. It is a memoir burning with the frustration and frenetic energy of teenage sex,
drugs, violence and ambition for more than what you have.
Raw, gritty, compassionate, surprising and darkly funny—Jimmy Barnes's childhood memoir is at once the
story of migrant dreams fulfilled and dashed. Arriving in Australia in the Summer of 1962, things went from
bad to worse for the Swan family—Dot, Jim and their six kids. The scramble to manage in the tough northern
suburbs of Adelaide...

Contributor Bio
Jimmy Barnes is a Scottish-born rock singer-songwriter who grew up in Adelaide. His career, both as a solo
performer and as the lead vocalist of the legendary band Cold Chisel, has made him one of the most
successful and distinctive artists in Australian music history. A prolific songwriter and performer, Jimmy has
been a storyteller for more than 40 years, sharing his life and passions with Australians of all ages at over ten
thousand gigs throughout his adopted homeland. In the process he has amassed more #1 albums in Australia
than the Beatles: four with Cold Chisel and eleven as a solo artist, including the iconic For the Working Class
Man. Across his career Jimmy has sold over 12 million albums and he has been inducted into the ARIA Hall of
Fame twice. Jimmy lives in New South Wales, with Jane, his wife of 36 years, their children, grandchildren
and two schnauzers. As well as writing and recording new music and touring virtually non-stop, he is currently
working on the second volume of his memoirs.
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Collins Gem – SAS Survival Guide
How to Survive in the Wild, on Land or Sea
John ‘Lofty’ Wiseman

Summary
The ultimate guide to survival, this edition now includes the most essential urban survival tips for today,
supplementing the fully updated original, bestselling handbook.The original and best survival guide for any
situation in every climate is back. Now with added techniques for handling Urban dangers, the SAS Survival
Handbook is the complete companion for adventurers everywhere. From making camp and finding food in the
wild to security and self-defence in the streets, be prepared in any city, land or sea. SAS legend John 'Lofty'
Wiseman's unrivalled multi-million copy bestseller will teach you:
William Collins
9780008133788
Pub Date: 10/16/18
On Sale Date: 10/16/18
Ship Date: 9/26/18
$10.99 Can.
Paperback
384 Pages
350 b/w, 150 col illus
Carton Qty: 0
Sports & Recreation /
Outdoor Skills
SPO030000
4.6 in H | 3.2 in W | 0.4 lb
Wt

Preparation - Understanding and assembling latest, most resilient, kit.
Navigation - Skills, technologies and techniques to get you through unfamiliar terrain.
Food and Health - Finding resources in your environment, feeding yourself, healing yourself and avoiding
disease.
Urban Safety and Security - Recognising dangerous situations, defending yourself and saving others.
Disaster Survival - Dealing with unstable environmental conditions: what to do in the face of flash flooding or
fast-spreadin...

Contributor Bio
John 'Lofty' Wiseman served for 26 years with the Special Air Service and was their Chief Survival Instructor.
He remains the foremost authority on SAS training techniques for civilians.

Sowing Secrets
Trisha Ashley

Summary
Watch out for temptation in the Garden of Eden…
Fran March's life in the idyllic village of St Ceridwen's Well is coming up roses. Almost.
If only daughter Rosie - the result of an uncharacteristic one-night stand 18 years ago - wasn't so curious
about her real father, and if only husband Mal spent less time on his hobbies, everything would be bliss.

Avon
9781847563101
Pub Date: 10/9/18
On Sale Date: 10/9/18
Ship Date: 9/19/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
480 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Contemporary
Women
FIC044000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb
Wt

But then a face from the past turns Fran's world upside down. The handsome face of TV gardener Gabriel
Weston, currently restoring the village's decrepit stately home. And when Fran's ex-boyfriend Tom appears on
her doorstep, it seems that all the ghosts of Fran's romantic past are back to haunt her.
Can Fran keep Rosie's paternity under wraps? Why is Mal acting so oddly? And will Fran ever learn that every
rose has its thorns…?

Contributor Bio
Trisha lives in beautiful North Wales, together with the neurotic Border Collie recently foisted onto her by her
student son and an equally neurotic but also vain, bad-tempered and chancy Muse. Her previous books have
been Sunday Times bestsellers.
For more information about Trisha, please visit her Facebook fan page or follow her on Twitter (trishaashley).
Previous Editions
Sowing Secrets - 10/9/2018 $16.99 9781847563101
Sowing Secrets - 4/12/2016 $28.99 9780008166182
Sowing Secrets - 7/29/2011 9781847560117
Ebooks
Sowing Secrets - E-Book - 5/29/2009 9780007329014
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Beowulf
A Translation and Commentary, together with Sellic Spell
J. R. R. Tolkien, Christopher Tolkien

Summary
The translation of Beowulf by J.R.R. Tolkien was an early work, very distinctive in its mode, completed in
1926: he returned to it later to make hasty corrections, but seems never to have considered its publication.
This edition is twofold, for there exists an illuminating commentary on the text of the poem by the translator
himself, in the written form of a series of lectures given at Oxford in the 1930s; and from these lectures a
substantial selection has been made, to form also a commentary on the translation in this book.
HarperCollins
9780007590094
Pub Date: 5/2/17
On Sale Date: 5/2/17
Ship Date: 4/12/17
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
448 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Fantasy
FIC009000

From his creative attention to detail in these lectures there arises a sense of the immediacy and clarity of his
vision. It is as if he entered into the imagined past: standing beside Beowulf and his men shaking out their
mail-shirts as they beached their ship on the coast of Denmark, listening to the rising anger of Beowulf at the
taunting of Unferth, or looking up in amazement at Grendel’s terrible hand set under the roof of Heorot.
But the commentary in this book includes also much from those lectures in which, while always anchored in
the text, he expressed his...

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb
Wt

J.R.R. Tolkien is best known for The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, selling 150 million copies in more than
60 languages worldwide. He died in 1973 at the age of 81.
Christopher Tolkien is the third son of J.R.R. Tolkien. Appointed by J.R.R. Tolkien to be his literary executor, he
has devoted himself to the publication of his father’s unpublished writings, notably The Silmarillion and The
History of Middle-earth.

Pretty Iconic
A Personal Look at the Beauty Products that Changed the World
Sali Hughes

Summary

‘Sali Hughes has created a universe filled with galaxies of beauty
secrets’ Charlotte Tilbury
Fourth Estate
9780008194550
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$24.99 Can.
Paperback
432 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Health & Fitness / Beauty &
Grooming
HEA003000
8.5 in H | 6.1 in W | 2 lb Wt
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Packed full of wisdom from Britain’s most trusted beauty journalist, Pretty Iconic considers which much-hyped
beauty buys are worth the buzz and who they are best suited for.
In Pretty Iconic Sali Hughes uses her witty, inclusive and discerning style to look at some of the most
significant products in beauty – from treasured classics such as Chanel No 5, to life-changers such as Babyliss
Big Hair, and the more recent releases from Charlotte Tilbury, Sunday Riley and others that are shaping the
beauty industry today. Sali takes us from the evocative smell of Johnson’s baby lotion through to Simple Face
wipes, NARS Orgasm and beyond, looking at the formative role beauty plays in our lives.

Contributor Bio
Sali Hughes is a journalist, broadcaster, Guardian Weekend, The Pool and Empire columnist. A former
magazine editor, she has written for many publications including Grazia, The Observer, Elle, The Telegraph,
Marie Claire, Cosmopolitan, Vogue, Stylist, Woman & Home, Good Housekeeping and Red, where she is
Contributing Editor. She appears frequently on BBC Radio 4 and on Soho Radio, where she hosts her own
show, and is co-founder of Beauty Banks, a non-profit providing essential toiletries to people living in serious
poverty. She lives with her two sons and husband, comedy writer Daniel Maier, in Brighton.
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FOURTH ESTATE

The Reservoir Tapes
Jon McGregor

Summary
As broadcast on BBC radio 4: the fifteen ‘prequel’ stories to the Costa Award-WinningReservoir 13.
‘He leaves behind all other writers of his generation’ Sarah Hall
Midwinter in the early years of this century. A teenage girl on holiday has gone missing in the hills at the
heart of England. The villagers are called up to join the search, fanning out across the moors as the police set
up roadblocks and a crowd of news reporters descends on their usually quiet home.
Fourth Estate
9780008235635
Pub Date: 10/23/18
On Sale Date: 10/23/18
Ship Date: 10/3/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

But the aftershocks of Becky Shaw’s disappearance have origins long before then, and those in the village
have losses, and secrets, and stories of their own…
A woman remembers a son’s inexperience – and a father’s rage; a young wife pushes against the boundaries
of her marriage, whilst an older one finds ways to ensure the survival of hers. A hunt for a birthday present
takes an alarming turn, and a teenage game grows serious.
Fresh hurts open old wounds, salvation comes from unexpected quarters and chance encounters release
long-buried memories.

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Literary
FIC019000

First broadcast as a series of specially commissioned stories on BBC Radio 4, The Re...

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.4 lb
Wt

Contributor Bio
Jon McGregor is the author of four novels and a story collection. He is the winner of the IMPAC Dublin
Literature Prize, Betty Trask Prize, and Somerset Maugham Award, and has twice been longlisted for the Man
Booker Prize. He is Professor of Creative Writing at the University of Nottingham, where he edits The Letters
Page, a literary journal in letters. He was born in Bermuda in 1976, grew up in Norfolk, and now lives in
Nottingham.
Twitter: @jon_mcgregor

Christmas on Coronation Street
The perfect Christmas read
Maggie Sullivan

Summary
Elsie Grimshaw lives in one of the worst streets in Weatherfield and is desperate to escape from life at home
with a brutal father and the drudgery of working at the local mill. Grabbing at the slim chances that come her
way, Elsie emerges from the heartbreak of first love and her marriage to bad boy, Arnold Tanner at only
sixteen years old, if not much older, then certainly wiser.

HarperCollins
9780008255121
Pub Date: 10/30/18
On Sale Date: 10/30/18
Ship Date: 10/10/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Sagas
FIC008000

Going under her married name of Elsie Tanner, she and Arnold move in to No.11 Coronation Street in 1939 as
war breaks out. Her cheeky self-confidence immediately puts her at loggerheads with local busy-body Ena
Sharples and Annie Walker, landlady of the Rovers Return.
As Christmas approaches, the residents of Coronation Street must put their petty squabbles aside if they are
to survive the worst that Hitler's Luftwaffe can throw at them. And as the Manchester Blitz grips their home
town of Weatherfield, the residents must pull together to make this a Christmas to remember - for all of the
right reasons…

Contributor Bio

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Maggie Sullivan loves to travel, is an avid reader - never going without her Kindle - and her abiding love is
watching football. She is an active member of The Romantic Novelists' Association and for several years
edited their journal. She is also a freelance university lecturer and has a keen interest in drama and theatre.
Maggie was born and brought up in Manchester, where she acquired a lifelong passion for Coronation Street
and its legendary matriarchs. After living abroad for several years, she settled in London where she still lives.
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Ultimate SAS Survival
John ‘Lofty’ Wiseman

Summary
Luxury edition of the bestselling survival guide
This is the original and best survival handbook, now in an exclusive package.
Lofty's extensive survival experience and tried and tested techniques are the choice of both survival expert
and novice, and the text is specially crafted to prepare you for any and every situation, wherever you are in
the world.
Collins
9780007312856
Pub Date: 10/30/18
On Sale Date: 10/30/18
Ship Date: 10/10/18
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover
400 Pages
With index
Carton Qty: 0
Reference / Handbooks &
Manuals
REF028000
9.9 in H | 7.7 in W | 3.1 lb
Wt

Lofty imparts his much sought-after knowledge in a new illustrated top-of-the-range gift format, wonderfully
packaged as a hardback covered with camouflage cloth, filled with informative and attractive photography.
All the advice is firmly rooted in the training techniques of the world's most elite fighting force, the SAS.
Whether you are on land, at sea, trekking in mountainous, desert or arctic regions, or in the midst of an
unforeseen disaster, Lofty will teach you how to survive.
NEW CONTENTS INCLUDE:
Step-by-step photography showing you such fundamental survival skills as shelter building, lighting a fire,
signalling for rescue, basic first aid, setting up and furnishing a camp, setting up traps.
Also includes photography of pla...

Contributor Bio
John 'Lofty' Wiseman served for 26 years with the SAS and was their Chief Survival Instructor. He remains the
foremost authority on SAS training techniques for civilians. His knowledge, skills and experience are unrivalled
and he is deeply respected in survival circles.

Detective Club Crime Classics – The Mystery of the Yellow Room
Gaston Leroux, John Curran

Summary
Breaking down her door in response to the sounds of a violent attack and a gunshot, Mademoiselle
Stangerson’s rescuers are appalled to find her dying on the floor, clubbed down by a large mutton bone. But
in a room with a barred window and locked door, how could her assailant have entered and escaped
undetected? While bewildered police officials from the Sûreté begin an exhaustive investigation, so too does a
young newspaperman, Joseph Rouletabille, who will encounter more impossibilities before this case can be
closed.

Collins Crime Club
9780008167035
Pub Date: 10/16/18
On Sale Date: 10/16/18
Ship Date: 9/26/18
$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
256 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022000
7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

The Mystery of the Yellow Room by Gaston Leroux, best remembered today as the author of The Phantom of
the Opera, has been deservedly praised for more than a century as a defining book in the ‘impossible crime’
genre, as readable now as when it first appeared in French in 1907.
This Detective Club classic includes an introduction by John Curran, who discusses how the book impressed
and influenced a young Agatha Christie, was lauded by genre giants including John Dickson Carr, Ellery Queen
and Julian Symons, and remains to this day one of the most effective and enjoyable...

Contributor Bio
Gaston Louis Alfred Leroux (6 May 1868 – 15 April 1927) was a French journalist and author of detective
fiction. In the English-speaking world, he is best known for writing the novel The Phantom of the Opera (Le
Fantôme de l'Opéra, 1910), which has been adapted several times, notably the 1925 film starring Lon Chaney
and Andrew Lloyd Webber's 1986 stage musical. His novel The Mystery of the Yellow Room introduced his
amateur detective Joseph Rouletabille and has become one of the most famous locked-room mysteries ever.
Also Available
Detective Club Crime Classics – The Bravo of London - Hardcover - 11/13/2018 $18.99 9780008297435
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Detective Club Crime Classics – A Voice Like Velvet
Donald Henderson, Martin Edwards

Summary
A sensational wartime crime novel about a BBC announcer who abuses his position to commit crimes against
the rich and famous…
By day Ernest Bisham is a velvet-voiced announcer for the BBC; the whole country recognises the sound of
his meticulous pronouncements. By night, however, Mr Bisham is a cat-burglar, careless about his loot, but
revelling in the danger and excitement of his running contest with Scotland Yard. But as he gets away with
more and more daring escapades, there will come a time when he goes too far . . .
Collins Crime Club
9780008265342
Pub Date: 11/6/18
On Sale Date: 11/6/18
Ship Date: 10/17/18
$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
240 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022000
7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

When Donald Henderson’s Mr Bowling Buys a Newspaper caused something of a sensation, his publishers
were keen to capitalise on their author’s popularity, quickly reissuing The Announcer (originally published
under his pen-name ‘D. H. Landels’) with the more alluring title A Voice Like Velvet. Despite a small edition of
just 3,000 copies, it was his best reviewed work, as suspenseful and offbeat as his earlier success.
This Detective Club classic includes an introduction by The Golden Age of Murder’s Martin Edwards, who
explores Henderson’s own BBC career and the long es...

Contributor Bio
Donald Landels Henderson was born in 1905; he later said, ‘I cannot pretend to have enjoyed anything very
much about my childhood or adolescence.’ Henderson was an actor and combined writing with his acting
career, before taking a job at the BBC, where he worked throughout the Second World War. He died at only
41, in 1947, just three years after the publication of Mr Bowling Buys a Newspaper.

Detective Club Crime Classics – The Bravo of London
And ‘The Bunch of Violets’
Ernest Bramah, Tony Medawar

Summary
In his dark little curio shop Julian Joolby is weaving an extravagant scheme to smash the financial machinery
of the world by flooding the Oriental market with forged banknotes. But this monster of wickedness has not
reckoned on Max Carrados, the suave and resourceful investigator whose visual impairment gives him
heightened powers of perception that ordinary detectives overlook.

Collins Crime Club
9780008297435
Pub Date: 11/13/18
On Sale Date: 11/13/18
Ship Date: 10/24/18
$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
272 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Print Run: 10K
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022000
7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

Max Carrados was a blind detective whose stories by Ernest Bramah appeared from 1914 alongside Sherlock
Holmes in the Strand Magazine, in which they often had top billing. Described by George Orwell as among
‘the only detective stories since Poe that are worth re-reading’, the 25 stories were collected in three hugely
popular volumes, culminating in a full-length novel, The Bravo of London (1934), in which Carrados engages
in a battle of wits against a fiendish plot that threatens to overthrow civilisation itself.
This Detective Club classic is introduced by Tony Medawar, who investigates the impact on the genre of
Bramah’s blind detective and the relative obscurity of this, the only Max Carrados novel. This e...

Contributor Bio
Ernest Bramah (1868-1942) created a sleuth whose popularity rivalled that of Sherlock Holmes: Max
Carrados, a blind detective who solves crimes thanks to his extraordinary skills at reading things with his
fingers and paying attention to the sounds that other people overlook. Bramah was an extremely private man,
who abandoned a career in farming to become a local newspaper correspondent. He moved to London as
secretary to the humorist Jerome K. Jerome and did editorial work on several magazines before turning to
writing as a full-time occupation, also creating a hugely successful series of books about the itinerant rogue,
Kai Lung, set in the lush atmosphere of China and praised by the novelist Hilaire Belloc.
Also Available
Detective Club Crime Classics – The Mystery of the Yellow Room - Hardcover - 10/16/2018 $18.99 9780008167035
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Detective Club Crime Classics – The Shop Window Murders
Vernon Loder, Nigel Moss

Summary
Mander’s Department Store in London’s West End is so famous for its elaborate window displays that on
Monday mornings crowds gather to watch the window blinds being raised on a new weekly display. On this
particular Monday, just a few weeks before Christmas, the onlookers quickly realise that one of the figures is
in fact a human corpse, placed among the wax mannequins. Then a second body is discovered, and this
striking tableau begins a baffling and complex case for Inspector Devenish of Scotland Yard.

Collins Crime Club
9780008282981
Pub Date: 12/4/18
On Sale Date: 12/4/18
Ship Date: 11/14/18
$18.99 Can.
Hardcover
240 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 15K
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022000

Vernon Loder’s first book The Mystery at Stowe had endeared him in 1928 as ‘one of the most promising
recruits to the ranks of detective story writers’. Inspired by the glamour of the legendary Selfridges store on
London’s Oxford Street, The Shop Window Murders followed, an entertaining and richly plotted example of the
Golden Age deductive puzzle novel, one of his best mysteries for bafflement and ingenuity.
This Detective Club classic is introduced by Nigel Moss, who looks at how Loder’s books are still acclaimed
today by reviewers for being ‘as different from the standard whodunits o...

Contributor Bio
Vernon Loder was a pseudonym for the prolific Belfast-born author John Haslette Vahey (1881–1938). With a
solid reputation for witty characterisation and ‘the effortless telling of a good story’ (Observer), Loder’s
popularity with Crime Club readers and reviewers was later summed up in the Sunday Mercury: ‘We have no
better writer of thrill mystery in England.’

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Also Available
Detective Club Crime
Detective Club Crime
Detective Club Crime
Detective Club Crime

Classics
Classics
Classics
Classics

–
–
–
–

The Deductions of Colonel Gore - Hardcover - 3/19/2019 9780008283001
Murder in the Bookshop - Hardcover - 3/19/2019 9780008283025
The Middle Temple Murder - Hardcover - 3/19/2019 9780008283049
Below the Clock - Hardcover - 3/19/2019 9780008314088

The American Boy
Andrew Taylor

Summary
THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER AND AWARD-WINNING RICHARD & JUDY BOOK CLUB PICK
Murder, lies and betrayal in Regency England
England 1819. Thomas Shield, a master at a school just outside London, is tutor to a young American boy
and the child’s sensitive best friend, Charles Frant. Helplessly drawn to Frant’s beautiful, unhappy mother,
Shield becomes entwined in their family’s affairs.
HarperCollins
9780008300753
Pub Date: 11/6/18
On Sale Date: 11/6/18
Ship Date: 10/17/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
512 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022060
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

When a brutal murder takes place in London’s seedy backstreets, all clues lead to the Frant family, and Shield
is tangled in a web of lies, money, sex and death that threatens to tear his new life apart.
Soon, it emerges that at the heart of these macabre events lies the strange American boy. What secrets is the
young Edgar Allan Poe hiding?

Contributor Bio
Andrew Taylor is the author of a number of novels, including the Dougal and Lydmouth crime series, the
historical thrillers Bleeding Heart Square and The Anatomy of Ghosts, the ground-breaking Roth Trilogy, which
was adapted into the acclaimed drama Fallen Angel, and The American Boy, his No. 1 bestselling historical
novel which was a 2005
Richard & Judy Book Club choice.
He has won many awards, including the CWA John Creasey New Blood Dagger, an Edgar Scroll from the
Mystery Writers of America, the CWA Ellis Peters Historical Award (the only author to win it twice) and the
CWA’s prestigious Diamond Dagger, awarded for sustained excellence in crime writing. He also writes for the
Spectator.
He lives with his wife Caroline in the Forest of Dean.
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A DI Meg Dalton thriller (1) – The Devil’s Dice
The Times Crime Book of the Month
Roz Watkins

Summary
A shocking death...
A lawyer is found dead in a Peak District cave, his face ribboned with scratches.
A sinister message...

HQ
9780008214647
Pub Date: 11/6/18
On Sale Date: 11/6/18
Ship Date: 10/17/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 25K
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022040
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Amidst rumours of a local curse, DI Meg Dalton is convinced this is cold-blooded murder. There's just one
catch—chiselled into the cave wall above the body is an image of the grim reaper and the dead man's initials,
and it's been there for over a century.
A deadly game...
As Meg battles to solve the increasingly disturbing case, it's clear someone knows her secrets. The murderer
is playing games with Meg—and the dice are loaded…

Contributor Bio
Roz originally studied engineering and natural sciences at Cambridge University, before becoming a patent
attorney in Derby, but this has absolutely nothing to do with there being a dead one in her first novel. In her
spare time, Roz clicker-trains her dog and horse, and likes to walk in the Peak District, scouting out murder
locations.

After the Snow
Susannah Constantine

Summary
All eleven-year-old Esme Munroe wants for Christmas is for her mother to be on one of her ‘good’ days—and,
secretly, for a velvet riding hat. So when she finds an assortment of wet towels and dirty plates in her
stocking, she’s just relieved Father Christmas remembered to stop at The Lodge this year.
But later that day Esme’s mother disappears in the heavy snow. Even more mysteriously, only the Earl of
Culcairn seems to know where she might have gone. Torn between protecting her mother and uncovering the
secrets tumbling out of Culcairn Castle’s ornate closets, Esme realises that life will never be the same again
after the snow…
HQ
9780008219673
Pub Date: 11/13/18
On Sale Date: 11/13/18
Ship Date: 10/24/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 25K
Fiction / Contemporary
Women
FIC044000

Susannah Constantine provides a rare glimpse into the secret lives of the scandalous upper classes. Perfect
for fans of Downton Abbey and The Crown.

Contributor Bio
Susannah Constantine is an English fashion journalist, advisor, television presenter, author and designer. She
hosted the BBC 2 programme What Not to Wear from 2001 to 2005 and went on to co-host Trinny &
Susannah Undress and Undress the Nation, as well as frequently appearing as a makeover stylist on The
Oprah Winfrey Show. In 2015, Susannah flew to Australia to compete in I’m A Celebrity Get Me Out of Here.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt
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A DI Callanach Thriller (3) – Perfect Death
The new crime book you need to read from the bestseller of 2017
Helen Fields

Summary
There’s no easy way to die…
Unknown to DI Luc Callanach and the newly promoted DCI Ava Turner, a serial killer has Edinburgh firmly in
his grip. The killer is taking his victims in the coldest, most calculating way possible—engineering slow and
painful deaths by poison, with his victims entirely unaware of the drugs flooding their bloodstream until it’s
too late.
Avon
9780008181611
Pub Date: 11/13/18
On Sale Date: 11/13/18
Ship Date: 10/24/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
448 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Print Run: 20K
Fiction / Mystery &
Detective
FIC022040
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 lb
Wt

But how do you catch a killer who hides in the shadows? A killer whose pleasure comes from watching pain
from afar? Faced with their most difficult case yet, Callanach and Turner soon realise they face a seemingly
impossible task…

Contributor Bio
Helen Fields studied law at the University of East Anglia, then went on to the Inns of Court School of Law in
London. After completing her pupillage, she joined chambers in Middle Temple where she practised criminal
and family law for thirteen years. After her second child was born, Helen left the Bar.
Together with her husband David, she runs a film production company, acting as script writer and producer.
Perfect Remains is set in Scotland, where Helen feels most at one with the world. Helen and her husband now
live in Hampshire with their three children and two dogs.
Also Available
A DI Callanach Thriller (2) – Perfect Prey - B-format Paperback - 9/4/2018 $16.99 9780008181581

Ben Hope (16) – The Bach Manuscript
Scott Mariani

Summary
The spellbinding new Ben Hope thriller.
A LOST MANUSCRIPT. A SAVAGE MURDER. A DEADLY SECRET.
While on a business trip to the UK, Ben Hope makes an impulse decision to attend a college reunion at his
former university, Oxford. There he meets an old friend, Nick, now an internationally-renowned classical
musician.

Avon
9780008301064
Pub Date: 11/20/18
On Sale Date: 11/20/18
Ship Date: 10/31/18
$22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
416 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Action & Adventure
FIC002000
9.2 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 lb Wt

But storm clouds are soon once again brewing on Ben's horizon. After Nick's brutal murder in an apparent
home invasion robbery, Ben is drawn into the mystery of a missing music manuscript that may be a lost work
by the legendary composer Johann Sebastian Bach.
The hunt for his friend's killers leads Ben across Europe, and into bloody conflict with even more dangerous
people than he'd bargained for. As his quest unfolds, so does the shocking truth about the lost Bach
manuscript, a secret dating back to the very darkest historical chapter of Man's inhumanity to Man.
'If you like your conspiracies twisty, your action bone-jarring, and your heroes impossibly dashing,
then look no farther.' MARK DAWSON
BEN HOPE is one of the most celebrated action adventure heroes in British fiction and...

Contributor Bio

8/14

Scott Mariani is the author of the worldwide-acclaimed action-adventure thriller series featuring ex-SAS hero
Ben Hope. Scott's novels have topped the bestseller charts in his native Britain and are translated into over
twenty languages worldwide. To date the Ben Hope series comprises the #1 Bestseller The Alchemist's Secret,
The Mozart Conspiracy, The Doomsday Prophecy (published in the USA as The Hope Vendetta), The Heretic's
Treasure, The Shadow Project, The Lost Relic, The Sacred Sword and the forthcoming The Armada Legacy
(May 2013). Scott is also the author of the bestselling Kindle eBook novella, Passenger 13. Scott's novels
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WILLIAM COLLINS

Wounds
A Memoir of War and Love
Fergal Keane

Summary
A Sunday Times Bestseller • 2017 Winner of the Non-fiction Irish Book of the Year Award
After nearly three decades reporting conflict from all over the world for the BBC, Fergal Keane has gone home
to Ireland to tell a story that lies at the root of his fascination with war. It is a family story of war and love,
and how the ghosts of the past return to shape the present.

William Collins
9780008189273
Pub Date: 11/27/18
On Sale Date: 11/27/18
Ship Date: 11/7/18
$19.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 20K
Biography & Autobiography
/ Editors, Journalists,
Publishers
BIO025000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Wounds is a powerful memoir about Irish people who found themselves caught up in the revolution that
followed the 1916 Rising, and in the pitiless violence of civil war in north Kerry after the British left in 1922.
It is the story of Keane’s grandmother Hannah Purtill, her brother Mick and his friend Con Brosnan, and how
they and their neighbours took up guns to fight the British Empire and create an independent Ireland. And it
is the story of another Irishman, Tobias O’Sullivan, who fought against them as a policeman because he
believed it was his duty to uphold the law of his country.
Many thousands of people took part in the War of Independence and the Civil War that followed. Whatever
side they chose, all were chang...

Contributor Bio
Fergal Keane OBE was born in London and educated in Ireland. He is one of the BBC's most distinguished
correspondents, having worked for the corporation in Northern Ireland, South Africa, Asia and the Balkans. He
has been awarded a BAFTA and has been named reporter of the year on television and radio, winning honours
from the Royal Television Society and the Sony Radio Awards. He has also been named Reporter of the Year in
the Amnesty International Press Awards and won the James Cameron Prize and the Edward R. Murrow Award
from the US Overseas Press Association.
Previous Editions
Wounds - 9/26/2017 $32.99 9780008189259

To Catch A King
Charles II's Great Escape
Charles Spencer

Summary

How did the most wanted man in the country outwit the greatest
manhunt in British history?

William Collins
9780008153663
Pub Date: 11/20/18
On Sale Date: 11/20/18
Ship Date: 10/31/18
$18.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
336 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
History / Europe
HIS015000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

In January 1649, King Charles I was beheaded in London outside his palace of Whitehall and Britain became a
republic. When his eldest son, Charles, returned in 1651 to fight for his throne, he was crushed by the might
of Cromwell’s armies at the battle of Worcester.
With 3,000 of his supporters lying dead and 10,000 taken prisoner, it seemed as if his dreams of power had
been dashed. Surely it was a foregone conclusion that he would now be caught and follow his father to the
block? At six foot two inches tall, the prince towered over his contemporaries and with dark skin inherited
from his French-Italian mother, he stood out in a crowd. How would he fare on the run with Cromwell’s
soldiers on his tail and a vast price on his head?
The next six weeks would form the most memorable and dramatic of Charles’ life. Pursued relentlessly,
Charles ran using disguise, deception and relying on grit, fortitude and good luck. He suffered grievously
through weeks when his cause seemed hopeless. He hid in an oak...

Contributor Bio
Charles Spencer was educated at Eton College and obtained his degree in Modern History at Magdalen
College, Oxford. He was a reporter on NBC’s Today show from 1986 until 1995, and is the author of six
books, including the Sunday Times bestsellers ‘Blenheim: Battle for Europe’ (shortlisted for History Book of
the Year, National Book Awards) and ‘Killers of the King: The Men Who Dared to Execute Charles I’.
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The First Iron Lady
A Life of Caroline of Ansbach
Matthew Dennison

Summary
'A brilliant study of a brilliant woman' LUCY WORSLEY
History has forgotten Caroline of Ansbach, yet in her lifetime she was compared frequently to
Elizabeth I and considered by some as ‘the cleverest queen consort Britain ever had’.

William Collins
9780008122027
Pub Date: 12/4/18
On Sale Date: 12/4/18
Ship Date: 11/14/18
$18.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
352 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
History / Europe
HIS015000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W

The intellectual superior of her buffoonish husband George II, Caroline is credited with hastening the
Enlightenment to Britain through her sponsorship of red-hot debates about science, religion, philosophy and
the nature of the universe. Encouraged by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, she championed inoculation; inspired
by her friends Leibniz and Samuel Clarke, she mugged up on Newtonian physics; she embraced a salon
culture which promoted developments in music, literature and garden design; she was a regular theatre-goer
who loved the opera, gambling and dancing. Her intimates marvelled at the breadth of her interests. She was,
said Lord Egmont, ‘curious in everything’.
Caroline acted as Regent four times while her husband returned to Hanover, and during those periods she
possessed authority over all domestic matters. No subsequent royal woman has exercised pow...

Contributor Bio
Matthew Dennison is the author of seven critically acclaimed works of non-fiction, including ‘Behind the Mask:
The Life of Vita Sackville-West’, a Book of the Year in The Times, Spectator, Independent and Observer. His
most recent book is ‘Over the Hills and Far Away: The Life of Beatrix Potter’. He is a contributor to Country
Life and Telegraph.
Audio
Downloadable Audio File - 11/2/2017 9780008122003 Read By Clare Corbett
Ebooks
The First Iron Lady - E-Book - 11/2/2017 9780008122010

The Bible: King James Version (KJV)
Justin Welby, Archbishop of Canterbury

Summary
This full text edition of the ever-popular Authorised King James Version Bible includes both the Old and New
Testaments, with all its literary beauty and poetic grandeur. Presented in a white and de-bossed foil cover, it is
the cornerstone of the William Collins 200-year anniversary celebration.
For 400 years, the King James Version of the Bible has represented the epitome of the English language in all
its power and glory.

William Collins
9780008262709
Pub Date: 12/18/18
On Sale Date: 12/18/18
Ship Date: 11/28/18
$39.99 Can.
Hardcover
1408 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Bibles / King James Version
BIB006000
9.4 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Across continents and cultures, its language has changed how we speak, and its message has changed how
we live. Loved by many and despised by some, this is a book that has changed the world.
‘It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of the King James Bible and its impact on the English-speaking
world. Scripture in the vernacular, available widely, one authorised translation to shape the Church, a
translation mandated by the king, tying together Church and State. And beyond all practical details, a
beautiful, poetic, majestic translation that has stood the test of time. The King James Bible is a wonderful
work of literature, and the bedrock of the English languag...

Contributor Bio
For 400 years, the King James Version has represented the epitome of the English language in all its power
and glory.
Across continents and cultures, its language has changed how we speak, and its claims have changed how we
live. This is a book which is both loved by many and despised by some, but which simply cannot be ignored.
So whether you wish to encounter the King James Bible for the first time, or return to it as an old friend, this
edition is your ideal companion.
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First Man In
Leading from the Front
Ant Middleton

Summary

HarperCollins
9780008245733
Pub Date: 12/18/18
On Sale Date: 12/18/18
Ship Date: 11/28/18
$16.99 Can.
B-format Paperback
320 Pages
(2x8pp plates)
Carton Qty: 56
Print Run: 20K
Biography & Autobiography
/ Military
BIO008000
7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Special forces training is no walk in the park. The rules are strict and they make sure you learn the hard way,
pushing you beyond the limits of what is physically possible. There is no mercy. Even when you are bleeding
and broken, to admit defeat is failure.
To survive the gruelling selection process to become a member of the elite you need toughness, aggression,
meticulous attention to detail and unrelenting self-discipline, all traits that make for the best leaders.
After 13 years service in the military, with 4 years as a Special Boat Service (SBS) sniper, Ant Middleton is the
epitome of what it takes to excel. He served in the SBS, the naval wing of the special forces, the Royal
Marines and 9 Parachute Squadron Royal, achieving what is known as the ‘Holy Trinity’ of the UK’s Elite
Forces. As a point man in the SBS, Ant was always the first man through the door, the first man into the
dark, and the first man in harm’s way.
In this fascinating, exhilarating and revealing book, Ant speaks about the highs and gut-wrenching lows of his
life—from the thrill of passing Special Forces Sele...

Contributor Bio
Ant Middleton is the front man for Channel 4’s hit show, SAS: Who Dares Wins. Born in Portsmouth and raised
in rural France, Ant set his sights on a career in the armed forces and didn’t stop striving until he achieved his
goal. Over the course of his career he has served in the Special Boat Service, the Royal Marines and 9
Parachute Squadron Royal, achieving what is known as the ‘Holy Trinity’ of the UK’s Elite Forces.
Audio
Downloadable Audio File - 7/12/2018 9780008245757 Read By
Previous Editions
First Man In - 7/3/2018 9780008245719
First Man In - 7/3/2018 9780008245726

Ill Will
Michael Stewart

Summary

‘An astonishing novel’ The Independent
I am William Lee: brute; liar, and graveside thief.
But you will know me by another name.
Heathcliff has left Wuthering Heights, and is travelling across the moors to Liverpool in search of his past.
HQ
9780008248192
Pub Date: 12/18/18
On Sale Date: 12/18/18
Ship Date: 11/28/18
$17.99 Can.
B-format Paperback

Along the way, he saves Emily, the foul-mouthed daughter of a Highwayman, from a whipping, and the pair
journey on together.

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction / Gothic
FIC027040

And towards the terrible misdeeds – and untold riches – that will one day send Heathcliff home to Wuthering
Heights.

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 lb
Wt

Contributor Bio
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Roaming from graveyard to graveyard, making a living from Emily’s apparent ability to commune with the
dead, the pair lie, cheat and scheme their way across the North of England.

Michael Stewart is a multi-award winning writer, born and brought up in Salford, who moved to Yorkshire in
1995 and is now based in Bradford. He has written several full length stage plays, one of which, Karry Owky,
was joint winner of the King’s Cross Award for New Writing. His debut novel, King Crow, was published in
January 2011. It won the Guardian’s Not-the-Booker Award and has been selected as a recommended read
for World Book Night.
He works as a is senior lecturer in Creative Writing at the University of Huddersfield, where he is the director
of the Huddersfield Literature Festival.
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Big Book of Crosswords Book 3: 300 Puzzles

Big Book of Su Doku: Book 3: 300 Su Doku
puzzles

Collins

Collins UK

A bumper collection of 300 quick crossword puzzles to test
your word knowledge and have you reaching for the
Thesaurus.Keep your mind sharp and improve your word
power at the same time. Ideal for whiling away those long
commutes, travelling on holiday or relaxing at home.
9780008293307
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$14.99 Can.
352 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780008293314
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$14.99 Can.
352 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780008293321
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$14.99 Can.
352 pages • Trade
Paperback

Big Book of Wordsearches: Book 3: 300

The Times Fiendish Su Doku Book 11: 200

themed wordsearches

Challenging Su Doku Puzzles

Collins UK

The Times Mind Games

Reach for your trusty pen or pencil and tackle these word
challenges at your leisure. Arranged in themes, they will
provide a mental workout and relaxtion therapy at the
same time. Relax and give your brain a workout. Ideal for
whiling away those long commutes, or relaxing at home.

You don’t need to be a mathematical genius to solve the
treacherous puzzles in this collection of Fiendishly difficult
puzzles—it’s simply a question of logic. Perfect for the
advanced solver in need of a constant supply of ultradifficult puzzles, and guaranteed to provide hours of
mind-stretching ...

9780008241216
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$12.99 Can.
288 pages • Trade
Paperback

The Times Quick Crossword Book 22: 100

The Times Quick Cryptic Crossword book 3:

General Knowledge Puzzles from The Times 2

100 Challenging Quick Cryptic Crosswords from
The Times

The Times Mind Games

The Times Mind Games

Give your memory a workout, stimulate your brain cells
and hone your general knowledge with 100
definition-style puzzles from The Times.
Covering a wide range of topics, from geography to
literature, history and culture, this collection will test both
your general knowledge and your wordpower.

9780008241292
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$12.99 Can.
240 pages • Trade
Paperback

Compile...

9780008241285
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$12.99 Can.
240 pages • Trade
Paperback

200 of the Deadliest Su Doku Puzzles

8/14

Appearing Monda...

Crossword

The Times Mind Games
Prepare yourself for the toughest Su Doku challenge there
is. These diabolically difficult Ultimate Killer Su Doku
puzzles will really put your brainpower to the test as you
"warm up" with the 150 Deadly Killer puzzles before
steeling yourself to take on the 50 Extra Deadly Su
Dokus. Are you ready f...

100 quick cryptic puzzles from The Times adapting the
cryptic puzzle for those with a hectic lifestyle and schedule.
Ideal for those starting out with cryptic crosswords, and
those who’d like to tackle the main puzzle but feel
daunted, or who can perhaps only solve a handful of
clues.

The Times Jumbo Cryptic Crossword Book
17: The World’s Most Challenging Cryptic

The Times Ultimate Killer Su Doku Book 10:

9780008241193
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$12.99 Can.
288 pages • Trade
Paperback

A collection of easy, medium and difficult Su Doku puzzles
to test your mental dexterity, powers of logic and
deduction. Keep your mind sharp and test your powers of
deductive reasoning. Ideal for whiling away those long
commutes, traveling on holiday or relaxing at home.

The Times Mind Games, Richard Rogan
This supremely challenging cryptic collection contains 50
jumbo-sized puzzles, conceived to really challenge your
word skills.
9780008285371
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 10/23/18
$16.99 Can.
128 pages • Trade
Paperback
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Selected by The Times' Crossword Editor, Richard Browne,
this original collection will challenge even the most
experienced crossword buff.
The ultimate and only jumbo cryptic ...

HARPERCOLLINS UK

9780008285449
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 10/23/18
$15.99 Can.
224 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780008285364
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 11/20/18
$15.99 Can.
464 pages • Trade
Paperback

The Times Samurai Su Doku: Book 7: 100

The Times Train Tracks: 200 challenging visual

extreme puzzles for the fearless Su Doku warrior

logic puzzles

The Times Mind Games

The Times Mind Games

This is Su Doku multiplied: every column, row and 3x3
box must contain the digits 1 to 9. Where the puzzles
overlap, the rows and columns do not go beyond their
usual 9x9 length but the interlocking boxes give you more
clues—and more complexity. With another 100 new
Samurai puzzles to vex you for ho...

A challenging visual puzzle which will appeal to lovers of
logic and deduction brain teasers. Use your mental agility
to complete the grids using the train tracks. Puzzles
included cover three levels of difficulty, 70 Easy, 70
Moderate, 60 Difficult.

9780008301699
Times Books
Pub Date: 10/23/18
$12.99 Can.
272 pages • B-format
Paperback

The Times Big Book of Quick Crosswords:
Book 5: 300 world-famous crossword puzzles

The Times Mind Games

The Times Mind Games

Challenge yourself with this set of cryptic puzzles from the
most famous crossword in the world compiled by the
Times Crossword Editors.
Following in the tradition of The Times’ authoritative,
highest-quality, challenging cryptic crosswords, this latest
collection offers an enjoyable and stimulating ...

Encompassing a wide range of subjects including
geography, literature, history and culture, these 300
general-knowledge and definition-based puzzles will test
your word power and broaden your horizons at the same
time. With clues that are satisfyingly skillful and containing
no cryptic elements, the...

9780008285357
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 11/20/18
$15.99 Can.
464 pages • Trade
Paperback

The Times MindGames Number & Logic
Puzzles: Book 3: 500 brain-crunching puzzles,

Tim Moorey

9780008285340
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 11/20/18
$15.99 Can.
384 pages • Trade
Paperback
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A map grid shows two towns, typically ...

The Times Big Book of Cryptic Crosswords
Book 5: 200 World-Famous Crossword Puzzles

The Times How to Crack Cryptic Crosswords

9780008285579
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 11/20/18
$15.99 Can.
240 pages • Trade
Paperback

How To Play:

This easy guide demonstrates that anyone who enjoys
words and word play can learn to solve a cryptic
crossword clue. With clear pictorially presented
explanations for many clues, you can revel in the deep
satisfaction that comes from finishing cryptic crossword
puzzles. Designed to apply to the solv...

featuring 7 popular mind games
The Times UK

9780008285333
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 11/20/18
$15.99 Can.
384 pages • Trade
Paperback

With more than 500 assorted number and logic puzzles,
this collection contains these favorites: Brain Trainer—72
mental math challenges; Cell Blocks—96 Japanese logic
puzzles; Futoshiki—use the numbers 1-5 to fill in the 72
grids; Kakuro—64 mathematical crossword puzzles;
KenKen—72 arithmetical logi...

The Times MindGames Word Puzzles &
Conundrums: Book 3: 500 brain-crunching

The Sunday Times Concise Crossword Book
1: 100 challenging puzzles from The Sunday

puzzles, featuring 5 popular mind games

Times

Times UK

The Times Mind Games, Peter Biddlecombe

With more than 500 assorted word puzzles and
conundrums, this collection contains these favorites:
Lexica—144 letter grid challenges; Polygon—144 word
circle puzzles, how many words can you create?;
Scrabble™ Challenge—64 real-life challenges to sharpen
your word power; Word Watch—expand your vocabu...

Give your word skills a serious workout, stimulate your
brain cells and test your all-round general knowledge with
100 definition-style puzzles from The Sunday Times.
9780008300890
Times Books
Pub Date: 10/23/18
$12.99 Can.
240 pages • B-format
Paperback
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Do you find cryptic crosswords too much of a chore? Do
you want your general knowledge and word power to be
tested but not put through...
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9780008290382
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 10/23/18
$12.99 Can.
288 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780008285623
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$4.99 Can.
1 pages • Sheet Map,
Folded

The Sunday Times Tetonor: Book 1: 200

Aberdeen Pocket Map: The Perfect Way to

challenging numerical logic puzzles

Explore Aberdeen

The Times Mind Games

Collins Maps

Tetonor rules: each number in the main grid can be
formed by adding or multiplying a pair of numbers in the
strip below the grid. Each pair of numbers should be used
twice: once as part of an addition and once as part of a
multiplication. For example, a 10 and 24 in the main grid
may be solved by th...

Handy little full colour Collins map of Aberdeen with a high
level of detail. Clear mapping of the central area extending
to the airport and along the coast, with all tourist locations.
Map at a scale of 1:10 725 (5.8 inches to 1 mile).Clear,
detailed, full colour Collins mapping is presented in a h...

9780008285630
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$4.99 Can.
1 pages • Sheet Map,
Folded

Collins Pocket Map Glasgow: The perfect way

Skye Pocket Map: The Perfect Way to Explore

to explore Glasgow

Skye

Collins Maps

Collins Maps

Handy little full colour Collins map of central Glasgow with
a high level of detail. Clear mapping from Glasgow Green
to the West End. Map at a scale of 1:8200 (7.5 inches to
1 mile).Clear, detailed, full colour Collins mapping is
presented in a handy format ideal for the pocket or
handbag. It is ex...

Handy little full colour Collins map of Skye with a high
level of detail. Clear mapping of the Isle of Skye showing
the road network, ferries and places of interest. Map at a
scale of 1:175 000 (3 miles to 1 inch).Clear, detailed, full
colour Collins road mapping is presented in a handy
format ideal...

9780008285647
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$4.99 Can.
1 pages • Sheet Map,
Folded

Jamaica Road Map
National Land Agency

9780008227999
HarperCollins UK
Pub Date: 9/4/18
$4.99 Can.
1 pages • Sheet Map,
Folded
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Detailed, up-to-date, full colour road map of the whole of
Jamaica from the countries national mapping agency.
Includes tourist sites, points of interest and maps of major
towns and resort areas. A detailed map at 1:250,000 of
Jamaica perfect for touring the country, planning vacation
or finding you...
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9780008223540

11 Missed Calls

Carpenter, Elisabeth BC

16.99

9/25/2018

159
16

9780008285630
9780008302030

Aberdeen Pocket Map
Accidental Memoir

CB
BB

4.99
19.99

9/4/2018
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152
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151
3
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9780008253325
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9781460752562

Lyons, John

BC

21.99

11/6/2018

9

9781460754726

After the Snow
Alfie the Holiday Cat
Amber
American Boy
An Orphan’s War
Angels in Our Hearts
Assassin
Balcony Over
Jerusalem: A Middle
East Memoir
Basics to Brilliance
Kids

Collins Maps
Makis, Eve
Constantine,
Susannah
Wells, Rachel
Challinor, Deborah
Taylor, Andrew
Green, Molly
Lewis, Rosie
Moss, Tara

Hay, Donna

BB

36.99

7/24/2018

Redondo, Dolores

BC

17.99

3/8/2016

Redondo, Dolores

BC

16.99

7/25/2017

Redondo, Dolores

BC

17.99

8/28/2018

Mariani, Scott
Tolkien, J. R. R.
Justin Welby,
Archbishop of
Canterbury

BC
BC

22.99
17.99

11/20/2018
5/2/2017

BB

39.99

12/18/2018

Collins

BC

14.99

9/4/2018

Collins UK

BC

14.99

9/4/2018

Baztan Trilogy (1) –
The Invisible Guardian
Baztan Trilogy (2) –
The Legacy of the
Bones
Baztan Trilogy (3) –
Offering to the Storm
Ben Hope (16) – The
Bach Manuscript
Beowulf

140

9780007525355

141

9780008165574

141

9780008165536

153
147

9780008301064
9780007590094
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9780008262709

157

9780008293307
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Bible: King James
Version (KJV)
Big Book of
Crosswords Book 3
Big Book of Su Doku:
Book 3

157
85

9780008293321
9780008240226

Big Book of
Wordsearches: Book 3 Collins UK
Blame Game
Cooke, C.J.

BC
BC

14.99
22.99

9/4/2018
4/9/2019

84

9780008241711

Bloody Brilliant Women Newman, Cathy

BB

36.99

11/20/2018

84

9780008241704

Bloody Brilliant Women Newman, Cathy

BC

24.99

11/20/2018

34
120
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71

9780008289225
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9780008221331
9780008298555

Bodies from the Library
Book of IT
Book of Love
Boy Without Hope

BB
BC
BC
BC

18.99
16.99
21.99
12.99

9/11/2018
11/27/2018
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10/30/2018
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Watson, Casey
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Children of the
Workhouse (1) – The
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Shawl
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Dictionary
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Bennett, Sarah

BC

16.99

9/4/2018

Bennett, Anthony
Temple-Camp,
Cynric

BC

21.99

11/20/2018

BC

21.99

10/30/2018

Sharp, Cathy

BC

16.99

12/4/2018

Hutcheon, Jane

BC

21.99
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Sullivan, Maggie

BC

16.99
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Ashley, Phillipa
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16.99
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BB
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Leroux, Gaston
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Bayley, Sally
Bayley, Sally
Darcey the
Dachshund

BC
BB
BB
BC
BB
BC

16.99
18.99
32.99
21.99
32.99
21.99

9/11/2018
11/6/2018
9/25/2018
9/25/2018
9/18/2018
9/18/2018

BB

18.99

11/20/2018

Thomas, Heather
Allan, Claire
Moss, Tara
Day, Elizabeth

BB
BC
BC
BC

39.99
18.99
21.99
19.99
17.99

11/13/2018
9/4/2018
8/14/2018
10/16/2018
5/22/2018

McLaughlin, Cressida
Swanston, Malcolm
Sherratt, Mel
Mosse, Kate
Wiggins, Bradley

BC
BB
BC
BB
BB

16.99
32.99
16.99
21.99
39.99

10/9/2018
7/2/2019
11/20/2018
9/11/2018
12/18/2018

INDEX
Title

Author
Stewart, Michael
Magrath, Victoria
Hancox, Dan
Wiles, Ellen
National Land
Agency

Pg
156
97
22
144

ISBN
9780008248192
9780008305550
9780008257132
9780008228859

159

9780008227999

94
103

9780008132347
9781775549635

Jamaica Road Map
Jessie Flynn Crime
Thriller (2) – Scared to
Death
Medina, Kate
Kitty
Challinor, Deborah

9780008183837

Last Kingdom Series
(11) – War of the Wolf

48
48

9780008183844

124
6
6
40
23

9780008287177
9780008226695
9780008227272
9780008264703
9780008263508

Ill Will
In the Frow
Inner City Pressure
Invisible Crowd

Last Kingdom Series
(11) – War of the Wolf
Learn Mandarin
Chinese with Paul
Noble – Complete
Course
Left for Dead?
Left For Dead?
Letters from Alice
Little Book of Zlatan

Format
BC
BB
BB
BC

Price
17.99
34.99
36.99
17.99

PubDate
12/18/2018
12/18/2018
9/4/2018
9/11/2018

CB

4.99

9/4/2018

BC
BC

21.99
19.99

12/11/2018
10/9/2018

Cornwell, Bernard

BB

34.99

10/2/2018

Cornwell, Bernard

BC

24.99

10/2/2018

Collins
Goodall, Lewis
Goodall, Lewis
Banfield, Petrina
Olivers, Malcolm

AC
BB
BC
BC
BB

149.99
34.99
21.99
15.99
12.99

10/23/2018
10/23/2018
10/23/2018
9/11/2018
9/4/2018

BC

16.99

10/23/2018

BC

19.99

11/27/2018

62

9780008260668

118

9780732294755

Little Wedding Shop by
the Sea – Christmas
Promises at the Little
Wedding Shop
Linfoot, Jane
Mandarin Code:
Negotiating Chinese
ambitions and
American loyalties
turns deadly for some Lewis, Steve

10
63
45

9780008295066
9780008216955
9780008301293

Memories of Us
Memory Collector
Mexicana!

Carnevale, Vanessa
Harper, Fiona
Clark, Esther

BC
BC
BB

16.99
16.99
28.99

7/10/2018
10/23/2018
9/25/2018

7

9780008226770

Howe, John

BB

39.99

11/20/2018

88
68

9780008290672
9780008306113

Francis, Lynne
Lafaye, Vanessa

BC
BB

16.99
16.99

12/4/2018
10/30/2018

24
110
74
99
99

9780008215552
9781460756713
9780008283230
9780008305086
9780008305093

Middle-earth Traveller
Mill Valley Girls –
Sarah’s Story
Miss Marley
Mixer: The Story of
Premier League
Tactics, from Route
One to False Nines
Modern Baking
Mother
My Autobiography
My Autobiography

Cox, Michael
Hay, Donna
Begbie, Hannah
Rea, Jonathan
Rea, Jonathan

BC
BB
BC
BB

21.99
49.99
16.99
36.99
24.99

9/4/2018
10/23/2018
11/6/2018
12/18/2018
12/18/2018

INDEX
Title

Pg
78
95

ISBN
9780008257040
9780008293819

Nein!
New Girl

52

9780008288006

55
4
5
64
25
3
133
46
134

9780008197285
9780008278960
9780008239046
9780008300814
9780008258153
9780008285166
9780008221751
9780008302726
9780008194307

153

9780008181611

143

Author
Ashdown, Paddy
Alexandra, Ingrid

Format Price
BB
39.99
BC
18.99

PubDate
11/20/2018
12/18/2018

Not Ready to Adult Yet Stirling, Iain

BB

32.99

10/9/2018

Duffy, Aimee
Realf, Maria
Kelk, Lindsey
Carrington, Sam
Osborne, Bella
O’Sullivan, Darren
Day, Elizabeth
Hall, Lisa
Day, Elizabeth

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

13.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
17.99
19.99
17.99

10/16/2018
9/18/2018
9/25/2018
10/23/2018
9/4/2018
9/18/2018
5/22/2018
9/25/2018
5/22/2018

Fields, Helen

BC

16.99

11/13/2018

9780008181581

Office Christmas Party
One
One in a Million
One Little Lie
Ottercombe Bay
Our Little Secret
Paradise City
Party
Party
Perfect Death- A DI
Callanach Thriller (3)
Perfect Prey- A DI
Callanach Thriller (2)

BC

16.99

9/4/2018

47

9780008288471

Plus One

BB

28.99

9/25/2018

47
80
147

9780008288556
9780008272760
9780008194550

BC
BC
BC

21.99
16.99
24.99

9/25/2018
11/20/2018
10/23/2018

81
93

9780008267902
9780008209216

Plus One
Present
Pretty Iconic
Princess Ira von
Fürstenberg
Promise

Fields, Helen
Money-Coutts,
Sophia
Money-Coutts,
Sophia
Devlin, D S
Hughes, Sali
Foulkes, Nicholas
Diamond, Katerina

BB
BC

135.99
15.99

5/28/2019
12/11/2018

Thorpe, Penny
O'Brien, Anne
O'Brien, Anne
McGee, James
McGregor, Jon
Burnell, Mark

BB
BB
BC
BC
BC
BC

24.99
32.99
21.99
17.99
17.99
16.99

11/13/2018
7/10/2018
7/10/2018
9/25/2018
10/23/2018
11/6/2018

Manning, Sarra

BC

16.99

10/23/2018

Court, Dilly
Ahern, Cecelia
Ahern, Cecelia
Rogan, Simon
Barron, Greg

BC
BB
BC
BB
BC

16.99
28.99
21.99
49.99
19.99

10/30/2018
10/30/2018
10/30/2018
10/23/2018
11/27/2018

76
11
11
145
148
75

9780008307769
9780008225414
9780008225421
9780007320103
9780008235635
9780008299521

65

9780008291785

69
70
70
66
121

9780008199685
9780008283490
9780008283506
9780008232726
9780732294359

Quality Street (1) – The
Quality Street Girls
Queen of the North
Queen of the North
Reckoning
Reservoir Tapes
Rhythm Section
Rise and Fall of Becky
Sharp
River Maid (3) – The
Christmas Rose
Roar
Roar
Rogan
Rotten Gods

134
126
98
130
132

9780008221775
9780008285524
9780008308834
9780008287665
9780008301712

Scissors, Paper, Stone
Scots Dictionary
Secret Orphan
Secret Sister
Secret Someone

Day, Elizabeth
Collins Dictionaries
Peters, Glynis
Durbin, Cherry
Carroll, Claudia

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

17.99
9.99
22.99
16.99
19.99

5/22/2018
10/23/2018
12/18/2018
5/29/2018
10/30/2018

27

9780008253356

Secrets of Ivy Garden

Ferguson, Catherine BC

16.99

9/4/2018

INDEX
Pg

ISBN

102
119
26
113
107
159
89
146

9781460755693
9781460751251
9780008291662
9780732285944
9780732285135
9780008285647
9780008291945
9781847563101

28

9780008290689

158

9780008300890

159

9780008290382

115
143

9781775541103
9781847563224

109

9780733337895

29

9780008300210

90

9780008276584

158

9780008285364

158

9780008285357

129

9780008287184

122

9780008249090

129

9780008293383

157

9780008241216

158

9780008285579

Title
Selected Stories Of
Henry Lawson
Shadow Game
She Must Be Mad
Silly Isles
Siren
Skye Pocket Map
Slow
Sowing Secrets
Summer Theatre by the
Sea

Author

Format

Price

PubDate

Lawson, Henry
Lewis, Steve
Cox, Charly
Campbell, Eric
Moss, Tara
Collins Maps
Erskine, Gizzi
Ashley, Trisha

BB
BC
BC
BC
BC
CB
BB
BC

31.99
19.99
18.99
21.99
19.99
4.99
44.99
16.99

10/2/2018
11/27/2018
9/4/2018
11/6/2018
12/18/2018
9/4/2018
12/4/2018
10/9/2018

Corbett, Tracy

BC

16.99

9/4/2018

BC

12.99

10/23/2018

BC

12.99

10/23/2018

Pennington, Phil
Rose, Jacqui

BC
BC

21.99
16.99

11/13/2018
9/4/2018

Animals Australia

Sunday Times Concise
Crossword Book 1
Sunday Times Tetonor:
Book 1
Surviving 7.8: New
Zealanders Respond to
the Earthquakes of
November 2016
Taken
Taste For Life: Eat
Kindly, Tread Lightly,
Live Well

The Times Mind
Games
The Times Mind
Games

BC

32.99

10/23/2018

Tequila Made Me Do It
Thousand Roads
Home
Times Big Book of
Cryptic Crosswords
Book 5
Times Big Book of
Quick Crosswords:
Book 5
Times Britain’s Best
Walks
Times Britain’s Hidden
Railways

Rios Murrieta, Cecilia BB

18.99

9/4/2018

Harrington, Carmel

BC

21.99

12/4/2018

The Times Mind
Games

BC

15.99

11/20/2018

BC

15.99

11/20/2018

BC

29.99

9/4/2018

Holland, Julian

BB

66.99

11/20/2018

Times Atlases
The Times Mind
Games

BB

215.00

10/23/2018

BC

12.99

9/4/2018

Moorey, Tim

BC

15.99

11/20/2018

Times Comprehensive
Atlas of the World
Times Fiendish Su
Doku Book 11
Times How to Crack
Cryptic Crosswords

The Times Mind
Games
Somerville,
Christopher

INDEX
Pg

ISBN

127

9780008285586

157

9780008285371

158

9780008285333

158

9780008285340

157

9780008241292

157

9780008241285

158

9780008285449

158

9780008301699

157
154
53
30
30
2
54
144

9780008241193
9780008153663
9780008281373
9780008218904
9780008239558
9780008287283
9780008293413
9781847563217

149
31
67

9780007312856
9780008289331
9780008300692

91
56
56

9780008301224
9780008132989
9780008132996

82

9780008282592

32
33
33

9780008305468
9780008128234
9780008128579

130
145
123
154

9780008307752
9781460753415
9780008284978
9780008189273

57

9780008287276

Title
Times Improve Your
Bridge Game
Times Jumbo Cryptic
Crossword Book 17
Times MindGames
Number & Logic
Puzzles: Book 3
Times MindGames
Word Puzzles &
Conundrums: Book 3
Times Quick
Crossword Book 22
Times Quick Cryptic
Crossword book 3
Times Samurai Su
Doku: Book 7
Times Train Tracks
Times Ultimate Killer
Su Doku Book 10
To Catch A King
Tom’s Daily Goals
Too Big to Walk
Too Big to Walk
Toxic
Trafficked
Trapped
Ultimate SAS Survival
Unbeatable Mind
Underground
Unexpected Genius of
Pigs
Vietnam
Vietnam
What We’re Teaching
Our Sons
Where Has Mummy
Gone?
Woman’s Fortune
Woman’s Fortune
Women and Children
First
Working Class Boy
World Racecourses
Wounds
Year at Meadowbrook
Manor

Author

Format

Price

PubDate

Robson, Andrew
The Times Mind
Games

BC

14.99

10/23/2018

BC

16.99

10/23/2018

The Times UK

BC

15.99

11/20/2018

Times UK
The Times Mind
Games
The Times Mind
Games
The Times Mind
Games
The Times Mind
Games
The Times Mind
Games
Spencer, Charles
Daley, Tom
Ford, Brian J.
Ford, Brian J.
Rose, Jacqui
Weeks, Lee
Rose, Jacqui
Wiseman, John
‘Lofty’
Yoshida, Maya
Various

BC

15.99

11/20/2018

BC

12.99

9/4/2018

BC

12.99

9/4/2018

BC

15.99

10/23/2018

BC

12.99

10/23/2018

BC
BC
BC
BB
BC
BC
BC
BC

12.99
18.99
29.99
39.99
24.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

9/4/2018
11/20/2018
10/9/2018
9/4/2018
9/4/2018
9/4/2018
10/9/2018
9/4/2018

BB
BC
BB

34.99
18.99
28.99

10/30/2018
9/4/2018
10/23/2018

Whyman, Matt
Hastings, Max
Hastings, Max

BB
BB
BC

18.99
44.99
26.99

12/4/2018
10/16/2018
10/16/2018

Booth, Owen

BB

18.99

11/20/2018

Glass, Cathy
Cox, Josephine
Cox, Josephine

BC
BB
BC

12.99
32.99
21.99

9/4/2018
9/4/2018
9/4/2018

Paul, Gill
Barnes, Jimmy
Lysaght, Cornelius
Keane, Fergal

BC
BC
BB
BC

22.99
21.99
49.99
19.99

10/2/2018
10/2/2018
11/20/2018
11/27/2018

Bleasdale, Faith

BC

16.99

10/16/2018

